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Officers and staff

Principal officers

Visitor
The Hon. Mr Justice Sir James Augustine Genbo, Governor of Victoria

Chancellor
David William Rogers AO LLB Melb. FAICD

Deputy chancellors
Geoffrey Alistair Knight MA PhD Camah
Paul Henry Ramler AM DipBus Caulfield I.T. HonMBus 
Chisholm I.T. ACT AFAMI

Vice-chancellor
David Antony Robinson BA PhD Wale FRSA(U.K.) FAIM

Deputy vice-chancellor (research and development)
Peter LeBaron Deavall BCT(Hons) Melb. MS Ohio State MSE MA PhD DipEd FIEAust. FTS

Deputy vice-chancellor (international and public affairs)
John Edgar Mahoney BSc PhD Syd. N.S.W. FAIP FACPFI PAFAC

Deputy vice-chancellor (academic and planning)
Alan William Lindsay BSc DipEd MEd(Hons) Syd. PhD Macq

General manager
Peter Brian Wade BCom(Hons) MA & MFA

Members of Council

Chancellor
David William Rogers AO LLB Melb. FAICD

Vice-chancellor
David Antony Robinson BA PhD Wale FRSA(U.K.) FAIM

Chairperson of the Academic Board
Alan William Lindsay BSc DipEd MEd(Hons) Syd. PhD Macq

Professorial Staff Member
Terry Rusk Transferlog MA Syd

Non-Professorial Academic Staff Member
Frank Robert Boren BSc(Hons) PhD Lond.

General Staff Member
Michael Douglas Watson MA BSc(Hons) Melb.

Student Members
Undergraduate Member: Jacqueline Cameron
Postgraduate Member: Jacqueline Cameron

Appointed by the Governor-in-Council
John Charles Hutchinson ED DipMechEng FIEAust.

Appointed by the Minister for Tertiary Education and Training
Francis Charles Keck BComm Melb. BEd LaT ACAE FACE

Co-opted Members
Maria Gwendolene Keys BA Syd. MACS
Geoffrey Alistair Knight MA PhD Camah
Jane Margaret Hearn MA PhD Melb.
Officers and staff

Principal officers

Visitor
The Hon. Mr Justice Sir James Augustine Gobbo, Governor of Victoria

Chancellor
David William Rogers AO LLB Melb. FAICD

Deputy chancellors
Geoffrey Alastair Knights MA PhD Canb
Paul Henry Ramler AM DipBus Caulfield I.T. HonMBus
Chisholm I.T. ACT AFAMI

Vice-chancellor
David Anthony Robinson BA PhD Waite FRSAC(U.K.) FAIM

Deputy vice-chancellor (research and development)
Peter LeFevre Durval BComm(Hons) Melb. MS OhioState MSE
MA PhD DipEd FIEAust. FTS

Deputy vice-chancellor (international and public affairs)
John Edgar Mahey BSc PhD Syd. MSc N.S.W. FAIP
FACPSM FAICD

Deputy vice-chancellor (academic and planning)
Alan William Lindsay BSc DipEd MEd(Hons) Syd. PhD
Macq.

General manager
Peter Brian Wade BCom(Hons) MA Melb. FCPA

Members of Council

Chancellor
David William Rogers AO LLB Melb. FAICD

Vice-chancellor
David Anthony Robinson BA PhD Waite FRSAC(U.K.) FAIM

Chairperson of the Academic Board
Alan William Lindsay BSc DipEd MEd(Hons) Syd. PhD
Macq.

Professorial Staff Member
Terry Robson Thornal GA MA Syd

Non-Professorial Academic Staff Member
Frank Robert Burden BSc(Hons) PhD Lond.

General Staff Member
Michael Douglas Watson MA Melb. BSc(Hons)

Student Members
Undergraduate Member: Jacqueline Cameron
Postgraduate Member
Jacqueline Dwyer BA(Hons)

Appointed by the Governor-in-Council
FAIM
William Austin Kricker AM BSc(Hons) BEng(Hons) Syd.
MBA N.S.W. FAICD FIEAust.

Sally McNamara BSc Lat. FRCNA RN
Joan Melville MPhil MCom Melb. ACTT
Dorothy Ruth Plater AM BA BEd Melb. FACE
Paul Henry Ramler AM DipBus Caulfield I.T. HonMBus
Chisholm I.T. ACT AFAMI

Appointed by the Minister for Tertiary Education and Training
Francis Charles Pec BCom Melb. BEd Lat. ACAE FACE

Co-opted Members
Maria Gwendolene Keys MA Syd. MACS
Geoffrey Alastair Knights MA PhD Canb.
June Margaret Hearn MA, PhD.
The Academic Board

Chancellor
Mr David Williams Rogers

Deputy chancellors
Dr Geoffrey Alistair Knights
Mr Paul Ramler

Vice-chancellor and president
Professor David Armstrong-Rabenaar

Deputy vice-chancellors
Professor Peter Lefteri Darvall)
Professor John Edgar Maloney
Professor Alan William Lindsay (Chair)

Deans of faculties
Professor Marian Quayle – Arts
Professor John Redmond – Art and Design
Professor John A. Rickard – Business and Economics
Professor John Rosennberg – Information Technology
Professor R. I. A. T. White – Education
Professor Michael L. Brink – Engineering
Professor Charles R. Williams – Law
Professor Robert Potter – Medicine, Professor Nick Saunders – Medicine
Professor Ronald Davies – Science
Professor Colleen Cullen – Victorian College of Pharmacy

General manager
Mr Peter B Wade

University librarian
Professorial member

Director, Computer Centre
Mr Peter Steel

Secretary
Ms Maire Wilson-Relid

■ Elected professorial and non-professorial members in faculties

Arts
Professorial members

Business and Economics
Professorial members
Rob Brown 30/6/98
Peter Forsyth 30/6/98
Mark Hashett 30/6/98
Gary Griffin 30/6/98
Max L. Eng 30/6/98
Brian Permuter 30/6/98
Alles Russell 30/6/98
Phyllis Thienou 30/6/98

Non-professorial members
Ms Ann Berfield 30/6/98
Ms Mary-Louise Brien 30/6/98
Ms Val Chow 30/6/98
Associate Professor Merran Evans 30/6/98
Associate Professor Alan Farley 30/6/98
Dr Margaret Lingford 30/6/98
Associate Professor Lee Nehetzert 30/6/98
Dr Robin Pollard 30/6/98

Computing and Information Technology
Professorial members
David R. Armot 30/6/98
Don Schaufler 30/6/98

Non-professorial members
Associate Professor Jim Brom 30/6/98
Ms Ann Par 30/6/98
Associate Professor Paula Swanson 30/6/98

Education
Professorial members
Richard P. Guronnet 30/6/98
Faiz A. A 30/6/98

Non-professorial members
Associate Professor Margaret Gill 30/6/98
Associate Professor Terri Seddon 30/6/98

Engineering
Professorial members
Greg Egan 30/6/98
Paul Grandy 30/6/98
James Jarvis 30/6/98
William Morrison 30/6/98

Non-professorial members
Mr Gary Le 30/6/98
Associate Professor John Sheridan 30/6/98

Law
Professorial members
Richard Fox 30/6/98
Loain Waller 30/6/98

Non-professorial members
Associate Professor Sue McIntosh 30/6/98
Associate Professor Marilyn Pittard 30/6/98

Medicine
Professorial members
Wavickand Aord 30/6/98
Ross Koppe 30/6/98
Richard Ouberry 30/6/98
Colin Gibbs 30/6/98
Millon T. W. Hearn 30/6/98
Steve Holdsworth 30/6/98
Bevan Jerrard 30/6/98
David M. de Krans 30/6/98
Phillip Nagley 30/6/98
Napier Thomson 30/6/98

Emeritus professors

Emeritus professors

Non-professorial members
Associate Professor David Burley 30/6/98
Dr Chris Brown 30/6/98
Associate Professor Frank Ng 30/6/98

Science
Professorial members
Ray Cass 30/6/98
Margaret Clayton 30/6/98
Ronald Dickson 30/6/98
Roger H. Grimshaw 30/6/98
John W. Hamill 30/6/98
W. Roy Jackson 30/6/98
John B. Pilkington 30/6/98

Non-professorial members
Associate Professor Neil Cameron 30/6/98
Associate Professor Martin Hooper 30/6/98
Associate Professor Alan Lill 30/6/98

Victorian College of Pharmacy
Professorial member
Peter J. Storey 30/6/98

Non-professorial members
Dr John A. Rickard 30/6/98

■ Elected professorial and non-professorial members – campus-based

Professorial members
Alan Bishop 30/6/98
William Charman 30/6/98
Bill Lee 30/6/98
Michael Skally 30/6/98
Vacant 30/6/98

Non-professorial members
Ms Anna Parr 30/6/98
Mr James Austin 30/6/98
Dr Julie Edwards 30/6/98
Mr John Hurley 30/6/98
Dr Ray Stewart 30/6/98

■ Elected undergraduate and diploma students/graduate student representatives

To hold office until 31/07/98

Undergraduate members
Mr Michel Gabriele 30/6/98
Ms Joanne Shepherd 30/6/98
Ms Anika Jawery 30/6/98
Dr Julie Edwards 30/6/98
Mr John Hurley 30/6/98
Mr James Austin 30/6/98

Graduate members
Dr Stephen Duffy 30/6/98
Ms Adeline Johns-Putra 30/6/98
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The Academic Board

Chancellor
Mr David William Rogers

Deputy chancellors
Dr Geoffrey Alister Knights
Mr Paul Rumble

Vice-chancellor and president
Professor David Antony Robinson

Deputy vice-chancellors
Professor Peter LePearth Darwall
Professor John Edgar Maloney
Professor Alan William Lindsay (Chair)

Deans of faculties
Professor Marian Quaife – Arts
Professor John Redmond – Art and Design
Professor John Roos – Business and Economics
Professor John Rosenberg – Information Technology
Professor R ichard T White – Education
Professor Michael L Brink – Engineering
Professor Charles W Williams – Law
Professor Robert Porter – Medicine, Professor Nick Saunders – (from mid-1998)
Professor Ronald Dore – Science
Professor Colin Chapman – Victorian College of Pharmacy

General manager
Mr Peter W Bold

University librarian
Professor Edward Lim

Director, Computer Centre
Mr Peter Ansel

Secretary
Mr Kevin Wilson- Reid

Elected professorial and non-professorial members in faculties

Business and Economics
Professorial members
Rob Brown
Peter Forry
Mark Gabbott
Gerry Griffin
Max L King
Brian Permeier
Allan Russell
Phyllis Themero

Non-professorial members
Ms Anne Barfoot
Ms Mary Louise Brien
Ms Val Chilcote
Associate Professor Merren Evans
Associate Professor Alan Farley
Dr Margaret Lindoff
Associate Professor Les Nethercott
Dr Robin Pollard

Computing and Information Technology
Professorial members
David R Arnett
Don Schauder

Non-professorial members
Associate Professor Jim Breen
Ms Anne Parr
Associate Professor Paula Swanman

Education
Professorial members
Richard F Gunstone
Paul A Kiri

Non-professorial members
Associate Professor Margaret Gell
Associate Professor Terri Seddon

Engineering
Professorial members
Greg Egan
Paul Goodby
James Jarvis
William Melbourne

Non-professorial members
Mr Qui Le
Associate Professor John Shennan

Law
Professorial members
Richard Fox
Lesus Walker

Non-professorial members
Associate Professor Sue McNeill
Associate Professor Marilyn Pittard

Medicine
Professorial members
Waywick Anderson
Ross Coppell
Richard Doberry
Colin Gibbs

Non-professorial members
Beverly Eustace
Steve Stoddard

Emeritus professors
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Former officers

Visitors

The Governor of Victoria is Visitor of the University

1964–1974 Major General Sir Robert Hamilton KCMG
1975–1983 Sir John Lauchlan Carter Chipman MA(Hons) LLB
1984–1990 Sir Gordon Marsden KCMG KBE CMG
1991–1996 Sir Paul Keating AC CMG
1997–2001 Sir Evan Jenkins AC CMG

Deans

Faculty of Arts

1961–1965 Sir Alexander Gowdie SC BA LLB HonLLD
1965–1972 Professor Gordon Marsden KCMG KBE CMG
1973–1977 Sir Michael Rayner AC CMG KCMG KBE CMG
1978–1984 Sir Peter Cosgrove AC CMG KCMG KBE CMG
1985–1991 Sir Philip Hill AC CMG KCMG KBE CMG
1992–1997 Professor Peter McCall AC CMG KCMG KBE CMG
1998–2003 Sir Peter Cosgrove AC CMG KCMG KBE CMG

Deputy Chancellors

1962–1963 Sir Michael Chamberlain OBE KCMG HonLLD
1963–1973 Sir Douglas Menzies KCMG KBE CMG HonLLD
1974–1975 Sir Brian William Hone OBE BA MA OBE
1976–1980 Sir Rohan Delacombe KCMG KBE CMG HonLLD
1981–1983 Sir Peter Cosgrove AC CMG KCMG KBE CMG

Vice-Chancellors

1960–1967 Sir James Alexander Matheson KBE CMG
1968–1969 Sir Brian William Hone OBE BA MA OBE
1978–1985 Sir Brian William Hone OBE BA MA OBE
1986–1990 Sir Peter Cosgrove AC CMG KCMG KBE CMG
1991–1995 Sir Peter Cosgrove AC CMG KCMG KBE CMG
1996–2003 Sir Peter Cosgrove AC CMG KCMG KBE CMG
1994–2003 Professor Michael Macfarlane AC CMG KCMG KBE CMG
2004–2010 Sir Peter Cosgrove AC CMG KCMG KBE CMG

Professor of Zoology. Retired 5 July 1996.

Barrett Ferry Rd Bsc Bsc Ed PhD Melbourne FASSA. Appointed Professor of Zoology 1 January 1965. Chairman and Head of Department from 1965 until the end of 1979. Retired 31 December 1979.

Dean of the Faculty of Science. Retired 31 December 1993.


Appointed Professor of Zoology 1 January 1965. Chairman and Head of Department from 1965 until the end of 1979. Retired 31 December 1979.

Appointed Professor of Zoology 1 January 1965. Chairman and Head of Department from 1965 until the end of 1979. Retired 31 December 1979.

Appointed Professor of Zoology 1 January 1965. Chairman and Head of Department from 1965 until the end of 1979. Retired 31 December 1979.

Appointed Professor of Zoology 1 January 1965. Chairman and Head of Department from 1965 until the end of 1979. Retired 31 December 1979.

Appointed Professor of Zoology 1 January 1965. Chairman and Head of Department from 1965 until the end of 1979. Retired 31 December 1979.

Appointed Professor of Zoology 1 January 1965. Chairman and Head of Department from 1965 until the end of 1979. Retired 31 December 1979.

Appointed Professor of Zoology 1 January 1965. Chairman and Head of Department from 1965 until the end of 1979. Retired 31 December 1979.

Appointed Professor of Zoology 1 January 1965. Chairman and Head of Department from 1965 until the end of 1979. Retired 31 December 1979.

Appointed Professor of Zoology 1 January 1965. Chairman and Head of Department from 1965 until the end of 1979. Retired 31 December 1979.

Appointed Professor of Zoology 1 January 1965. Chairman and Head of Department from 1965 until the end of 1979. Retired 31 December 1979.

Appointed Professor of Zoology 1 January 1965. Chairman and Head of Department from 1965 until the end of 1979. Retired 31 December 1979.

Appointed Professor of Zoology 1 January 1965. Chairman and Head of Department from 1965 until the end of 1979. Retired 31 December 1979.

Appointed Professor of Zoology 1 January 1965. Chairman and Head of Department from 1965 until the end of 1979. Retired 31 December 1979.

Appointed Professor of Zoology 1 January 1965. Chairman and Head of Department from 1965 until the end of 1979. Retired 31 December 1979.

Appointed Professor of Zoology 1 January 1965. Chairman and Head of Department from 1965 until the end of 1979. Retired 31 December 1979.

Appointed Professor of Zoology 1 January 1965. Chairman and Head of Department from 1965 until the end of 1979. Retired 31 December 1979.

Appointed Professor of Zoology 1 January 1965. Chairman and Head of Department from 1965 until the end of 1979. Retired 31 December 1979.

Appointed Professor of Zoology 1 January 1965. Chairman and Head of Department from 1965 until the end of 1979. Retired 31 December 1979.
David Porter Chandler has been appointed to a Personal Chair in the History of Education at Deakin University, effective January 1995. He was appointed Professor of Education and Dean of the Faculty of Education in 1991. Prior to his appointment at Deakin, he was Professor of Education at the University of Melbourne from 1983 to 1991.

McMaster University is currently seeking candidates for the position of Chair of the Department of Education.acellular Professor of Education and Dean of the Faculty of Education at Victoria University of Wellington from 1992 to 1995. He was appointed Professor of Education at the University of Auckland in 1989. Prior to his appointment at Auckland, he was a Lecturer in Education at the University of Waikato in 1986.

University of Waikato is seeking candidates for the position of Chair of the Department of Education.acellular Professor of Education and Dean of the Faculty of Education at Victoria University of Wellington from 1992 to 1995. He was appointed Professor of Education at the University of Auckland in 1989. Prior to his appointment at Auckland, he was a Lecturer in Education at the University of Waikato in 1986.

University of Waikato is seeking candidates for the position of Chair of the Department of Education.acellular Professor of Education and Dean of the Faculty of Education at Victoria University of Wellington from 1992 to 1995. He was appointed Professor of Education at the University of Auckland in 1989. Prior to his appointment at Auckland, he was a Lecturer in Education at the University of Waikato in 1986.

University of Waikato is seeking candidates for the position of Chair of the Department of Education.acellular Professor of Education and Dean of the Faculty of Education at Victoria University of Wellington from 1992 to 1995. He was appointed Professor of Education at the University of Auckland in 1989. Prior to his appointment at Auckland, he was a Lecturer in Education at the University of Waikato in 1986.

University of Waikato is seeking candidates for the position of Chair of the Department of Education.acellular Professor of Education and Dean of the Faculty of Education at Victoria University of Wellington from 1992 to 1995. He was appointed Professor of Education at the University of Auckland in 1989. Prior to his appointment at Auckland, he was a Lecturer in Education at the University of Waikato in 1986.

University of Waikato is seeking candidates for the position of Chair of the Department of Education.acellular Professor of Education and Dean of the Faculty of Education at Victoria University of Wellington from 1992 to 1995. He was appointed Professor of Education at the University of Auckland in 1989. Prior to his appointment at Auckland, he was a Lecturer in Education at the University of Waikato in 1986.
1989–1993 Robert John Peggert BSc MA MEd PhD Lat. Dipl.
David Syne Faculty of Business
Faculty of Computing and Information Technology
1980–1986 Clifford John Bellamy B.N.Z. PhD Syd. MIBAS FACS
Faculty of Economics Commerce and Management
(by formerly Faculty of Economics and Politics)
1980–1985 William Angus Sinclair MCom MEd PhD. OAM OSA. FACS
Faculty of Education
1964–1993 Richard Jeffrey SM MA Oum. MAT Harv. FACSE
1971–1975 Sedun Stephen Dunne BA dip Ed Adv. BEd. MEd PhD. FACSA FACSE FACS
Faculty of Science
1982–1988 Peter John Fennell BSc MSc MEd BSc PhD. Adv. CASC ARPS ANZ.
1989–1993 David Nicholas Attip BA BEd PhD NFA FRIA
Faculty of Engineering
1968–1984 Peter Leopold Daniel RE (Hons.) MSc. MAd.
Faculty of Liberal Arts
1974–1991 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
1975–1974 Peter Robert Barker BSc. MSc MAI. DSc. AM BSc. PhD. FACR.
Accounting and Finance

Management
Bernard Anthony Barry DPhD MSc. PhD 5yrs. MSocSc 5yrs. DPhD 5yrs. Appointed 1 January 1990.

Applied Mathematics

Biochemistry

Music

Personal Chair in Surgery
Peter Edward Mullen MB MPhil PhD 5yrs. MHRM 10 yrs 10 mos. Appointed 1 August 1992.

Pathology and Immunology

Pharmacology

Chemical Engineering

Physiology

Forensic Psychiatry

Radiation Oncology

Economics

Personal Chair in Biochemistry
David Lindsay Healy BMedSc MB 5yrs. MHRM 10 yrs 10 mos. Appointed 1 December 1990.

Forensic Medicine

Physics
Henry Soursen Higgins Chair of Law

Dean of the Faculty of Law and the

Personal Chair in Developmental Psychology
David Lindsay Healy BMedSc MB 5yrs. MHRM 10 yrs 10 mos. Appointed 1 December 1990.

Dean of the Faculty of Law

Personal Chair in Obstetrics and Gynaecology
David Lindsay Healy BMedSc MB 5yrs. MHRM 10 yrs 10 mos. Appointed 1 December 1990.

Dean of the Faculty of Medicine

Personal Chair in Genetics
Robert Edward Johnston FRMIT (Chemical Engineering) BSc 10 yrs 10 mos. Appointed 1 January 1989.

Dean of the Victorian College of

Personal Chair in Respiratory Medicine

Dean of the Faculty of Science

Personal Chair in Anaesthesia
Maurice Francis Chalmair MB BS 5yrs. MHRM 10 yrs 10 mos. Appointed 1 January 1989.

Dean of the Faculty of Engineering

Personal Chair in Anaesthesia
Maurice Francis Chalmair MB BS 5yrs. MHRM 10 yrs 10 mos. Appointed 1 January 1989.

Dean of the Faculty of Business

Personal Chair in Anaesthesia
Maurice Francis Chalmair MB BS 5yrs. MHRM 10 yrs 10 mos. Appointed 1 January 1989.

Dean of the Faculty of Business

Personal Chair in Anaesthesia
Maurice Francis Chalmair MB BS 5yrs. MHRM 10 yrs 10 mos. Appointed 1 January 1989.

Dean of the Faculty of Business

Personal Chair in Anaesthesia
Maurice Francis Chalmair MB BS 5yrs. MHRM 10 yrs 10 mos. Appointed 1 January 1989.

Dean of the Faculty of Business

Personal Chair in Anaesthesia
Maurice Francis Chalmair MB BS 5yrs. MHRM 10 yrs 10 mos. Appointed 1 January 1989.

Dean of the Faculty of Business

Personal Chair in Anaesthesia
Maurice Francis Chalmair MB BS 5yrs. MHRM 10 yrs 10 mos. Appointed 1 January 1989.

Dean of the Faculty of Business

Personal Chair in Anaesthesia
Maurice Francis Chalmair MB BS 5yrs. MHRM 10 yrs 10 mos. Appointed 1 January 1989.

Dean of the Faculty of Business

Personal Chair in Anaesthesia
Maurice Francis Chalmair MB BS 5yrs. MHRM 10 yrs 10 mos. Appointed 1 January 1989.

Dean of the Faculty of Business

Personal Chair in Anaesthesia
Maurice Francis Chalmair MB BS 5yrs. MHRM 10 yrs 10 mos. Appointed 1 January 1989.

Dean of the Faculty of Business

Personal Chair in Anaesthesia
Maurice Francis Chalmair MB BS 5yrs. MHRM 10 yrs 10 mos. Appointed 1 January 1989.

Dean of the Faculty of Business

Personal Chair in Anaesthesia
Maurice Francis Chalmair MB BS 5yrs. MHRM 10 yrs 10 mos. Appointed 1 January 1989.

Dean of the Faculty of Business

Personal Chair in Anaesthesia
Maurice Francis Chalmair MB BS 5yrs. MHRM 10 yrs 10 mos. Appointed 1 January 1989.

Dean of the Faculty of Business

Personal Chair in Anaesthesia
Maurice Francis Chalmair MB BS 5yrs. MHRM 10 yrs 10 mos. Appointed 1 January 1989.

Dean of the Faculty of Business

Personal Chair in Anaesthesia
Maurice Francis Chalmair MB BS 5yrs. MHRM 10 yrs 10 mos. Appointed 1 January 1989.
Pediatrics
Richard Ralph Dobbery MBBS Qld FRACP. Appointed 17 November 1995.

Personal Chair in Psychology

Director/Professor, National Key Centre in Industrial Relations

Chemistry

Dean of the Faculty of Engineering
Michael Louis Brkl BS PhD. FYI Ave/FRChem EEng. Appointed 1 March 1993. Formerly appointed (1 January 1994) Assistant Professor in Department of Chemical Engineering.

Palliative Care
Michael Andrew Ashley LACPY MBBS (Dist. MBRC) FACPY. Appointed 13 March 1995.

Organisational Behaviour
Phyllis Thackrayo BS MPsych PhD Qld. Appointed 31 March 1995.

Psychology
Kim Tae Ng BA PhD. Appointed 1 May 1993.

History
Barbara Cates BA. MPhil Sussex FAHASS. Appointed 1 July 1995.

Science and Technology Education
Richard Francis Gunstone BSc PhD. C.N.A.A. Appointed 1 July 1995.

Chemistry
Colin Ewens/Alan Raston BSc W.Aus. DSc Graph. Appointed 1 July 1995.

Personal Chair in Sociology

Personal Chair in Politics

Personal Chair in Critical and Cultural Studies
Elizabeth Anne Grieve BA PhD Sul. Appointed 1 July 1995.

Personal Chair in English and Comparative Literature

Personal Chair in English
Harold Lawler BSc Law BA. QLd. Phil Comill FAHASS. Appointed 1 July 1995.

Personal Chair in Pathology and Immunology

Pharmacists

Sir John Latham Chair of Law
Hoong Phun Law LLB (Hons) Sing. LLML Malaysia PhD. Appointed 1 December 1995.

Pure Mathematics
Klaus Eder MSc PhD Heidelberg. Appointed 4 December 1995.

Personal Chair in Physics

Personal Chair in Palaeontology

Manufacturing and Industrial Engineering

Allergy and Clinical Immunology
Robin Elizabeth O’Hear PhD Lead. MBBS FRACP. Appointed 1 January 1996.

Educational Policy and Administration
Fatih Albas Khvi BEd Canberra C.A.E. MED MSc. PhD Lead. Appointed 1 August 1996.

Medical Radiation Science
Laurence Mark von Unseen BSc PhD. MEng. Appointed 26 February 1996.

Physiology
Warwick Peter Anderson BSc N.E. PhD Add. Appointed 18 January 1996.

Materntal-Fetal Medicine
Robert Frank Burrows MD W.C. FRCOG. Appointed 1 April 1996.

Dean of the Faculty of Science
Ronald Wallace Davie DSc PhD Watkins. Appointed 1 April 1996.

Applied Economics
Brian Richard Parmarner BA Nat. MA Loc. Appointed 1 April 1996.

Personal Chair in Law
Marika Anne Loew LHR(Hons) MPhil JASSA Barrister and Solicitor (Vc.). Appointed 8 May 1995.

Personal Chair in Materials Engineering
Birmingham Charles Muddle BSc PhD N.Z. W.M. MIM. Appointed 1 June 1996.

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Margaret Nancy Cloronon BSc Phd DPhil. DiplD. Appointed 12 August 1996.

Information Management
Donald Ellis Schauer BA Rhodes M.A. Sheffield MD PhD Md. Appointed 16 August 1996.

Neuroscince and director Van Clief/Roget Centre for Nervous Diseases
Bodun Stormy MB Md DPhil Osm.FRACP. Appointed 16 September 1996.

Psychology
Graeme John Coleman BA PhD Sul. Appointed 18 November 1996.

Vice-chancellor and president
David Antony Robinson BA PhD Sul. FAHASS. Appointed 1 January 1994.

Economics
Peter John Forsyth MSc Sul. DPhil Osm. FRHist. Appointed 1 January 1997.

Transport Engineering

Marketing
Mark Gabbott BA Essen MSc. Md. FIML Appointed 3 February 1997.

Geography and Environmental Science
Christopher Reid Coulson BlScStat. Wk CAOapd PhD Md. MIM. Appointed 3 December 1997.

Computer Science
David Andrew Abrarsonz BSc PhD. Appointed 13 February 1997.

Deputy vice-chancellor (international & public affairs)

Deputy vice-chancellor (academic and planning)

Research professors
National Centre for Australian Studies

Institute of Reproduction and Development

Applied Mathematics

Honorary professors and adjunct professors
Honorary Chair in Medicine
Henry George Border AO MD BS Md. FRACP. Appointed 13 November 1978.

Honorary Chair in Medicine

Honorary Chair in Medicine
John Watson Funder BA MB BS PhD. FRACP. Appointed 1 November 1987.

Honorary Chair in Microbiology

Honorary Chair in Education
Bart McGeow BSc Diplip BEd Md. Illinoen FACE. FANZ FASSA. Appointed 24 September 1996.

Adjunct Professor in Graduate School of Management

Adjunct Professor in School of Marketing

Honorary Chair in Obstetrics and Gynaecology

Honorary Chair in Microbiology

Adjunct Professor in Department of Chemical Engineering

Honorary Chair in Medicine

Honorary Chair in Obstetrics and Gynaecology

Honorary Chair in Medicine
Gary Lawrence Rowland Jennings MD BS MBCR FRCP. Appointed 1 May 1995.

Honorary Chair in Medicine
Ian Richard Stocking MD BS Md. FRACP. Appointed 1 May 1995.

Honorary Chair in Earth Sciences

Qantas Adjunct Professor in International Economics

Adjunct Professor in Department of Management
Bruce Alexander Grant BA DPhil Md. Appointed 1 September 1995.

Honorary Chair in Medicine

Adjunct Professor in Department of Music
Maxwell Joseph Lorimer MMus. PhD. FAPsS. FACPSM FAICD. Appointed 1 April 1996.

Adjunct Professor in Australian Centre for the Study of Jewish Civilisation
Bernard Rechter MD BS Md. FACPE. Appointed 1 January 1996.

Adjunct Professor in Department of Electrical and Computer Systems Engineering
Hugh Francis Durham-White BSc (Eng) Lend. MSE PhD Md. Appointed 1 January 1996.

Honorary Chair in Pathology
Anatomy

Chemical Engineering
Frank Lawson BSc N.S.W. PhD ASTC PhChem FEIAust. Appointed 1 January 1996.

Chemistry
Roger Frederick Challa Brown MSc. PhD Carnw. FRAC. Appointed 1 January 1996.

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
William Ronald Arlet Munro BA DPhil Queen. HSSE. Appointed 1 January 1997.

Honorary Chair in Medicine
Nicholas Christopher MB BS PhD Melb. FRACP. Appointed 1 January 1997.

Honorary Chair in Surgery

Honorary Chair in Psychological Medicine
David Gordon Copus MB BS. PhD MPM DPM FRACP FRANZCP. Appointed 1 July 1996.

Honorary Chair in Psychological Medicine
David Gordon Copus MB BS. PhD MPM DPM FRACP FRANZCP. Appointed 1 July 1996.

Honorary Chair in Chemical Engineering
David John Karoly BA(Hons) PhD. R'dg. BSc(Hons) Adel. Appointed 1 January 1998.

Honorary Chair in Veterinary Science

Honorary Chair in Veterinary Science

Honorary Chair in Veterinary Science

Honorary Chair in Veterinary Science

Honorary Chair in Veterinary Science

Other professors
Faculty of Arts

Faculty of Business and Economics
Jeffrey Ralph James Richardson BA(Econ) N.E. PhD. Macq. (National Centre for Health Program Evaluation)

Faculty of Business and Economics
Allan Herbert Miller BEe LLB W.Aust. (Academic and Planning)

Faculty of Business and Economics
Allan Herbert Miller BEe LLB W.Aust. (Academic and Planning)

Faculty of Business and Economics
Allan Herbert Miller BEe LLB W.Aust. (Academic and Planning)

Faculty of Business and Economics
Allan Herbert Miller BEe LLB W.Aust. (Academic and Planning)

Faculty of Business and Economics
Allan Herbert Miller BEe LLB W.Aust. (Academic and Planning)

Faculty of Business and Economics
Allan Herbert Miller BEe LLB W.Aust. (Academic and Planning)
Anatomy
Erin Ferguson, Glasgow MD MCh BSc (Honours) Appointed 1 January 1995.

Chemical Engineering
Frank Lawson BSc, N.S.W. PhD AMTIC FChemE FIAust. Appointed 1 January 1996.

Chemistry
Roger Frederick Challis Brown PhD Appointed 1 January 1997.

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

Electrical and Computer Systems Engineering

Other professors

Faculty of Arts
Jeffrey Bruce Jacob AR MA CertFaustAss Hist. Ph.D. Cass (Asian Language and Studies)
John David Blackard BA Syd. PhD.FAHIA. (National Centre for Australian Studies)

Faculty of Business and Economics
Jeffrey Ralph Richardson RA(Econ) N.E. PhD Macq. (National Centre for Health Program Evaluations)
Allen Maurice Russell BSc(Hons) DipEd. BSc MPhil. Chalmers FIMA (Associate Dean (Special Projects))
William Robert Schmidt MAgi Sc. Master PhD Purdue (Student Business School)
Selwyn Synful Smith BA(Hons) MEngSc. DipEd. (Business Management)
Anurk Singh Sehgal BEng(Hons) MBA PhD. CEng. MI MechE. (Business Management)

Faculty of Engineering
Joseph Matthews BSc. BEng. PhD Texas. FICMC M CAE MACS MScCHE FAust(MM) (Chemical Engineering)
Russell Gordon Main BEng MEng. MEng. PhD. MMem. FIEAust (Co-operative Research Centre for Catchment Hydrology)

Faculty of Information Technology
David Reginald Arnott BSc(Hons) N.S.W. MACS (Information Management & Systems)
Edward Hudie Tam BA BEng DipEd N.S.W. GradDiplipEd Calibre C.A. FELALA (University Librarians)

Faculty of Medicine
Y fan Chri Siak Sih Ho MD BSc H.K. FRCPath, FRCPA (Pathology and Immunology)
Leon Futtbierman BSc MB MD. MMed. MMed, MICP (UK) FRACS (Community Medicine and General Practice)
Graham Stanley Taylor Certified Birec. BSc. Med.Lic. MSc Alts

Faculty of Science
James Phillip Call BSc N.E. DipPhil. Ocean. BSc. (Earth Sciences)

Vice-Chancellor’s Office
John Norman Rutter BA LLB Melb Hon Dibus B.A.M.T. FIAA
Campus director (Gippsland)
Norman Andrew Coghill BSc. MEng. TSTC FRMedS (Study Centre and Community Arts Liaison)

Department of Computer Systems Engineering
Arifur Peter Vatan BSc(Hons) BA Melb. MSEM PhD Wayne State

Monash Mt Eliza Business School
Bruce Robert Ekins BE Syd. 2BBA Hons IIIC Chem(Bio) Jack Wood KCM Melb. MEd PhD Asia. BEd

Honorary professorial fellows

Genetics and Developmental Biology

National Key Centre for Health Program Evaluation

Microbiology
Educational Services
Manager
Ian Thomas BSc BE Med MEd
Facilities and Conference Office
Manager
Caroline Mary Purse
Office of Continuing Education
Manager
Michael John O'Brien BSc DipEd Med BEd
Teaching Services Caulfield
Manager – Media Services
Byron Nichols DipArt/DipTV Swinburne I.T DipEd 
State Gov Vic. GradDipMediaStudies Victoria Coll (Aust.) 
BE LaT'
Teaching Services Clayton
Manager – Media Services
Granta Askew TVTechCerr. R.M.I.T.
Estates Management
Manager
Wayne Norris Brundell
Occupational Health, Safety and Environment
Manager
Cherilyn June Tillman BSc N.S.W MAppSc University Librarian
U.C. (U.K.)
Works and Services
Manager
Drew Lomas
Major building projects coordinator
Alexander Bruce Davis
Financial Services Division
Accounting Services Branch
Manager
Robert Frederick Carey FCPA
Treasurer manager
Geoffrey Alan Stewart Murray Bill
Senior financial accountant
Davide Ereme McWaters BBus R.M.I.T CPA
Budget and Statistical Services
Director
John Graham Levine BA (Hons) N.Wales MAppSc Finance I.A.E. 
Gippsland
Personnel Services Division
Assistant general manager
Peter Stuart Marshall BEe MSc,(Hons) ARMIT
Gippsland campus administration
Gippsland campus administration manager
Michael Edward Hall BComm Med B.
Community relations manager
Murray Norman Homes BA

Deputy Vice-Chancellor’s Office (International and Public Affairs)

Deputy vice-chancellor (international and public 
affairs)
John Edge Maitone BSc PhD Syd. MSc N.S.W FIAIP 
FACPM FIAH

Arts Precinct

Monash University Gallery
Director
Josipel Emilien Duncan MA Lend. BA
Performing and Creative Arts
Director
Philip D X'ard AM
Performing and Visual Arts
Executive Director
Stephen Dee

Halls of Residence
Director
Vladimir Anton Prippich AIMM

University Marketing and Development
Executive director
Jennifer Ann Chandler Bibus Vic.I.C. SLA(per)

Administration
Manager
Mr Michael Simmonds BCom Med. GradDipArts(Aust)(R)

Development
Manager
Vacant

Internal Communications
Manager
Brenda Hartness

International Alumni and Development
Manager
Jennifer May Beck BA Med. CES Part II LouTel.

Marketing Services and Public Relations
Manager
Cathy Kirkham Bibus Med. GradDipMktg

Monash Alumni Association
Executive officer
Merry Grainger BCom Br.Gol MAappC R.M.I.T.CGA

Office for Prospective Students
Manager
Caroline Knowles Bibus R.M.I.T.

Publishing and Design
Manager
Stuart Lee Wagniel DipArt R.M.I.T.
Monash International Pty Ltd
General Manager
Anthony James Pillock BA(Hons)

Deputy Vice-Chancellor’s Office (Research and Development)

Deputy vice-chancellor (research and development)
Pete Grober Davall BCh(Hons) Med. MS (Oxford) MSE 
MA PhD. Print. DipEd FIEAust. PFS

Information Technology Services Division
Director
Vacant

Computer Centre
Director
Peter Robert Arnal BE Milngfle
Associate director
Jack Chenoweth BEng Med. DipEd Hawthorn I.T. 
GradDipEd Cheltenham I.T.

Administrative and Management Information Systems
Manager
Max Ernest Robinson BSc

Research Services Division
Director
Vacant

Deputy director
Janet Gewenduline Gaffy BA(Hons) Med. MSc A.N.U. 
Ceritheter. Canberra I.T.

Research Grants and Ethics Branch
Manager
Janet Gewenduline Gaffy BA(Hons) Med. MSc A.N.U. 
Ceritheter. Canberra I.T.

Research Training and Support Branch
Manager
Pamela Rae Herman BA BEd Med. DipLogDr

General Manager’s Office

General manager
Peter Brian Wade BCom(Hons) MA Medb. FCBA 
Assistant general manager (facilities and services)
John Ralph Trembath Bibus Med. MAIB
Assistant general manager (financial services)
John Edward Matthews FCBA FCA MAICD 
Assistant general manager (personnel services)
John Stuart Marshall BSc CMAHRI
Assistant general manager (student services)
Robert Burnet BA MBA Medb.

Director management information systems
MSc(Education) Informe MBA

Director planning coordination and corporate services
Kay Jeanne Spierings B Bus(Acc) ASA

Facilities and Services Division

Facilities manager, Gippsland
Stephen Davey DipCivEng Gippsland I.A.E.
Animal Services
Manager
Susan Margaret Mahrntich BVSc, Med. MACYS
Business and Client Services
Manager
Roger William Newall AsdDipAppChem R.M.I.T ARMIT 
MSAIC

Educational Services
Manager
Ian Thomas BSc BEd Med MEd
Facilities and Conference Office
Manager
Caroline Mary Purse
Office of Continuing Education
Manager
Michael John O'Brien BSc DipEd Med BEd
Teaching Services Caulfield
Manager – Media Services
Byron Nichols DipArt/DipTV Swinburne I.T DipEd 
State Gov Vic. GradDipMediaStudies Victoria Coll (Aust.) 
BE LaT'
Teaching Services Clayton
Manager – Media Services
Granta Askew TVTechCerr. R.M.I.T.
Estates Management
Manager
Wayne Norris Brundell
Occupational Health, Safety and Environment
Manager
Cherilyn June Tillman BSc N.S.W MAppSc University Librarian
U.C. (U.K.)
Works and Services
Manager
Drew Lomas
Major building projects coordinator
Alexander Bruce Davis
Financial Services Division
Accounting Services Branch
Manager
Robert Frederick Carey FCPA
Treasurer manager
Geoffrey Alan Stewart Murray Bill
Senior financial accountant
Davide Ereme McWaters BBus R.M.I.T CPA
Budget and Statistical Services
Director
John Graham Levine BA (Hons) N.Wales MBA ASA 
Deputy Director
Deborah Ann Lamped BSc(Hons)

Gippsland campus administration
Gippsland campus administration manager
Michael Edward Hall BComm Med B.
Community relations manager
Murray Norman Homes BA

Personnel Services Division
Assistant general manager
Peter Stuart Marshall BSc CMAHRI
Faculty of Art and Design

Officers of the faculty

Dean of the faculty and professor of industrial design
John Kail Redmond BA(Hons) DipEd(Design) CSAD MA(RCA) R.C.A. FRSA MESA FDA AADM

Personal assistant to the dean of the faculty
Jane Elizabeth Taylor

Acting faculty registrar
Maureen Hall BA(Hons) DipEd Malayee MIEF

Administrative officer
Janes El Rae Liddicoct

Industrial Design, Visual Communications, Interior Architecture and Design

Department of Design

Head of department to be appointed

Industrial Design

Acting head
Arthur de Bono BA(IndDes) R.M.I.T. MFA

Associate professor
Ken Richard Lewensohn DipArt Casfield I.T. DipArt R.M.I.T. TTC

Senior lecturer
Edward James Kayser MA AssoDipIndDes R.M.I.T. DipArt Casfield I.T. CADCA FCSIO MFA

Lecturers
Philip Keoghan Bayesian Wadley BEd(IndDes) Mark Willen DipArtIndDes R.M.I.T. MA MFA

Laboratory manager
John Alley

Technician
Peter Waters

Administrative officer
Jasmine Waylenko

Visual Communications

Acting head
Jennifer Margaret Allen

Senior lecturer
Jennifer Margaret Allen BA VIC.I.G Grad DipEd Hawthorn I.T.

Lecturers
Neil Graham Barnett BA(Hons) MA Lead. Inst. PGCF
Ged Thomas Sawders BA(GraphDes) Casfield I.T.

CD Graphics

Lecturers
Paul John Davis DipArt&Des R.M.I.T. MA FRMIT

Lecturer
Paul John Davis DipArt&Des R.M.I.T. MA FRMIT

Ceramics, Glass, Metals/Jewellery

Department of Applied Arts

Head of department
Associate Professor Bernard John Hoffert

Caulfield

Associate professor
Bernard John Hoffert BA(Hons) I.T. DipArt Preston I.T.

Senior lecturer
Christopher John Redmond BA(N.E. DipEd) Northern Rivers C.A.E. AssocDipArtIndDes Casfield I.T. GradDipCeramicDes/Chisholm I.T.

Technician
Peter Garwood

Administrative Officer
Linda Dembinski

Interior Architecture

Head
To be appointed

Caulfield

Departments of Fine Arts

Head of department
Associate Professor Bernard John Hoffert

Caulfield

Associate professor
Bernard John Hoffert BA(Hons) I.T. DipArt Preston I.T.

Senior lecturer
Paul John Davis DipArtIndDes R.M.I.T. MA FRMIT


Technicians
John Chalmers Casfield I.T. (CeramicDes) BA(Diploma) AADE

Administrative officer
Carmen Maestri

Theory of art and design

Department of Theory of Art and Design

Head of department
Karen Eric Benley

Associate professor
Bernard John Hoffert BA(Hons) I.T. DipArt Preston I.T.

Senior lecturer
Karen Eric Benley MA Auck. MACE

Robert Hugh Nelson MA PhD LaT.

Lecturers
Mary Anne Rogers BEd(IndDes) Gippsland I.T. BA Interior Architecture

Administrative officer
Deborah Shank

Gippsland Centre for Art & Design

Director of centre

Administrative officer
The Union
Director
Joseph James Currie GradDipHospWtrr

University Bookshop
Manager
James Francis McGrath BA DipEd Melb.

Faculty of Art and Design

Officers of the faculty
Dean of the faculty and professor of industrial design
John Kyle Redmond BA(Hons) DipEd(Hons)(Eng) CASD MA(RCA) R.C.A. RSA MESSA FIDA AADDM

Personal assistant to the dean of the faculty
Jane Elizabeth Taylor

Acting faculty registrar
Maureen Hall BA(Hons) DipEd Malaya MEdEd

Administrative officer
Janet Rae Liddercott

Industrial Design, Visual Communications, Interior Architecture and Design

Department of Design
Head of department
To be appointed

Industrial Design
Acting head
Arthur de Ron (Bart(tD)Des) R.M.I.T. MDIA

Associate professor
Ken Richard Lewtst DipArt(Ceramics) I.T. DipArt R.M.I.T. TTC

Senior lecturers
Edward Robert James Kayser MA AssocDipIndDes R.M.I.T.
DeBScaa FCDI MDIA

Lecturers
Philip Keith Barnes Wadley BFA(ArtsD) Des
Mark Wilson DipArt(tD)Des R.M.I.T. MA MDIA

Laboratory manager
John Alley

Technician
Peter Worres

Administrative officer
Janice Wasylenko

Visual Communications
Acting head
Jennifer Margaret Allen

Senior lecturer
Jennifer Margaret Allen BA Vic. I.T. GradDipEd Hawthorn I.T.

Lecturers
Neil Graham Barrett BA(Hons) MA Lead. Art. FGCI

Gene Thomas Hawken BA(Ceramics) ChisoleMelb.

Caulfield

Associate professor
Bernard John Hoffert BA(Hons) LaT.DipArtPrent I.T.

Senior lecturers

Technicians
Peter Garwood

Administrative officer
Linda Dembinski

Interior Architecture
Head
To be appointed

Fine arts

Department of Fine Arts
Head of department
Associate Professor Bernard John Hoffert

Caulfield

Assistant professors
Bernard John Hoffert BA(Hons) LaT. DipArtPrent I.T.

Senior lecturers
John William Hopkins DipArt(Des) Swinburne I.T. MA

Senior lecturers
John Patrick Neeson DipFineArt R.M.I.T. MA TTCY FRAM IT

Wendy Ferraro DipArt(Des) R.M.I.T. MA

Andrew John Riley (coordinator Printmaking)
Daniel Peter Wolterton BA St Johns MA R.M.I.T.

Lecturers
Roger James Byrt BA ChisoleMelb. I.T. MA R.M.I.T.

Lecturers
Kate Devor BA Melb. GradDipFineArt (coordinator

Sculpture)

Geoffrey Russell Dupere DipArt(Des) Swinburne I.T.

DipFl 시로트 City # Guildo Land. CarriAvd

St Martin's School of Art Lond. MA R.M.I.T. (coordinator Printmaking)

Catherine Darce DipPrent I.T. GradDipHawthorn I.E. MA (coordinator Printmaking)

Les Komitas DipArt(Des) R.M.I.T. (coordinator Sculpture)

Glyn Martin Williams DipArt(Des) Caulfield I.T. MA

Technicians
Brad Culley BA(FineArt) BA(Hons) (FineArt)

Jo-Anne Wilson BA GradDipFineArt ChisoleMelb. I.T. DipEdl

Stare Coll. Vic.

Administrative officer
Marion Ruth Wells BA

Gippsland

Lecturers

StateColl.Vic.(Hawthorn) GradDip(VisArts) Gippsland I.A.E. MA

Rodney Maurice Forbes GradDip(VisArts) Gippsland I.A.E.

Clive Murray-White DipArt(Des) I.T. TTCY


Ceramics, Glass, Metals, Jewellery

Department of Applied Arts
Head of department
Associate Professor Bernard John Hoffert

Gippsland Centre for Art & Design

Director of centre

Stare Coll. Vic.(Hawthorn) GradDip(VisArts)

Gippsland I.A.E. MA
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List of members – 19

Accurate to 6/3/98
Faculty of Arts

Officers of the faculty

Dean
Marion Quartly BA Adel PhD
Associate dean (graduate studies) and director, Arts Graduate School
Terry Roslyn Thedagold Md Sa.
Associate dean (research)
Graeme John Davison BA DipEd Medh. BA OtoN. PhD A.N.U. FASSA FAHA
Associate dean (undergraduate studies)
Naomi Rosch White BA Medh. MA PhD Sydney
Graeme John Davison BA Medh. BA OtoN. PhD A.N.U. FASSA FAHA
Convenor, committee for graduate studies
Terry Roslyn Thedagold Md Sa.
Convenor, committee for undergraduate studies
Naomi Rosch White BA Medh. MA PhD Sydney
Convenor, committee on research
Graeme John Davison BA Medh. BA OtoN. PhD A.N.U. FASSA FAHA
Convenor, committee for international studies
Professor Bruce Jacobs AB MA CertEastAsianInst PhD. Col.
Research assistant
Avr Jill Cappon Kyle Md TpTc.
Executive assistants to dean
Tyn Mcine
Cortine McGee
Dean’s executive officer
Ras thanon
Business manager
Ludwig Moh Bha A.N.W. FCPA
Resources and statistical officer
Robert John Jenismon CPA
Resources administration officer
Audrey Holloway
Facility registrar
Carole Nolens BA DipEd Bsc. LaT GradDigitalAdmin Hawthorn I.E. Md.
Secretary to faculty registrar
Michael Langford
Deputy facility registrar
Christine Elizabeth Wood Bsc Medh.
Administrative officer – information systems
Mark Lex Emerson
Coordinator – undergraduate studies
Helen Giovanni-Dunns Primary Victoria Coll.(Burwood)
GradDigitalAdmin Hawthorn I.E.
Honours coordinator – undergraduate
April Denyer BA

Administrative officers – undergraduate (Clayton)

Helen Joyce BA
Lauree Jeffrey BA(Hons)
Elizabeth Anne Purton
Administrative officers – undergraduate (Clayton)

Henry Blackman
Gwen Jayawardana
Stella Kanit
Margaret Kelley
Administrative assistants – undergraduate (Clayton)

Judy Ballantine
Angela Sulten
Administrative assistant – undergraduate (Peninsula)
Judy Knigh.
Coordinator – graduate studies
Marianne Gemperle Bsc
Administrative officers – graduate studies
Shanice Mary Dziehtatesha Ba A.Lanka
Louise Walter BA(Hons)
Lisa Helen Williams BA Qld
Administrative officer – research
Margot Clarke BA Medh.
Administrative assistants – graduate studies
Pauley Vasquez
Coordinator – international relations
Elizabeth Anne Nolan
Marketing officer
Vacant

Anthropology and Sociology

Head of department
Professors
Gary Donald Bouma BA Culve Bd Prin Thel.Sem. MA PhD Croll.
Associate professors
Donald Bruce Miller BA Syd. PhD A.N.U.
Andrew John Miller BscEcon. PhD Fellow
Naomi Rosch White BA Medh. MA PhD Sydney
Reader
Senior lecturers
Christopher William Chamberlain Msic.Econ.(Hon.) Lond. PhD
Drew Boes MAHons. PhD Lond.
Michael Stevenover BA PhD Sydney.
Brue Wearre MscMedx. PhD Lond.
Readers
Christine Amouse Bsc. Maxway BA (Hons) PhD. Wll.
Jan van Bommel Ba Qa MA Medh. PhD.Lat.
Pendale Graham MA Medh. PhD Lond.
Oanh GradDigital M.T.I. BA DiplEd
Beste Warren Hough BA(Hons)
Sten Johnson BA(Hons)
Ray Philip Joudlin BA(Hons) PhD.
Catherine Lewis DipMedRadiol. B.M.T.BA(Hons) DiplEd Lat.

Asian Languages and Studies

Head of department
Bruce Jacobs AB MA CertEastAsianInst PhD. Col.
Professor
Bruce Jacobs AB MA CertEastAsianInst PhD. Col.
East Asian languages and studies
Senior lecturers
Adrian Bann DipEd Syd. Teachers Coll. BA Syd. MA Lond.
Gloria Davies BA A N.U. PhD Medh. (Head of section)
Lecturers
Young-ho Cho MA Korea PhD Korea
Luanh Hong Ph.D A.N.U.
Warren Sun BA Taiwan PhD A.N.U.
Assistant lecturers
Lijun Bi BA Nying
David Boy Ma Hongki Medh
In-Jang Cho MA Korea
Scott Grant Bsc.
Robert Irving BA Medh
Jianjun Ulwin MA Qh BA

South East Asian languages and studies

Associate professor
Stuart Rohon MA Syd. Dlllhd Leden.
Senior lecturers
Barbara Louise Hatley BA A.N.U. MA Tdil PhD Syd. (Head of section)
Rasentic Konasz BA
Lecturers
Kalaya Charnvorthi Bld Chulalongkorn Paul Thomas Bldf Alem.
Tien Tho Qambu-Bac Tate. DiplLogic Lat.
Assistant lecturers
Yutaka Kamathum [sh Tae. Medh
Nam Thomas BA
Administrative officer
Yoko Tan

Classics and Archaeology

Head of department
Saul James Bastomsky BA Rand
Senior lecturers
Saul James Bastomsky BA Rand
Colin Appleby Hope BA Jus PhD Lond
Arthur Scott McDermot MA Cambridge
Alva Claudia Romanius Ph D-1. Nat.Lisian MA BrynMawr PhD
Lecturer
Elizabeth Anne Carvalho BA Canada. MA N.Z. and Medh.

Modern Greek

Senior lecturers
Petros Andronikou BA Brm. (Head of section)
Administrative officer
Julie Prince

University

Lists of members...

English

Head of Department
Clive Trever Probyn MA Virginia Bn PhD Nat. FAHA
Professors
Kevin John Hare BA A.N.U. PhD Medh FAHA
Harold Hallidie Russell Love BA QhPhD Canberra FAHA
Clive Trever Probyn MA Virginia Bn PhD Nat. FAHA
Terry Roslyn Thedagold Md Sa.
Associate professors
Philip James Ayres BA PhD Adel Fjelatin
Blaine Francis Barry BA DipEd QhMA S. Carolina PhD Raleigh
Brian Mcfarlane MA Medh Medh J.ingle
Pauline Anne Norton MA Medh OtoN. Denver
Jennifer Evans BA Medh PhD
Reader
Michael Peter Askland A.D U N.A. BA
Senior lecturers
Gillian Barrett BA DipEd N.E. MA Lat.
Dessie Cuthbert BA Qh Medh
Alan Frank Dine BA Dipil. Qh
Christopher Guion Hiller BA Tae. Camha
Rosemary Lucus BA (Hons) PhD
Charles Alfred Stennson MA Univ.Dalhah
Helen Aden Thompson MA Kent BA RZa
Christopher George Worth MA OtoN. PhD Lond.
Lecturers
Lorraine Louise Bullock BA Dipil. TeQh. TeQh. TeQh. Dtsol DipEd Kevin Dennis Foster BA(Hons) Maine. MA. Sack. PhD
Peter Louis Barany BA Exp. PhD Canada
Heather Scatter BA AddiDipil Teach Add. Teach. Coll.
GradDigitalStud. V.c Col.(Aust). Ph.D.
Administrative officer
Alia Alice Mahon

Geography and Environmental Science

Head of department
Christopher Reid Cocklin Bsc.Ed. Wath MA. Galway PhD Md.
Professors
Christopher Reid Cocklin Bsc.Ed. Wath MA. Galway PhD Md.
Arnold Peter Kershaw Bsc. Wath MA. Ddhr. PhD. A.N.U.
Joseph Michael Powell MA. Med. Dlil.Dai. FAHA
Associate professors
Katherine Gilson Bsc. Md. Sa. MA Phil Carr
Christopher Anthony Moler MA Cass. PhD. Tir.
David Charles Mener MA CertEastil. Cannad. PhD
Kevin Bernard O’connor Mccan Dipil. Mdh. PhD. Mccan
Nigel James Tapper MA PhD. Cant.
Senior lecturers
Gael Coane Bsc. Portland State MA Maryland PhD Oregon
David Llewellyn Dunkley BA Max. PhD A.N.U.
Lecturers
Isabel Eleanor BA(Hons) Lat.
Stephen Mark Long Bsc.Ed DepEd Mana
Peter Martin BA DepEd Medh.
Assistant lecturer
Katherine Jane Brown BA(Hons)
Resources manager
Harold Shane Hrivel BS.
Administrative secretary
Maureen Upson
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Christine Lloyd BSc; Lond. MA, Kerr BEd &LaT.
Arthur McMahon MPhil DipEd; CompPh.D LaT.
Ulla Peterson PhM; Kalamazoo PhD Missouri
Robert Wiegmann MA, Gertrud U.T. PhD LaT.
Administrative officer
Heidi Hunter

Asian Languages and Studies
Head of department
Bruce Jacobs AB MA GertrudAsiAnLit PhD Col.
Professor
Bruce Jacobs AB MA GertrudAsiAnLit PhD Col
East Asian languages and studies
Senior lecturer
Adrian Brous DipEd Syd. Teachers Coll. BA. Syd. MA
Dean
Gloria Davies BA A.N. U.Phd, MBA. (Head of section)
Lecturers
Younga Cho MA Korea PhD Korea
Lianan Sun PhD A.N. U.
Assistant lecturers
Limaj Bi Na Najning
David Broy BA(Mac) MEd.
In Jung Cho BA Korea
Grant Bickell
Robert Irving BA, MBa.
Injun Wich MA Qh Ba
South East Asian languages and studies
Senior lecturer
Barbara Louise Harley BA A.N. U. MA BEd PhD Syd. (Head of sections)
Basokh Kebisai BA
Lecturers
Kalya Chianmern Bfd Chaudhary John Thomas BEd Add.
Tien Tha Qham & Dsc Bsc Tav DiplLogIQ LaT
Assistant lecturers
Yatira Karmash MBa Tav. MEd
Nuril Thomas BA
Administrative officer
Yat Tan

Anthropology and Sociology
Head of department
William Henry Foddy MA Cant. PhD &Ed.
Professors
Gary Donald Bozma BA Cal. BEd Prin.Thed Sem. MA
Phd Cwff.
Associate professors
Donald Bruce Miller BA Syd. PhD A.N.U.
Andrew John Miller Vicech. PhD. Lond.
Natu Rose White BA MA PhD Sydney. MA.
Senior lecturer
Senior lecturers
Christopher William Chamberlain MSc.Edom. Lond. PhD
Barry Allen BA MEd PhD
William Henry Foddy MA Cant. PhD &Ed.
Peter Campbell Hiller BA PhD
Neville Knight Bsc MA DipEd MEd PhD Lond. PhD LaT.
Michael Stevens BA PhD SYD.
Bruce Wearne MscEd. Wsc. PhD LaT.
Lecturers
Christine Amore Bsc Massy BA (Hons) Phd WA.
Ian van Bemmell BA Qs. MA. MEd PhD LaT.
Bernard Dwyer BPE MSc Coll. DipPhyEd MEd. DipEd LaT.
Pendleope Graham MA A.N.u. Medh.
Oxan Gradulph R.M.T (Bsc) DipEd LaT
Bent Warren Honig BA(Hons) MA.
Heleen Johnson BA(Hons) PhD.
Ray Philip Janninck BA(Hons) Flist. PhD.
Catherine Lewis DipMedRadig. R.M.I.T. BA(Hons) DipEd LaT.

Classics and Archaeology
Head of department
Saul James Bamomky BSc BA Rand.
Senior lecturer
Saul James Bamomky BSc BA Rand.
Colin Appleby Hope BA Liz. PhD Lond.
Arthur Scott McDowit MA Canad.
Allie Claudia Romano Pre-L. Nat-Liteland MA Brymawr
PhD.
Lecturers
Elisabeth Anne Caravillo BA Canad. MA N.Z. and Mick.
Modern Greek
Senior lecturer
Pavlos Andronikos BA Birm. (Head of section)
Administrative officer
Julie Prince

English
Head of Department
Greg Trew Pryor MA Virginia BA PhD Not. FAHA
Professors
Kee Rex Haigh Arts BA, A.N. U. PhD Medh. FAHA
Harold Haskell Russell Love BA QH &Fd PhD Canad. FAHA
Clive Trevor Pryor MA Virginia BA PhD Not. FAHA
Greg Trew Pryor MA Virginia BA PhD Not. FAHA
Terry Roslyn Thameside MA. Syd.
Associate professors
Philip James Ayre BA PhD Add. FRHk.
Elaine Frances Barry BA DipEd QHMA S. Carollin PhD.
Rugers
Barbara Marie MA DipEd MEd E.Anglie
Pauline Anne Senior BA MEd PhD Canad.
Kevin Dennis Foster BA PhD Phil.
Reader
Michael Peter Ackland PhD A.N. U. BA
Senior lecturers
Gillian Barnett BA DipEd N.E. MA LaT.
Denise Cuthbert BA QHMA PhD.
Anik Fran Dilets BA PhD. Canad.
Robin Christopher Genner BA DipEd State Coll. Va. MA
Graduate officer
Geoffrey Gurney Hillier BA Tav. PhD Canad.
Rosemary Lucas BA (Hons) PhD.
Charles Alfred Stevenson MA Coll.Dah.
Eden Adam Thomson MA Bear BA PhD.
Christopher George Worth MA. Osn. PhD Lond.
Lecturers
Eileen Lorraine Bullock BA DipTESOL METEROL DipEd
Kevin Dennis Foster BA(Hons) Mac. MA San. PhD.
Peter Lewis Green BA BA. BA. PhD Canad.
Heather Switch BA Add DipTeach AddTeach Coll
GradDipChuralit. Vc. Coll (Aus.) PhD
Administrative officer
Aldis Alice MAhon
German Studies and Slavic Studies

Head of department
Philip John Thomson BA DipEd N.S.W. Phd FAHA

German Studies

Professors
Philip John Thomson BA DipEd N.S.W Phd FAHA (Head of section)
David Gordon John Roberts BA Onew Phd FAHA
Associate professor
Walter Weltz Phd Colwyn
Senior lecturers
Catherine Elizabeth Rigle MA Phd
Lecturers
Mike Hess BA Phd
Helmut Hans BA MA Phd Dr. Sieger
Edwin Montgomery Williamson BA 2nd M.litt MA Phd
Assistant lecturers
Herta Hess MA Phd
Christine Welz MA Munich
Administrative officer
Marlies Bierweil

Slavic Studies

Senior lecturers
Mark John Peterluk MA Phd (Head of section)
Inesandra Milliken Vladis-Gove MA Phd Mreib
Lecturers
Janet Dennis Murray Clarke MA Onew. Phd Mreib
Assistant lecturers
Lisa Garnett MA Phd DipPhilology Moscow
Administrative officer
Natalie Vystowny BA

History

Head of department
Barbara Cairns BA Syd. MA DipEd. Pha. FAHA
Professors
Barbara Cairns BA Syd. MA DipEd. Pha. FAHA
Grace John Dawson BA DipEd MA DipEd. Pha. MA Phd A.N.U. FASSA EPHMA
Reader
Ian William Mobben MA DipEd. Pha.
Associate professors
Andrew Barry Markus BA Mreib Phd Law.
David Vincent Garrett BA AdEd. DipEd. Pha.

Linguistics

Joint heads of department
Keith Allen BA Leeds MLPh PhD.Edin.
Professor
Michael George Clyne AM. Och. Ethnol. West. MA. Mreib MA Phd FASSA EPHMA
Reader
Keith Allen BA Leeds MLPh PhD. Edin.
Senior lecturers
Mark Newbould MA. Onew. MA Phd Phd. Law.
Peter Paul MA AdEd. DRA Greenh Phd.

Lecturers
Edina Elawatva BA DipDipl Phd Syd. (part-time)
Helen De Lamport BA New Br. MA. Lanc. Phd. Tir.
CTESS. Cant.
Joanne Elizabeth Winter BA Phd
Research fellow
Sanneke Stainless MA. Berlin Phd.
Laura Toffi BA (Hons) Lond. Phd. Cammah
Administrative officer
Leni Gonschuh

Philosophy

Head of department
John Christopher Bigelow MA Simon Fraser BA Phd Phd. Cant. Pha
Professors
John Christopher Bigelow BA Cant. MA Simon Fraser Phd Phd. Cant. Pha
Elizabeth Anne Good MA Phd Phd.
Chiu Len TW BA Malaya MA Lond. Pha.
Robert John Perger BA MA. Mreib Phd. Lat. Dipl.
Reader
FAHA
Senior lecturers
Elizabeth Wilmsma Prior Johnson BSc MA Phd Syd
Richard James Holmes BA MA. Onew. Phd. (on secondment)
Rae Helen Langton BA Phd. (on secondment)
Audrey Vernon Townsend BA Syd. Phd. A.N.U.

Lecturers
Derek Christian Ball MA Phd Onew. Oke.
Richard Hanley BA (Hons) Mreib Phd. Maryland
Jennifer Marie Kremer Dip. State Col. Vic. (Melbourne) BA(Hons) Phd
Administrative secretary
Linda Brown

Politics

Head of department
Professors
Hugh Viscom Enny Res.(Col.) Phd. Lond. FHRSE
David John Goldsworth BA AdEd. Bphil. Onew. O.HRSE
Associate professor
Brian Coster BA Phd Qhi
Senior lecturers
Susan Blacker BA AdEd. Dipl. Phdf
Helen Gold BSc. Syd. MA Phd Qm.
Roger Speegle BA Xly MA Phd Qm. Civic.
Dennis Woodard BA Phd Phd.

Lecturers
Andrew Christopher Butfoy BA Aust. MA Mreib Phd.
Andrew Barry Markus BA Mreib Phd. Calif.
Christian Arnold BA West. MA Phd. Calif.
Gillian Barbara Robinson Phd Lat. Be.
David Wright-Neville Mlic
Administrative officer
Lesley Whinlaid

Romance Languages

Head of department
Brian Nellson MA Canmah DipEd. Pha.

French

Professor
Brian Nellson MA Canmah Dipphil. Onew. (Head of section)
Italian

Lecturer
Raffaele Lampugnani MA Fin. (Head of section)
Assistant lecturer
Annunciation Pagliano MA Memb
Stephan Radel MA Memb (part-time)

Spanish

Lecturers
Marisa Cardella MATESSL. A. N.U. Jorge Veneda MA Gen&M. MA On. (Head of section)
Assistant lecturer
Monica Maxeci-Minter MA Qs.
Administrative officer
Vacant

Social Work and Human Services

Head of department
Max Liddell BA Memb MSW On.

Human services

Senior lecturers
Ian G Murray BA DipWsW Sydney MSW Mimeo. (Head of section)
Douglas Truter BA BSc MSocSci Cape T. MA Warw.
Lecturers
Marije Hasen BSc LT BScW MSW.
Leeds Zaha BSc MScEcon LT MAPS

Social work

Professor
Thelma Charlotte Brown BA DipSecWk Sydney Phd. Memb. MSW
Associate professors
Christopher Bes Goddard BA BSc DipAppSocSci Stony Point MSW PhD.
Robert Michael Carey BScW MSW Social Work MA N’dileka (U.K.)
Max Liddell BA Memb MSW On.
Osama Sbreny MA BEd BScW MSW Memb. MA Levad.
Christopher Touster BA DipSecWk MSW PhD LT.
Lecturers
Lesley Hewitt MSW LT BSc BScW MSW.
Heather Fraser BSW S. Aus. MSWAdmin Fins.
Rosemary Jean Matthews BScN Sydney MSW LT PhD.
Administrative officer
Carlin Payne

Visual Arts

Head of department
Andrew John Gregory BA PhD Memb.
Associate professor
Conrad Charles Hamann BA PhD
Senior lecturers
David Leigh Memb. MA Memb.
Andrew John Gregory BA PhD Memb.
David Maxwell Hamann MA Memb. DipFilmstud Levad.

Lecturers
Anne Marsh DipArtHons ABD Calif. MFA Mimeo. MA
Leanne Neillington MA PhD LT.
Annette Van den Bosh BA PhD PhD.
Constantine Vareni BComm(Hons) Manly BA Currin. PhD LT.
Deane Martin Williams MA LT.
Assistant lecturer
Wendy Haeter BA (Hons) LT.
Administrative officer
Lemunni Nia Thundith B.A. (Chisholm I.T.) Librarian
Library assistant
Heather May MA GradDipArts

Special purpose centres

Australian Centre for Jewish Civilisation
Director and professor
Bernard Fletcher MSc BEd FACE
Lecturer-in-charge
Rachel Leah Birati BA(Hons) MEd DipHum LaT.

Centre for American Studies
Director
Ian Bruce Mylchreest BA(Hons) Sydney PhD. MA Cubba.
Deputy director
Antony Wood BA N.Z. MA Aust.

Centre for Comparative and Liberal Studies
Director and senior lecturer
Christopher George Worth MA Onim. PhD Levad.
Professors
Elizabeth Anne Gross BA PhD Sydney.
Kevin John Hart BA A.N.U. PhD Memb FAHA
Associate professor
Andrew John Gregory BA BEd (Econ) PhD Levad.
Senior lecturer
Alexander Garcia Duttmann MA DPhil Postgrad.
Joanne Fleckstein BA LT DipLdI LT Memb.
Lecturers
Claire Mary Colebrook BA Memb. BLitt A.N.U. PhD Edin.
Administrative officer
Gail Ward BA

Centre for Drama and Theatre Studies
Director and associate professor
Peter Henry Fitzgerald MA Canzali BA DipEd PhD
Senior lecturer
Susan Twg BA Bem. MA
Lecturers
Rachel Susan Fensham MA GradDipMovement&Dance Memb.
Peter Clinton Snow BSc Auck. ATCL Levad MA Memb.

Administrative officer
Mark Elmore BA

Centre of East Asian Studies
Director and professor
Bruce Jacobs All MA CertEastAsianU. PhD Coll.

Centre of European Studies
Director and professor
Brian Nelson MA Canzali DPhil Canzali.
Administrative officer
Gail Ward BA

Centre for Human Bioethics
Director and associate professor
Helga Kihoe BA PhD
Deputy director and lecturer
Justin Oakley BA BiotHons MA I.T. PhD LaT. Professor
Peter Albert David Singer MA Memb DPhil Oxf. MA FHASA
Research development officer
John Bradley McKie BA LT DPhil Memb Ed.
Logan Fellow
Inari Svenningsen MS MSci Mtheth. PhD
Administrative officer
Heather Mahamout

Centre of Malaysian Studies
Director
Vacant

Centre for Migrant and Intercultural Studies
Director
Georgina Tweedis BA DipEd BEd PhD LaT.
Deputy director
Antony Wood BA N.Z. MA Aust.

Centre for Religion and Theology
Director
Constant Ian Mews BA Aust. DPhil Onim.
Deputy director and professor

Centre of South Asian Studies
Director and associate professor
Ian Falcone Stuart Copland MA W.Aust. DPhil Onim.

Centre of Southeast Asian Studies
Director
Juek Kooekall BA(Hons) Kent MA PhD A.N.U.
Associate professor
Walcott Kinyin BA Syd. DU Paris EMASA

Senior lecturer
Jack Leser Burston MA Occidental PhD C'Well

Lecturers
Phillip Anderson BA DipEd Melb. MEd. DEA Ais.

Amanda McDonald BA QM DEA Paris

Sally Staddon MA PGCE Lond. (part-time)

Italian
Lecturer
Raffaele Lampignano MA. Ital. (Head of section)

Assistant lecturers
Atzamaria Pfallier MA Melb.

Stephan Redel MA Melb. (part-time)

Spanish
Lecturers
Marie Candella MAT/CES/UL A.N.U.

Jorge Perez de la CGA Valparaiso MA Qiu. (Head of section)

Assistant lecturers
Mirtins Mauw Int. M.A. Que.

Administrative officer
Vacant

Social Work and Human Services
Head of department
Max Ullah BA Melb. MSW Ont.

Human services
Senior lecturers
Ian G Murray BA DipSoWk Syd. MSW Meath. (Head of section)

Douglas Truter BA BSc MSoC Cape T. MA Wrar.

Lecturers
Maurice Hauser BSc LIt. BSc/Wk. Meeth.

Lea Zuck Bsc Meath. MA Meath. MAPS

Social work
Professor
Theresa Clatworthy Brown BA DipSoWk Syd. PhD Meath.

Associate professors
Christopher Rex Goddard BA Eds. DipApplScl Stn. MSW. PhD

Robert Michael Cawson Bsc/Wk. SW/Nat MA Nvle.(U.K.)

Max Ullah BA MSc MSW Ont.

Dagmar Strong BA BEd Bsc/Wk. Meath. MA Lond.

Christopher Teare BA DipSoWk Meath. MSW PhD LaT.

Lecturers
Lesley Hewson MSW LaT. Bsc Bsc/Wk. Meath.

Heather Foure BSocWk 5 Ave. MPhilAdmin Filmm.

Rosemary Joan Sefian Bsc/Wk. Syd. MSW LaT. PhD

Administrative officer
Carin Palen

Visual Arts
Head of department
Andrew John Gregory BA PhD Meath.

Associate professor
Conrad Charles Harram BA PhD

Senior lecturers
David Leigh Astbury BA PhD Meath.

Andrew John Gregory BA PhD Meath.

David Maxwell Harman MA Melb. DipFilMStat Lond.

Lecturers

Leslie Naughton MA PhD LaT.

Ann Van den Broek BA PhD Syd.

Consantina Vergea (Commins) Bsc/BA Camb. MA Carte PhD LaT.

Deane Martin Williams MA LaT.

Assistant lecturer
Vicky Haslam BA (Hons) LaT.

Administrative officer
Lenadini Sila Thomson BIt. (Chisum T.)

Librarian
Jenifer Lyn Durran BA (Dip/Dipl Statist Coll. Vic. (Melbourne) GradDipl/Melb M.C.A. MLib)

Administrative officer
Heather May MA GradDiplArts

Special purpose centres

Australai Centre for Jewish Civilisation
Director and professor
Bernard Recher MSc BEd FACEx

Lecturer-in-charge
Rachel Leah Basti BA(Hons) MEd DiplHum

Research fellow
Catherine George Worth MA Ottawa PhD Lond.

Senior lecturer
Christopher George Worth MA Ottawa PhD Lond.

Administrative officer
Gail Ward BA

Center for Comparative Literature and Cultural Studies
Director and senior lecturer
Christopher George Worth MA Ottawa PhD Lond.

Senior lecturers
Andrew John Gregory BA PhD Meath.

Lecturers
Alexander Darragh Mahtani MA DiplPhil Frankfurt

Catherine Florence BA (DipPhil) PhD Lond. MEd

Administrative officer
Gail Ward BA

Centre for Drama and Theatre Studies
Director and associate professor
Peter Henry Fitzpatrick BA Camb. BA DipEd PhD

Senior lecturer
Susan Tew BA Brwn. MA

Lecturers
Radial Susan Fearnham MA GradDiplMovements & Dance MEd.

Peter Clinton Snow Bsc Acc. ATCL Lond. MA Dublin.

Michael Patrick Cox AssiDipPerSec Woll.

Administrative officer
Marc Eleanor BA

Centre of East Asian Studies
Director and professor
Bruce Jacobs AB MA CertEAsianStudies PhD Col.

Centre for European Studies
Director and professor
Niel Harris MA Camb. DPhil Oxon.

Centre for Human Bioethics
Director and associate professor
Helga Kehrer BA PhD

Deputy director and lecturer
Justin Oakley BA Southbank I.T. PhD LaT.

Professor
Peter Albert David Singer MA Melb. BPhil Oxon. FAHA FASSA

Lecturer
David McCarthy BA (Hons) Calv.

Resources development officer
John Ryder McKie BA LA T PhD Melb. DPhil

Logan Fellow
Elonor Sereseth MB MSc Mbioeth. PhD

Administrative officer
Heather Mahamoud

Centre of Malaysian Studies
Director
Vacant

Centre for Migrant and Intercultural Studies
Director
Georgina Stephen Bsc/DipEd BEd PhD London

Centre for Population and Urban Research
Director

Deputy director
Kevin 0'Connor PhD MSc/Ed

Centre for Studies in Religion and Theology
Director
Constant Jan Mews BA DipEd Edin. MA

Director and associate professor
Ian Falber Stearns Carbondale MA W.S.A. DPhil Oxon.

Centre of Southeast Asian Studies
Director
Jane Odonnell BA(Hons) Kent MA PhD A.N.U.

Centre for Women's Studies and Gender Research
Director and senior lecturer
Rose Lucas BA(Hons) PhD

Lecturers
Maryanne Elizabeth Dever MA(Hons) PhD Syd.

Helen Johnson BA(Hons) PhD

Assistant lecturer/secretary
Fiona Louise Carroll

Development Studies Centre
Director
Sue Blackburn BA DipEd PhD Adel.

Institute for Critical and Cultural Studies
Director and professor
Elisabeth Anne Grosz BA PhD Syd.

Deputy director and professor
Kevin John Hart BA A.N.U. PhD Meath. FAHA

Administrative officer
Gail Ward BA

Centre for Police and Justice Studies
Director and associate professor
Arthur Edward Veno BA (Hons) Calv.

Senior lecturer
Sue Clem BSc(Hons) MPhil U.L.

Lecturer
David Baker BA(Hons) MSc/Ed.Dipl. LaT. MA

Scott Andaman BSc(Ltr) LPhil U.T.

Colin Lewis BC,Con/Hons. Griff

Assistant lecturer
Nel Halloran

Japanese Studies Centre
Director
Akira Tomita BA DiplEd Melb. PhD

Senior lecturer
Yukio Akae BA(Hons) MA Philos. PhD

Gary Peters MA Hobart

Kooperative Research Centre
Director
Helen Curnow-Coombs BA

Assistant lecturer
Murphy David

Research fellow
Greg Gardner

Assistant lecturer
Kat Yee Leow

Language and Learning Unit
Director and associate professor

Lecturers
Timothy Moore BA DipEd Melb. DipTESOL Deakin MA

Assistant lecturer
Stephen Price BA Melb. MA. Admin/Ed.TETF. Lond.
Language and Society Centre
Research director and professor
Michael Clyne AM MA Melb. PhD FASSA FAHA
Executive director and lecturer

Language Centre
Director and associate professor
Uichi Fuku BA(Hons) PhD Phm. Administrative officer Judith Bethany MA

National Centre for Australian Studies
Director and professor

School of Humanities and Public Policy
Officers of the School — Caulfield campus
Head of school and associate professor Brian Costa BA PhD Qld Director of research and associate professor Arthur Edward Verno BA PhD A.N. U. Administrative secretary to head of school Nathalie Holmore Budget officer Elise Lle. Administrative officer Helen Edwards Administrative assistants Judy Ballardmore Angela Sullivan

Officers of the school — Gippsland campus
Head of school Margaret Lilian Lynn BA MSW DipSecEd Melb. Deputy head Daryl Dyer BA(Hons) Nat Ed. Administrative officer (Arts) Deborah Leanne Clark Administrative officer (International matters) Kyle Haisai Executive officer (Budgets and resources) Michelle Anne Fielding

Administrative officer (Student records)
Julie Murgash
Administrative assistant (Arts)
Carmelina Smeriglio
Administrative assistant (Resources)
Tracey Demerios

Centre for Gippsland Studies
Director Meredith Anne Fleischer BA DiplEd Melb. MA Seik.

History-Politics
Lecturers
Lecturers
Nuro Thomas DiplEd Ed Bol Paul Thomas Bld Acd. BA (Head of section)

Journal lecturer
Errol Hodge BA(Hons) Syd. MasC Barten. PhD (Head of Sections) Lecturers
John Telebrand BAComm(Hons) Techol. Syd. (Head of section) Udha Mananchanda DiploIur MCanm Bombay MA Michigan

Koorie Studies
Maureen Mary Drysdale BA(Allobriga) S.Aust.C.A.E. BA Tas. (Head of section)
Lecturers
Gregory Douglas BEd Bhu Nv Eilale Eilene BA(Hons) LAz. Deby Yiel Yeriar Tamirano AssocDiplKoorieS Gippsland L.A. Lynne Holton LLB Bhuins L.S.W. Student support officer Vacant Administrative assistant Gemma Gaulson

Mass Communications and Writing
Associate professor Cathy Greenwood BA(Hons) MPS(Mel) Gip Ed PhD Add. (Head of section)
Senior lecturers
Oonah Mary Griffiths BA(Hons) Wale MA Robert Neil Hanley BA(Hons) N.Vlnl(N.S.W.) Lecturers

Social Welfare
Senior lecturer
Margaret Lilian Lynn BA MSW DipSecEd Melb.

Lecturers
Sturgeon Arnall BScWz Melb. BA Chisholm L.T. Karen Croll AppsChisholm Chisholm L.T. GradDiplGip GradDipl LA. MSc. Deakin (Head of section) Debra Manning BEdnas, L.T. Msw Will Euniff GradDip Kym Marie Arthur BA R.M.T.

Sociology and Social Research
Associate professor
Daryl Evelyn Haven BA DiplEd Mld
Senior lecturer
Porurnal Kamar Ram BA Ranchi and W.Aust. PhD Ranch

Lecturers
Peter Harry Bailie BA(Hons) NEL PhD LAZ. (Head of section) Marion Rose Collins MSc Lawd. PhD Sue Daniel A Lesson BA Virgina MA. Texas PhD Boston Lyle Patrick Moore BA QilEd BA M.A.N.U. Pamela Elaine Reynolds MA Melb. April Marian F Robin BA GradDiplEd(WomenSt) Victoria Gal. Aust. Steven Russell BThEd(Hons) BA(Hons) PhD

Faculty of Business and Economics
Officers of the faculty
Pro vice-chancellor and dean John Anthony Richard Bsc. Lawd. PhD CMhd. FIMA Associate dean (undergraduate teaching) Merian Andrew Iann BA MSW FinEd PhD (Clayton) Associate dean (graduate teaching) Leslie John Netherbot MIE. ACA FCPA(Tax) FFlA (Clayton) Associate dean (research) Brian Parmenier BA Nrr. MA Lat. (Clayton) Associate dean (special projects) Allen Maurice Russell Bsc(Hons) DiplEd Tax. MSC Medl. CMAh FIMA Secretary to the pro vice-chancellor and dean Annette Margaret Firth AIPFA(Caulfield) Secretary to associate dean (special projects) Neille Clark (Caulfield) Honorary professorial fellow Alan Herbert Miller Mls Bsc. LLB W.Aust. PhD Duke Honorary research associate Wendy Jane Bell Bbus Chisholm L.T. PhD. La T. Diploma TTT. Faculty services planning manager Gill Hornby A TSC Faculty registrar Anne Mary Flitigan BA W.Aust. Mihla(Bus) (Caulfield) Personal assistant to the faculty registrar Doreen Mary Manning Manager undergraduate studies David Peter Morrgan BA(Hons) W.Aust. (Caulfield) Undergraduate studies administrator Meredith Anne Lyons BA Swinburne. L.T. GradDiplEdAdmin Hawthorn L.T. (Caulfield)

Social Welfare
Senior lecturer
Margaret Lilian Lynn BA MSw DipSoCStud Mhek
Lecturers

Sociology and Social Research
Associate professor
daryl Evelyn Nation BA DipEd MEd
Senior lecturer
Parimal Kumar roy BA Chisholm I.T. DipEd PhD. Mhek
Lecturers
Peter Harry Hall Blc/Wk. Mhek. DipEd LeT. (Head of section)

Faculty of Business and Economics

Officers of the faculty

Pro vice-chancellor and dean
John Anthony Rickard Blc/Wk Chisholm I.T. GradDipEd FIMA
Associate dean (undergraduate teaching)
Merran Anderson Evans BA MSc Mhek. PhD (Clayton)
Associate dean (graduate teaching)
Leslie John Nethercot Mhek ACAFCP(Ed) TTA (Clayton)
Associate dean (research)
Brian Parmenter BA MSc E.c. (Clayton)
Associate dean (special projects)
Allan Maurice Russell BSc/Mhek. GradDipEd MSc Mhek. GradDiplChisholm I.T. GradDiplSt.
Secretary to the academic dean (special projects) Lizzy Clark (Clayton)
Honorary professorial fellow
Allan Herbert Miller Fei Blc/Wk. LLB W.Aust. MPhD Duke
Honorary research associate
Wendy June Bell Chisholm I.T. PhD LeT. DipAIPS TTC.

Faculty services planning manager
Gill Hornyakky TSTC
Facility registrar
Anita Mary Pilgrim BA W.Aust. ANIA A (Caulfield)
Personal assistant to the facility registrar
Doreen Mary Manning
Manager undergraduate studies
David Peter Morson Blc/Wk. W.Aust. (Caulfield)
Undergraduate studies administrator
Merran Anderson Evans BA Chisholm I.T. GradDiplEd Admin Hawthorns I.T. (Caulfield)

Manager graduate studies
Suzanne Parke (Clayton)
Manager research and higher degrees
Michael Michael BSc. Mhek. GradDiplEd supervisors R.M.I.T. AAIJA (Caulfield)
Research and graduate studies administrator
Lucy Naln BA Doiik GradDiplEd R.M.I.T. (Caulfield)
Academic administrator
Margaret Ans Grant (Clayton)

Publications and advertising officer
Lyne Mary Macdonald BA Mhek. Aset.
International office (Caulfield)
Facility international manager
Tim Learner Bhis/Hons.(Econ.) Lond. LeD
Admissions officer
Jeffrey Hawthorne CurCholm William anglo Ge.
Executive officer (Caulfield/Peninsula)
John Barbolomeus BA Mhek GradDipDipComp MABC
Facility office manager (Caulfield)
James Rogers BA AIM
Department liaison officer (Caulfield)
Erena Kuanas Cell Bc/Wk Bhul(Msh) Chisholm I.T. AIB
Student services officers (Caulfield)
Andrew Babary
Cassie Goffin
Computer systems officers (Caulfield)
Margaret Pitar BM Math. Deoain Mark Paul Smith Bhul(Comp) Doain
Data integrity officer
Kelly Louise Morris RScmp(DiplEd) (Caulfield)
Director, open learning and student services
Sofia Dormaleen BA LeT (Caulfield)
Administrative assistants (Caulfield)
Barbara Cunningham
Shelley Easton
David Anthony Shard Jackson BAppSc R.M.I. T.
Philip Manchanda DipJourn MComm Bombay Mhek. N.S. A.

Officers of the faculty — Gippsland campus

Head of school
Margaret Lilian Lynn BA MSw DipSoCStud Mhek
Deputy head
David Anthony Shard Jackson BAppSc R.M.I. T.
Administrative officer (Arts)
Deborah Learner Coll
Administrative officer (international matters)
Kyle Haddle
Executive officer (Budgets and resources)
Michele Anne Fielding

Administrative officer (Arts)
Catriona Greig (Clayton)

Mass Communications and Writing

Associate professor
Cathy Greenfield BA(Hons) MPHil Grifff PhD AAsl. (Head of section)
Senior lecturers
Onanu Mary Griffiths BA(Hons) W.Aust MA
Robert Neil Hanley BA(Hons) NcW(N.W.S.)
Lecturers
Gregors Douglas Beil Bhus N'de
Isabel Elsdon BA(Hons) LeT.
Dorothy Ther Jorina Tumhara Assn&DipKoori.
Layne Nolan LLL Bhus N.W.S.
Student support officer
Vaccant

Administrative assistant
Gemma Goulton

Lists of members - 27
School of Communication, Tourism and Business – Caulfield
Head of school
John Anderson MCom(Hons) N.S.W

School of Commerce and Economics – Clayton
(name of school to be confirmed)
Head of school
Maxell Leslie King BSc MCom PhD Cnt.

Department of Accounting and Finance
Head of department
Professor B.I. Brown

Caulfield campus

Professors
Jaink Kataratunga MBA PhD BAppSci FCMA CPA (Chair in Business Accounting) 
Gandia Ramon BSc(Hons) 96 PhD MBA ASA FCFA (Chair in Accounting) 
Michael Skelly BBus(Acc) Arizona MBA 94 GradDiplCIS 
Stockholm ASA AICS FCFA (Chair in Banking) 

Associate professors
Andrew Warren Child BSc(Hons) 96 GradDipl Fin (Deputy head) 
Vincent Bui BS Sing. PhD N.S.W AGA AICs FCFA 

Senior lecturers
Kentieth Gatru MCofA(Hons) 96 BBus(Acc) Diploma (Auditing) 
Ian Berman BSc N.S.W 89/90 (now in New Zealand) 
Dara Fenn BBus BEd MDaccs CPA 

Gordonhans Singh Gill BCom(Hons) 95 MBA AGA AICs 
Niral Madadlal BA MBA AICs 
Peter John Pope BCom 92 MBA 95 PhD N.S.W 

John Rice Myrikk Chokshie 1797 MSc FCFA 
Raykesh Sonnappa PhD LASA MAPS 
Kevin Tran Thanh BCom 97 MBA CPAFCAB AICs CPA (National Australia Bank) Fellow in Timor Project Operations 

Michael Vincent MS Wollongong 1794 U. T. GradDiplFlagFin 
Chokshie J. IPlat Aust. (ext. export). APAFA AAIM Aicis (Chair) 

Laurie Wiles BSc Ed MAEd FCFA PCFA FCMC JP 

Lecturers
Bramaginni Seng Boon Aiye MCofA (Auditing) 
Brian Baker BA Wd. MAEd CFA 
Peter John Pope BCom 92 MBA 95 PhD N.S.W 

John Rice Myrikk Chokshie 1797 MSc FCFA 
Raykesh Sonnappa PhD LASA MAPS 
Kevin Tran Thanh BCom 97 MBA CPAFCAB AICs CPA (National Australia Bank) Fellow in Timor Project Operations 

Michael Vincent MS Wollongong 1794 U. T. GradDiplFlagFin 
Chokshie J. IPlat Aust. (ext. export). APAFA AAIM Aicis (Chair) 

Laurie Wiles BSc Ed MAEd FCFA PCFA FCMC JP 

Lecturers
Bramaginni Seng Boon Aiye MCofA (Auditing) 
Brian Baker BA Wd. MAEd CFA 
Peter John Pope BCom 92 MBA 95 PhD N.S.W 

John Rice Myrikk Chokshie 1797 MSc FCFA 
Raykesh Sonnappa PhD LASA MAPS 
Kevin Tran Thanh BCom 97 MBA CPAFCAB AICs CPA (National Australia Bank) Fellow in Timor Project Operations 

Michael Vincent MS Wollongong 1794 U. T. GradDiplFlagFin 
Chokshie J. IPlat Aust. (ext. export). APAFA AAIM Aicis (Chair) 

Laurie Wiles BSc Ed MAEd FCFA PCFA FCMC JP
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Lists of members - 29
Caulfield campus
Senior lecturer
Ross Gunn BA, MA, MCom, MEd, Dip.Ed J.N.E. PhD, Ed.D
Lecturers
Mini Bhattacharya MSc, Geetika Anjum Sen (part-time)
Parvin Latha ME, MSc, PhD
Yong Gung Ng, BCom, MA, PhD (part-time)
Judith Taylor BEd, Lu.
Assistant lecturers
George Simon Rivers (part-time)
Nicholas Thomas Peter (part-time)

Clayton campus
Professors
Peter John Forsyth MSc, PhD, Dip.Ed, Hom, PD, FASSA
Yeong Kyoung Ng, BCom, MA, PhD, FASSA
Richard Hal Stuart BEd, MA, PhD, FASSA
Adjunct professors
Anita Gibbons, Brenda Keen (part-time)
Karin Tang BEd, MA, PhD (part-time)
Minh Nguyen, Lam Kha, PhD (part-time)
Richard Jason Longmire BEd, PhD (part-time)
Muaz Muhammad MSc, PhD, BCom (part-time)
Alyse Kumar Majumder MSc, Jangirpuram MSc, Vic, B.C.
Pent Furin, Mingyi MSc, Sioev Technical U.
Roland George Shami BEng, Rens Technical Grad/Dipl/Eng, OR, PhD (part-time)
Craig Leslie Shepherd BEd, Grad/Dipl/f (part-time)
Anthony James Sorouli BSc, PhD, MPH (part-time)
Rodney Wayne Strachan BSc, MPH, Q.L.M., PhD (part-time)
Ingrid Meldgaard BSc, GradDipUrbanSociology, A.B.N.U.
Administrative officer
Julie Anne Lauren B.A. (Charter) U.
Secretaries
Jennifer Ann Derrett
Franca Chrystal Spencer English
Philippie Laurie Greimers
Frances Veronika Piltzman

Peninsula campus
Assistant lecturers
Wladimir Ferjancic BSc, BCom, DC, MSc, MEd, PhD
Hugh O'Reilly BSc, Grad/Dipl/GradCompEd
John Stephen BSc, Phys, Grad.Cal, Dalhousie MA, Queen U.
Carsen Campbell Economics

■ Department of Economics
Head of department
Professor J.F. Forsyth

Research fellow
Galay Amor BSc, Middle East Tech, GradDiplBus(InfoSys)
Administrative staff
Elizabeth Forsyth
Ann MacLeod
June Kay
Amanda Warr

Gippsland campus
Senior lecturer
Gnanasekaran Kavirathinam MA, PhD, MA, BEd, PGDip
Lecturers
S. Sivakumar MA, ME, BEd, PGDip Gippsland I.A.E. MEd, PhD

Clayton campus
Professors
John Graham Head BSc, ADP, DipEd, FASSA
Rose McDonald Parish BA(BA)PhD, Chl. Publ.Digr, N.E. F.A.A.S.A.
Readers
Barry Andrew Goss BCom, PhD, MD, U.
Xiaoke Ying Chao BCom, Acad. Sc. So, N.U. Muenchen PhD
Associate professors
Anthony Edward Dingle BA, MEd, Nat, PhD, U.
Diemual Kaffe Fauston BA, PhD, Phil.
Keith Robert McNab MA, PhD, North worn MSc, PhD
Keith Trace BA, BSc, MA, PhD, BEd, PhD
Amata Mokatey Vincenza BA, PhD, PhD, L.U.
Ivan Douglas Stuart Ward BA, BSc, MEd PhD, CAH.
Ivan Robert Wills MSc, PhD, U.
Senior lecturers
Catherine Thomas Fletcher BEd, BSc, MA, MEd, PhD, U.
Hing Shi BS, PhD, MSc, U.
Geoffrey Frederick Robert Spencer BSc(Econ), PhD, U.
Michael Vivian White BSc.
Lecturers
Larry Harlem Cook BA, PhD, U.
Janice R. Haug BSc, BAd, PhD, U.
Keith Jaler MSc,Econ, Michigan MA, PhD, U.
George Michael Low AB, Grad. Grad. PhD, BSc, BSc.
Nguyet Seong Mo, BSc(MSc), PhD, U.
A.N.U.
Judith Rich MEd
Christine Toomey BSc, Somme Cam, Laude MA, PhD, U.
Seer
Assistant lecturers
Markdough Mans 05, MA, BSc, BCom, Grad-Dipl, BSc, BA, PhD, BEd, U.
Bernard Joseph Boyd BSc, MA, MEd, PhD,
Jennifer Bernard Boyd BSc, MA, MEd, PhD,
Carolyn Anne Carter BSc(Hons), U.
Charlotte Drake BSc, LLB
Peter Horn BSc(Hons), U.
Stuart Jones BSc, U.
Trever Parish, Grad.
John Marisorn, Economics MSc, U.
Kathryn Melko BSc, MA, Grad.
Matthew WJ, Peter MA, BSc, DipEd, LaT.
Richard Reed BSc(Hons) LLB
Andrew Stuart Rowley BSc, LLB
Tim Smith BSc, Grad.
Ashley Paulston, BEd

Research fellow
Galay Amor BSc, Middle East Tech, GradDiplBus(InfoSys)
Administrative staff
Elizabeth Forsyth
Ann MacLeod
June Kay
Amanda Warr

Gippsland campus
Senior lecturer
Gnanasekaran Kavirathinam MA, PhD, MA, BEd, PGDip
Lecturers
S. Sivakumar MA, ME, BEd, PGDip Gippsland I.A.E. MEd, PhD

Clayton campus
Professors
John Graham Head BSc, ADP, DipEd, FASSA
Rose McDonald Parish BA(BA)PhD, Chl. Publ.Digr, N.E. F.A.A.S.A.
Readers
Barry Andrew Goss BCom, PhD, MD, U.
Xiaoke Ying Chao BCom, Acad. Sc. So, N.U. Muenchen PhD
Associate professors
Anthony Edward Dingle BA, MEd, Nat, PhD, U.
Diemual Kaffe Fauston BA, PhD, Phil.
Keith Robert McNab MA, PhD, North worn MSc, PhD
Keith Trace BA, BSc, MA, PhD, BEd, PhD
Amata Mokatey Vincenza BA, PhD, PhD, L.U.
Ivan Douglas Stuart Ward BA, BSc, MEd PhD, CAH.
Ivan Robert Wills MSc, PhD, U.
Senior lecturers
Catherine Thomas Fletcher BEd, BSc, MA, MEd, PhD, U.
Hing Shi BS, PhD, MSc, U.
Geoffrey Frederick Robert Spencer BSc(Econ), PhD, U.
Michael Vivian White BSc.
Lecturers
Larry Harlem Cook BA, PhD, U.
Janice R. Haug BSc, BAd, PhD, U.
Keith Jaler MSc,Econ, Michigan MA, PhD, U.
George Michael Low AB, Grad. Grad. PhD, BSc, BSc.
Nguyet Seong Mo, BSc(MSc), PhD, U.
A.N.U.
Judith Rich MEd
Christine Toomey BSc, Somme Cam, Laude MA, PhD, U.
Seer
Assistant lecturers
Markdough Mans 05, MA, BSc, BCom, Grad-Dipl, BSc, BA, PhD, BEd, U.
Bernard Joseph Boyd BSc, MA, MEd, PhD,
Jennifer Bernard Boyd BSc, MA, MEd, PhD,
Carolyn Anne Carter BSc(Hons), U.
Charlotte Drake Bsc, LLB
Peter Horn BSc(Hons), U.
Stuart Jones BSc, U.
Trever Parish, Grad.
John Marisorn, Economics MSc, U.
Kathryn Melko BSc, MA, Grad.
Matthew WJ, Peter MA, BSc, DipEd, LaT.
Richard Reed Bsc(Hons) LLB
Andrew Stuart Rowley BSc, LLB
Tim Smith BSc, Grad.
Ashley Paulston, BEd
Caulfield campus
Senior lecturer
Galen Baur BEc MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.
Lecturers
Maxxx Maharaj BEc Coll. BEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.
Mark Bluetooth BEc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.
Gunsan 
Klaus Langerke BEc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.
Assistant lecturers
že
Peter Andrew Beal BEc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.
Xiaoyan Wang BSc Coll. MA(Business) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Clayton campus
Professors
Peter John Dwyer MYC DPhil Oecon. 
Jialian Wang BSc Coll. MA(Business) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.
Richard Suiji BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant professors
Annie O'Connell Kryger BA Obelins Coll. MA(MC) MEd with Economics PhD, Georgiou Head/PhD 
Shamaila Younas BA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Emeritus professors
John Graham Hazl Rd Coll. BA Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.
Brian McDonald BSc Coll. MA(Business) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Researchers
Barry Andrew Gosa BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.
Xiaoyan Wang BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Research fellows
Simone Deborah Gun BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Research assistants
Gopal Krishna BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.
Zhen He Pu BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.
Yuqun Xiong BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Information technology
Inge Molvig BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Administrative officer
John Allan Bsc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Secretaries
Jennifer Ann Dambek
Franco Mary Spencer Engfield
Philippa Laurrie Geurren
Frances Vermaat Peckham

Peninsula campus
Assistant lecturers
William Fernando BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.
Hugh O'Reilly BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.
John Stephen BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Gippsland campus
Senior lecturers
Girard Kavatchev MYCA MEd MSc MAES
Shahin Ann Richardson BA Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturers
Nan Chen BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Peninsula campus
Lecturer
Russell Leigh Smyth MA Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturer
Peter Schowach BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Professorial fellow
D.G. Griffin

Berwick campus
Professor
Ian Douglas Clark BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturer
Terry Suzuki GradDip(Bus)(Mg) MBA

Clayton campus
Professors
Brendan Anthony Barry BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant professor
Julian Teicher

Senior lecturers
Amadou Kane BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Lecturers
Brendan Joseph BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturers
John Arthur Barton BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Lecturers
Anita Dorensami BEc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.
Patrick Legagneur BEc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.
Shani Ng BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.
Judith Taylor BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturers
Stephen1455

Research assistants
Jeffrey John Lang BEc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturer
Zhiqiang Feng BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Senior lecturers
Trevor Parris BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Lecturers
Mary Gillford Anderson BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturer
Martin Chalmers BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturers
Brian D'Neffa BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturer
Michelle Ruth Greenwood MA Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturer
Robert John Lawrence BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturers
N realizing tangibility of other's work

Research associate
Kari Kari BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturer
Kirstie Frances McKenzie

Assistant lecturer
William Angus Sinclair BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturer
Patricia Jean Davis BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturer
Kathleen Cooper BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturer
Edward John Vaughan BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturer
Sarah Marnie BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturer
Rowena Joy Barrett BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturer
Owen Edward Hughes BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturer
Frank Kozel BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturer
Ajit Kumar Majumder BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturer
Catherine Theresia Fletcher BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturer
LlewylleASSERT14

Assistant lecturer
Anita Dorensami BEc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturer
Patricia Jean Davis BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturer
Kathleen Cooper BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturer
Edward John Vaughan BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturer
Rowena Joy Barrett BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturer
Owen Edward Hughes BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturer
Frank Kozel BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturer
Ajit Kumar Majumder BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturer
Catherine Theresia Fletcher BSc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.

Assistant lecturer
LlewylleASSERT14

Assistant lecturer
Anita Dorensami BEc Coll. MA(MC) MEd Dip D.Ed N.E. PhD.
Gippsland campus

Senior lecturers
Leanne Joss BA DipEd M.Ed.

Assistant lecturers
Sandra Chang BA DipEd M.Ed.

Assistant lecturer
Sujata Bhayana MBA

Graduate studies administrative assistant
Leanne Joss

Assistant lecturer
Sandra Chang BA DipEd M.Ed.

Graduate studies administrative assistant
Leanne Joss

Assistant lecturer
Sandra Chang BA DipEd M.Ed.
David Syme Taxation Research Unit (MONTAX)

Director
Andrew McNeill BCom LLB Melb. Med. DipTax LLM ACA
Barclays and Solicitor (Victoria)

Research associates
Rona Bound PhD
Catherine Silvers MBBS MAppEpid A.N. U. FAAP FPM
Coordinator
Patricia Goheen BA Diploma
Administrative officers
Philip Hare
Office manager
Sharon Licko
Network administrator
Wayne Schulter
Secretary
Amanda Page

Centre for Research in Accounting and Finance

Director and professor
Peter Bishop DPhil AM Phil. Hume FASSA
A.N.U. GradDipAcct

Centre for the Economics of Education and Training

Co-director (Management) and professorial fellow
Christopher Selby Smith BAppSci Melb. DFAU Oxon.

Centre of Policy Studies/IMPACT

Project
Professors
Peter Bishop DPhil AM Phil. Hume FASSA (Director)
Richard Boot BA(Hons) BSc(Gov) (Director)
Alan Anthony Leslie Powell BAppSci AMPhil Melb. AMAC MACE

Centre for Health Program Evaluation (Health Economics Unit)

Professor and director
Jeffrey Richard Ba(Hons) N.E. PhD Monash
Deputy director
Robert Carter BA(Hons) MBA Maddins

Professorial fellow (Honorary)

Professorial fellow
Edith Abrahams BAppSci (A.N. U.)

Senior research fellows
Neil Asherby Day MA Diploma(Social analysis) Essex

Senior research fellows
Terry Jackson MA. BA Philo. Barnard

Liz Barlow BCom(Hons) MSc

Senior lecturer
Anthony Harris MA Edin. MSc. Oxon.

Lecturers
Stuart James Peacock BA(Hons) Leeds MSc York

Research fellows
Stuart James Peacock BA(Hons) Leeds MSc York

Research fellows
Diana Merry Edwards BCom GradDipHealthEcon
Liz De Zi BA GradDipHealthEcon
HeLEN McNeil BCom GradDip
Iain Robertson BSc(Hons) MBChBWR WALES MMedScFACRCS Eng
Jennifer Watts BChu Multidis GradDipHealthEcon KN

Daren Welsh BCom GradDipHealthEcon

Research associate
Rona Bound PhD

David Syme Treasury Dealing Centre

Director
Karen Tutt BBus Chisholm I T CertCertifiedBkgrd A.M. I.T.
AASA CPA AAI(Aus) (FCT) (National Australia Bank Fellow in Treasury Operations)

Associate director
Roger William Lowe MCom Melb. BCom PCA FCCT

Leadership Research Unit

Director
James Searse BAppSci LeT MEd Melb. PhD- Adelaide MACE MATTID AIMAD

National Key Centre in Industrial Relations

Director and professor
Gerald Griller BCom MBus N.U. I. PhD Melb.
Executive director and associate professor
Julian Thelch PhD Melb. MSc LLB

Research fellows
Alan Graeber BA MBA
Stuart Swensen MA QA PhD W. B. England
Jonathan Tease BA(Hons) GradDipUrbanSt(Pol)

Research assistant
Gregg MacArthur REd Melb.

Administrative officer
Helen Mudroch

Administrative assistant
Michelle Forbes

National Mutual Family Business Research Unit

Co-directors
Claudia Romanos Bsci(Hons) Le T D Phil. MEd AS ACPA
Kennan Siemones PhD in Da PDI. MTA Melb.

Research fellow
George Tsimokos(BA(Hons)) BSc(Technology)

Research assistant
Georgia Pashalis

Quality Management Research Unit

Professorial fellow and director
Amrik Sehal BE MBA PhD Grad CEM(MSc) MIQQA

Faculty of Education

Officers of the faculty

Dean
Richard Thomas White BSc Red Melb. PhD Field

Associate dean and Associate dean (International)
Faisal Abbas Ravi MEd Mer. PhD Field

Associate dean (Research)
Richard Francis Gunn PCSC BSc Melb. BEd PhD

Associate dean (Staff)
Lawrence Bernard Angus BDA DipEd GradDipAdmin
R.M.I. PhD Deakin

Associate dean (Teaching)
William Garrick Ticket BDA DipEd Melb. MED FACE

Director of development
Anthony Lucas(TA) BPhil(R) I T. EUN. MED Briss. PhD Canada
CertCertified Bin. MA DipEd Lond.

Campus coordinator (Clayton)
Vacant

Campus coordinator (Gippsland)
Harry John Pearson MEd Melb. BA(Hons) MED St. Brd Melb. MA McCACE TPTC

Campus coordinator (Peninsula)
Elizabeth Anne Stonehouse BA(Hons) Agnes Scott St. Matte

Faculty registrar
Peter Irwin Yau BEd GradDipCar State Coll Vic. (Reader) MA

Manager, undergraduate and postgraduate studies
Margaret Fairbanks BA

Manager, graduate studies
Janet Wrench BSc

Manager, research degrees and academic teams
Susan Elizabeth Webb BSc(Hons) Ulster MEd PhD

Manager, finance and resources
Michael Pollard BBus(BSc) Swinburne I. T.

Publications
Barbara Ruth Burton BA(Hons) Melb.

Fellows and associates

Fellow of the faculty
Stephen Kenuma BA(Hons) Syd. MA Phil. III

Associates of the faculty
Sharon Brown Bsci(Hons) M.S. W. GradDipl C. Start

Philippus Aaron McKenzie BSc Mild DipEd PhD

Academic staff

Professors
David Nicholas Aspin BA DipEd Decl. PhD N. N. I. John Bishop BSc. DPhil Eng. Length Mag. (Cantab.) TAC(Acc)

Richard Francis Gunn PCSC BSc Red Melb. PhD Field

Bryan McGuire BSc (ED) MED (Melb.) Sol. (Anannya)

Faisal Abbas Ravi MEd Mer. PhD Field

Readers
Paul Leslie Garden BSc Melb. PhD Field

Vicki Liotis MA PhD Aust.

Andrew David Special MSc DipEd PhD Melb.

Associate professors
Lawrence Bernard Angus BDA DipEd GradDipAdmin
R.M.I. PhD Deakin

Gerald Griller BCom DipEd PhD Melb.


Margaret Hill BEd BSc (ED) MED Melb.

Margaret Gill CAM BDA DipEd Red Melb. MPH Leeds

Peter Christian Gcrrie BSc GradDipMelb PhD

David Habertll Philip Harvey BCA. MA. MEd DipT. N.Z. PhD Melb.

Lawrence Charles Ingvarson BEd DipEd WAr. MA. Med. PhD

Jim Neill John King BA DipEd Tel. PhD Let.

Anne Barrie MC(Eng) GradDipMelbMusic. Delwin MEd. PhD

Geoffrey Nunn Moller RFD DipPhys.Ed. MA Melb. PhD

Melb.

Aaron McKenzie BSc Mild DipEd PhD
David Syme Taxation Research Unit (MONTAX)

Director
Andrew McNicol BCom LLB Melb. GradDipTax LLM ACA Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)

Associate director (Research)
Richard Thomas White BSc HEd Melb. PhD PASSA

Research associates
Rose Round PEng
Cate Sweeten MBUS ApplePd A.N.U. FAFPHIM

Coordinator
Penny Golibe BA DipEd

Administrative officers
Philip Stare

Office manager
Sharon Laki

Network administrator
Wayne Schuller

Secretary
Leonie Elia

Receptionist
Amanda Page

Centre for Research in Accounting and Finance

Director and professor
Cleve Graham Petersen MSc. Melb. FCPA

Centre for the Economics of Education and Training

Co-director (Management) and professorial fellow
Christopher Selby Smith BA(Hons) Melb. DipPd Adm. Qld

Centre of Policy Studies/IMPACT Project

Professors
Peter Bishop Dyan AM PhD Hons Bvlg PASA (Director)
Brian Parmenter BA Nat. MA Econ. (Deputy director)
Alan Anthony Leslie Powell BScAdP Syd AM PASA

Reader
Kenneth Robert Pearson BA PhD Add. (Associate director)

Senior research fellows
Philip David Adams PhD Melb. BSc

Diana McDonald MCmMelb.

Gerald Anthony Moaght MSc. Melb. PhD


Matthew Will Peter DiplEd Let. MA Denmark BSc. PhD

Maureen Therese Rimmer BSc BEd DiplPd Let. MSc Melb.

John Lawrence Whittemer MA PhD. Sydney.

Research fellows
Margaret Mary Eve MCm

Winona Jill Harrison MSc. QldGradDiplComp

Colin Logan Thompson BSc DiplPd Let. MSc. London.

GradDiplComp. Swinburne I.T.

Research assistants
Geoffrey Joseph Trionno
George Verikios BA(Hons) BScM Melb. BSc. PhD

Administrative officers
Louise Gill Pitchner
Davide Pinciani

Secretary
Frances Veronica Peackham

Associate dean (Research)
Richard Francis Gunstone BSc Melb. BEd PhD

Associate dean (Staff)
Lawrence Bernard Angus BA DipEd Add. GradDipEdAdmin R.M.T. PhD Deakin

Associate dean (Teaching)
William Gerard Tiercel BA BEd DiplPd Melb. MEd FACE

Director of development

Campus coordinator (Clayton)

Vacant

Campus coordinator (Gippsland)

Harry John Pearson MEd Melb. BA(Hons) Melb. BEd Swinburne MACE TPTT

Co-director (Peninsula)

Elizabeth Ann Stonehouse BSc(Hons) Agnes Scott MA Minn.

Manager, undergraduate and preservice studies
Jiuanle Wrench BSc(Hons)

Manager, research degrees and academic teams
Sarah Elizabeth Webb BSc(Hons) W.Indies

Executive director
Mark Jones BSc(Hons) Study Abroad.

Fellows and associates

Fellow of the faculty
Stephen Kembla BA(Hons) Syd. MA PhD ILR

Associate of the faculty
Sharon Burrow BEd DiplDip.N.S. W. S.W. GradDipEd C. Stuart Philip Arthur McKenzie BSc Mild DiplPhD

Academic staff

Professors
David Nicholas Arpin BA DiplDip Dark. PhD. N.S.W.


Richard Francis Gunstone Bsc. Melb. BEd PhD.

Barry McCay BS BEd GradQMD Melb. (Assistant)

Final Abbas Rirvi MEd Melb. PhD Lead.

Readers
Paul Leslie Gardner BSc. Melb. MEd Melb.

Vicki Lorraine Let MA PhD Add.

Andrew David Spaulld MCm Melb. DiplPd Melb.

Associate professors

Lawrence Bernard Angus BA DipEd Add. GradDipEdAdmin R.M.T. PhD Deakin

Gerald Burke BCom DiplPd Melb. PhD

Leonard George Cairns MSc (Melb.) PhD Syd. BCom(AppPd)Hons). N.S.W. MSc MEd Arizona TeachersCen. (NSW) HFA ETAE

Margaret Gill DAW BEd DiplDip Edl. Melb. MPhD Leads

Peter Christian Greene BSc. BA DiplPd Melb. PhD

David Hubert Philip Harvey BSc. Can. MA. MEd DiplPd N.S.W.

PhD MAPS

Lawrence Charles Ingvarson BSc DiplEd W.Aust. MA Lead. PhD

Neville John King BA DiplPd. MA Lead.

Anne Beatrice Neil McDougall GradDipMusic Deakin MSc Mild DiplPd

Geoffrey Neal Molchin RDP DiplPhEdMelb. MA PhD Add. MAPS

Faculty of Education

Officers of the faculty

Dean
Richard Thomas White BSc HEd Melb. PhD PASSA

Associate dean and Associate dean (International)
Faisal Abbas Rirvi MEd Melb. PhD Lead.

Associate dean (Research)
Richard Francis Gunstone BSc Melb. BEd PhD

List of members - 35
Readers
John Atkinson Bennett BE BSc(Hons) PhD MIEE SMIEEE FIEEE
Le Nguyen Binh BE PhD W U. MIEE MS IEEE
David Lloyd Morgan BE Adel. PhD DISCIEIEEE
MIEE MAPPs MIEEE MIEE
Kish Khok Fung BE MIEEE SMIEEE
Associate professors
Thomas Ian Henry Brown DipElectEng Gauffin Tech Coll
BE PhD FIEEE MIEEE
William Alexander Brown BE MIEEE PhD Bofy
Dipl BElect FIEEE MIEEE
Edward Mason Cherry MSc MIEEE PhD FIEEE MIEEE
Irina Cassi BE MIEEE Belgrade MIEEE MIEEE
MSTic/sc/ACM(PMSIEEE MIEEE
Waldemar Mietzczak MSc PhD DSc Led/smIEEE SAE
MNDSM
Kim Choe Ng BSc PhD LEE MIEEE ELing
Robert Andrew Russell BE PhD LIE MIEEE MIEEE
MARA
Senior lecturers
Harri Rasha Ahsabi BSc PhD Wales Cling MIEEE SMIEEE
SMIEEE MIEEE
Gregory Keith Cambrell BSc MIEEE PhD
Markus Claire Gabriel Hans Heinrich Krich PlcTech Admin MIEEE
MIEEE
Lecturers
Peter Scott Dalry BSc(Hons) GradAIEET AMITE AssocFellow ACRS CIEEE
Ouy KR BIE BCheng DipComp Chulalongkorn U. MIEEE
Keith Harry McKenny BE MIEEE MIEEE MIEEE
Samantha Yvonne Taylor BE MIEEE GradAIEET CIEEE
Japal Williams BE MIEEE Wurulao Polish Acad. Sci. MIEEE
Richard Murray Woonton BE MIEEE DipCE Caufield LT MIEEE
Assistant lecturer
Dominic Andrew Crosier BEng(Apl) MIEEE GradAIEET CIEEE
Associates of the department
Ian Brod Donald BCheng(Hons) MIEEE MIEEE PhD DIC Low Res.
Alen Hogar BSc(Hons) Lend. MIEEE MICIEIEEE
Resource manager
Christopher David Powell
Laboratory manager
Walter Locher

Electrical and Computer Systems Engineering

Head of department
Professor Gregory Kenneth Egan

Professors
Gregory Kenneth Egan BSc R.M.T. MSc PhD Max.
U. Lahore Pakistan MIEEE MIEE (Professor of Telecommunications Information Engineering)
Harwood I. James BSc PhD W U. IEEE MIEEE MIEEE
Robert Edward Morrison BSc PhD Council for National Academies Australia (North Staffordshire Polytechnic) CIEEE MIEEE (Sir John Monash Chair of Electrical Power Engineering)

Kohar Pandurangshuk Dahle DEE MIEEE(Rd) PhD DipIEEE
Paul Vounard DipEng Swint. DipIEEE MIEEE R.M.T. BEE
John Joseph Hutton BE MIEEE

Professional engineers
Daniel Joseph Grimby BE(Hons)
Joseph Daniel Hutton BE(Hons)

Senior lecturers
Graham John van der Hill

Depotsy managers
Geoffrey Mark Binn
Miroslaw Stanislav Dewitz

Chief technical officer
Yingbin Li

Senior technical officers
Yun Yang

Technical staff
Roseland John Victor Cooper

Resources manager
Robin James Alfredson ME

Associate professor
Raymond John Vincent Cooper

Reader
Julian N. U.I.

Materials Engineering

Head of department
Professor Barrington Charles Muddle

Professors
Barrington Charles Muddle BSc(Hons) PhD N.S.W. MM

Emeritus professor
Jim Jethro Palmer AB MetE MSc Ding.Mel. FTS FIEEE FIAME

Lecturers
George Philip Simon BSc(Hons) DipMet PhD Ad.

Assistant professor
Wayne Douglas Cook BSc(Hons) PhD Melb.

Senior lecturers
Qi Teng

Reader
Raymond John Vincent Cooper

Associate professor
Walter Richter

Lecturers
George Philip Simon BSc(Hons) DipMet PhD Ad.

Assistant professor
Wayne Douglas Cook BSc(Hons) PhD Melb.

Senior lecturers
Qi Teng
R.M.I.T. DSTO Centre of Expertise in Structural Mechanics
Head
Rhys Jones BSc(Hons) PhD AIE FIEAust CEng

Research Data Network Cooperative Research Centre
Director – ANSPAG
Gregory Kenneth Iggo Bling R.M.I.T. MSc PhD. Mov AIE FIEAust. CEng MAC MIEE MBCS

Faculty of Information Technology

■ Officers of the faculty
Dean
John Rosenberg BSc(Hons) PhD
Associate dean (Clayton) Peggy Iu (Clayton)
Associate dean (Caulfield) James Robert Jarvis
Associate dean (Res.Inst.) John Robert Willis BSc PhD

■ Commonwealth Cooperative Research Centres

Australian Maritime Engineering Cooperative Research Centre
Regional manager (Melbourne Research Core) Stuart Martin Cannon BSc(Hons) Plymouth MSc Cornwall
Institute of Technology PhD Brand MIL/IRINA (U.K.) CEng MNAME

Cooperative Research Centre for Advanced Composite Structures
Monash centre leader Rhy Jones BSc(Hons) PhD AIE FIEAust CEng

Cooperative Research Centre for Catchment Hydrology
Director
Ross Godden Mein BEng MEngSc PhD Mens. Mov AIE FIEAust. CEng MAC MIEE MBCS

Cooperative Research Centre for Hardwood Fibre and Paper Science
Codirector
Robert Edward Johnston PhD Mens. Mov. Mov AIE FIEAust. CEng

Cooperative Research Centre for New Technologies for Power Generation from Low-Rank Coal
Monash board director
Michael Lenn Russ BSc(Hons) PhD Mens. Mov SYDE FIEAust. FICM

Cooperative Research Centre for Polymer Blends
Monash centre leader
Wayne Douglas Cook BSc(Hons) PhD Mens.
School of Business Systems

Head of school
Professor Robert John Willis BSc PhD BEd

Associate professors
Andrew Mark Filatotchev BSc MPhIL PhD Wars.
Head of department
Professorteme
Leslie Michael Goldschlager BSc(Hons) MSc PhD Trs.

Assistant professors
Tim Allan Brown BSc(Biol) MSc PhD MIEE MIEEE MACM MACS
Angus John Brown BSc(Biol) MSc PhD NSW MIEEE MACM MACS
Ingrid Zulkernien BSc MSc Helgoland PhD UCLa

Senior lecturers
Damian Matthew Conway BSc(Hons) PhD
Gerard Ernest Faie BSc(Biol) PhD Dublin.
Keara Karen Arcuri EMC(E) PhD India.
Kimbal Marrson BSc(Hons) PhD MIEE
Ann Nicholson BSc(Hons) MSc PhD Dublin.
Ronald David Bone BSc(Hons) PhD MIEEE MACM
Sidonie Adams BSc(Hons) MSc GradDip MedColl DIP MIEEE

Lecturers
Susan Elizabeth Beddingfield MSc DiplOuplus
Ym Peng Cheng BSc(Hons) Lough. PhD Wars.
Leann Christopherson BSc(Hons) New Zealand.
David Chee-Kiat Goh BSc Dut. MPhil MACS PCP
Stephen Barrie Handfield MSc. PhD. DipComput MSc Phil.
Paul Luckeberg BSc. MSc. MOuant Fin. M.J.T.
Kerri Bethon Gerald Luttrell BSc. Bsc. Cane. MEd
Michael Doy Kiung Hin(Med) MIEEE
Robyn Leonard Martin BSc. Tae. MAEd MIEEE MACM
Daniela Rachel Molnar BSc(Hons) Lund. MSc. Lund. PhD
Anne Per Binaursh(Bsc) Digital Leat. GradDIP CAMP MIEEYS
Kate Araminta Smith BSc(Hons) P.hD MIEE

Assistant lecturers
John Maurice Betts GradDIP MedColl MIEE
GradDIP CAMP OR. R. M.T. BA DIPgal
Manoher Banna BScB(Eng)(Hons)
Daisy Yoke Peng BSc. GradDipComput MSc GradDIP
John Brian Walker BSc. BEng GradDipBispos

Senior research fellows
Brian Warren Isern BSc(Hons) Mand. PhD BEng. FIEMS
CIPENG CING FIMIEM FIE CIE FIS FHS HonorQA FQAA

Systems officer
Gerhard Fries CertTechETB Zurich CertTech Moussblin
TAFE CER AudioProd. R. M.T.

Technical coordinator
Christopher Young

School of Computer Science and Software Engineering

Head of school
Professor David Abramson BSc PhD

Clayton campus

Computer science

Professors
John Newton Crossley MA DPdPh (London)
Leslie Michael Goldschlager BSc(Hons) MSc PhD Trs.

Professor emeritus
Christine Stuart Wallace BSc PhD Melb. FAC MIEEE

Reader

Associate professors
Timm Lee David BSc(Hons) MSc PhD MIEE MIEEE MACM
Angus John Brown BSc(Biol) MSc PhD NSW MIEEE MACM MACS
Ingrid Zulkernien BSc MSc Helgoland PhD UCLa

Senior lecturers
Damian Matthew Conway BSc(Hons) PhD
Gerard Ernest Faie BSc(Biol) PhD Dublin.
Keara Karen Arcuri EMC(E) PhD India.
Kimbal Marrson BSc(Hons) PhD MIEE
Ann Nicholson BSc(Hons) MSc PhD Dublin.
Ronald David Bone BSc(Hons) PhD MIEEE MACM
Sidonie Adams BSc(Hons) MSc GradDip MedColl DIP MIEEE

Lecturers
Susan Elizabeth Beddingfield MSc DiplOuplus
Ym Peng Cheng BSc(Hons) Lough. PhD Wars.
Leann Christopherson BSc(Hons) New Zealand.
David Chee-Kiat Goh BSc Dut. MPhil MACS PCP
Stephen Barrie Handfield MSc. PhD. DipComput MSc Phil.
Paul Luckeberg BSc. MSc. MOuant Fin. M.J.T.
Kerri Bethon Gerald Luttrell BSc. Bsc. Cane. MEd
Michael Doy Kiung Hin(Med) MIEEE
Robyn Leonard Martin BSc. Tae. MAEd MIEEE MACM
Daniela Rachel Molnar BSc(Hons) Lund. MSc. Lund. PhD
Anne Per Binaursh(Bsc) Digital Leat. GradDIP CAMP MIEEYS
Kate Araminta Smith BSc(Hons) P.hD MIEE

Assistant lecturers
John Maurice Betts GradDIP MedColl MIEE
GradDIP CAMP OR. R. M.T. BA DIPgal
Manoher Banna BScB(Eng)(Hons)
Daisy Yoke Peng BSc. GradDipComput MSc GradDIP
John Brian Walker BSc. BEng GradDipBispos

Senior research fellows
Brian Warren Isern BSc(Hons) Mand. PhD BEng. FIEMS
CIPENG CING FIMIEM FIE CIE FIS FHS HonorQA FQAA

Systems officer
Gerhard Fries CertTechETB Zurich CertTech Moussblin
TAFE CER AudioProd. R. M.T.
School of Business Systems

Head of school
Professor Robert John Willis BSc PhD Rm. FOR

Clayton campus

Professor
Robert John Willis BSc PhD Rm. FOR

Associate professor
Mark Andrew Finlan BSc (UK) PhD Warw. (Deputy head)

Senior lecturers
Robert Bruce Dwyer BSc PhD Rm. Warw.
Raymond Koong-Ying Li PhD MACM Rm. Chich
Milea Lazi BSc (UK) MACM Rm. Chich
Barrie John Milne BSc (Hons) BSc MEng
Christopher White PhD CompSc PhD Rm. Warw.
Edward James Gerard Wilson MSC MINSF Rm. Chich
Chung-Heung Ip BSc Macs. Nat. Cheng Kong PhD MACM MACS

Lecturers
Susan Elizabeth Bullfingfield MSC CompSc
Yen Peng Chong BSc (Hons) Leung PhD Warw.
Leondur Chiu BSc (Hons) MEng
David Cherie Kidd BSc MEng MACM PCP
Stephen Barrie Hurford MSC DigitSc CompSc
Paul Lederberg BSc (Hons) MEng Rm. Warw.
Kevin Paul Gerald Luxford BSc Rm. CAS MEng
DigitSc Tech MACM Rm. Chich

Senior lecturers
Desman Matthew Caryn BSc (Hons) PhD
Dorheim Ernst Furr BSc (Hons) DPhil Devon.
Kevin Koel elev BSc PhD Rm. Warw.
Kimbal Marlett BSc (Hons) PhD MEng
Ann Nicholson BSc (Hons) MEng DPhil
Ronald David Pwe BSc (Hons) PhD MEng MACM
Siddharay Ray BSc (Hons) MEng Rm. Warw.
Peter Eric Tucker BSc (Hons) PhD
Brodrick Tom Werley BSc PhD Addl DigitSc Computing

MEng joint with Department of Mathematics

Lecturers
Jan Paul McCarthy BSc (Hons) GradSc DigItal
Swinhmore IT & MACM

Assistant professors
Anita Caroone Bsc (Hons) DigItal GradSc DigItal
James Ian Gibson Forbes BSc (Hons) Tai
Barbara Jean Koop BSc.
Stephen Charles Wens RmcomSc (Hons) GradSc DigItal

Communications skills lecturer
Asita Jeremy Baw BSc (Hons) DigItal GradSc DigItal Media Studies

Deakin Research fellows
David William Alfred Bsc (Hons) PhD
David Leonard Dower Bsc (Hons) PhD MEng Lnd
Maria Jose Garcia de la Banda Bsc (Hons) MSc (Comp)

PhD MEng
Michael Patrick McGaughey BSc

Laboratory manager
Milton John Richardson

Systems manager
Peter George Nankivell Bsc (Hons) Rm. IT

Programming staff
Glen Pindar BSc Rm. IT

Technical staff
Anne Sio

Professional officer
David Duke Bsc. MEng

Assistant to head of department
Wendy Miller

Administrative officer
Fiona Gatt (Caulfield)

Digital systems

Professor
David Andrew Abramson BSc PhD

Associate professors
James William Bsc Bsc MIA BIA MIEEE MACM

PhD

Heng Ren Wu MEng Beijing PhD Wmg

Senior lecturers
Andrew Peter Pappas BSc PhD Warw.

-Box BSc Jane (Tong) (China) MSc PhD MEng

Joshua Mok BSc PhD PhD

Lecturers
Nandita Bhattacharyar MEng Bohm IT.
Charles Michael Greg Bsc

Gordon Stewart Love Bsc N.S. WIT GradSk MaintEng
Swinmore IT. GradSc DigItal Bohm IT.

Wendy Chinthananda Thilavara Msc. PhD Rm. Coll.

Projects officer
Peter James Atkinson BSc PhD

Engineer
Paul Minas Logothetis Bsc Bsc Tech IT.

Technical officer
Gary Peter Evans Rm. Comp

Technical leader
Dr. Dianne Gloves

To be advised

Caulfield campus

School of Information

Management and Systems

Head of school
Professor David Reginald Armit BSc (Hons) NY (N.S.W.) MACM

Senior lecturers
Christopher Peter Arman Bsc (Hons) MACM MACM

GradSc DigItal Degree

Cerliente C.A. MIEE MACM PhD MACM

PhD MEng

Lecturers
John Carpenter Bsc MEd MEng NY (N.S.W.) MACM

Jason David Colzina Bsc GradSc DigItal CompSc MBA

Rema Gede Bsc Bca Coll. GradSc DigItal Hwaware IT

GradSc DigItal CompSc BEd

Peter Frederick GradSc DigItal Chicholm IT. Bsc

Robert Charles Radpath Bsc. LeDigItal Stor Coll. Warw.

(Ramdar GradSc DigItal IT.

Robert John Sir Bsc GradSc Caulfield IT. MACM

Rodney Lancaster Standard MCIT

Principal research fellow
Leanne George Goossen Bsc Q4 PhD

Technical officer
Dale Pons

Administrative officer
To be advised

Software development

Professor
Heinz Wilhelm Schmidt Bsc Bsc PhD Breaz MACM MACM

Associate in the discipline of software development
William Haebich Bsc GradSc DigItal MEd MA MACM

Michael Weissmac AAM INQ AQA QAUSA

Senior lecturers
Christen Aon MIngina BA Case. DigrSc DigItal

(Coast Head)

A. Sheikh Muhammad Sajeev Bsc (Hons) Cinch

MEng (Hons) Calc. PhD MIEEE MACM

Xindong Wu MIEP Ht. PhD Edin.

Lecturers
Andrew James Blucher GradSc DigItal Chicholm IT.

John Beutzen (TLD. AU. Col) GradSc DigItal

Caulfield IT. MIEE MACM

Dianer Linda Hagan Bsc MACM MACM

Jan Carolyn Miller DigrdSc DigItal Bsc Chicholm IT.

Sara Victoria Tucker Bsc GradSc DigItal CAE.

Swinmore IT. GradSc DigItal IT.

MEng Bsc MIEEE MACM

Michael Rolling Msc. Bresen

Language and learning advisor

System administrator
Scott Milson Bsc IT. MAMACM

Administrative officer
Michelle Ruxley

Administrative assistant
Monique Jane Spence

School of Information

Management and Systems

Head of school
Professor David Reginald Armit BSc (Hons) NY (N.S.W.) MACM

Deputy head of school
Professor Don Schauder Bsc MEd AVMACM Bsc Macs

Caulfield campus

Information systems

Professor
David Reginald Armit BSc (Hons) NY (N.S.W.) MACM

Adjunct professor
Sarah Hirschman

Associates in the School of Information

Management and Systems

Geoff Caugir Bsc Bsc CompSc (CompSc) FacSc FacIT FacAust
Gippalond School of Computing and Information Technology

Gippalond School

Associate professor
James Gordon Kennedy Harris MA Cantab.

Senior lecturer
Ganesh Sabath BEng (Melb.) MSc (Aust.)

Assistant lecturer
Stefanovec Bogdan BComp (Melb.)
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Faculty of Law

Office of the faculty

Dean

Chair Robert Williams BLib/(Hons) BCL, QLA, Solicitor (Vic.) (The Sir John Barry Chair of Law)

Associate dean

Peter Louis Walker AO BLL(Hons) (Melb.) BCL, QLA, FASSA Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.) (The Sir Les Carsen Chair of Law)

Assistant dean (research)

Merlyn Jane Pittard BEc(Hons) LLB(Hons) Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.) (Head of Faculty)

Assistant dean (teaching)

Jeremy Ghada Thofer BLib LLB Barrister and Solicitor (Vic.)

Assistant dean (international)

Hoang Phan Lee LLB (Melb.) JG LLM Malaysia (PhD) (The Sir John Latham Chair of Law)

Faculty registrar

Edie Isabella Williams Grad DipAdmin Hawthorn I.E.

Assistant registrar

Barbara Exton

Manager marketing

Pamela Helen Later BA (Asian Studies) A.N.U. Grad DipBus(Mgt)

Academic staff

Associate of the Faculty of Law

Stefanos Mide Cordem MB BSc BAppSc DipCompB Commb.I.MC

DipMedLife (Melb.)

BCom (Hons) (Melb.)

Melbourne BCom (Hons) (Melb.)
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Christopher John Butterfield MSc MD PhD Med.
Katherine Maria Denott BSc(Hons) Med.
Gerard Konstan Tsz BSc(Hons) Med.
Ilias Ninos BSc(Hons) PhD Med.
Christopher James Scott BSc(Eng)Hons (Syd. PhD)
Kathleen Mary Stevenson BSc(Hons) Med.

ARC research fellow
Ian Ross Easton BSc(Hons) PhD LeT.

Research fellow
Ian David Phillips BSc(Hons) Med. BSc. BSc.
Barbara Kerynna Parascandola BSc Med. PhD Med.

Research officer, foundation for high blood Pressure
Graeme Leonard Beragmont DMedSc Geelong

Medicine teaching fellow
Martyn Anna Phillips BSc LeT DipPharm.

Faculty biomedical fellow

Resources manager
Robert Russell Phillips

■ Psychological Medicine

Head of department
Professor BT Anderson

Professors
David Lewis Cosmov MB BS Med. DPM MPhil PhD FRANZCP FRACP (honor.)
Nicholas Alexander Solos MB BS Med. DPM MPhil PhD FRANZCP.

FRACP (honor.)

Associate professors
Alan Talal Yeas MB BS BMedSc(Hons) PhD (honor.)
Ernest Liu-Leen Luk MB BS MD HK MRANZCP MRCPI (honor.)

Associate dean
MacAllister RICH BSc Med.

Kris Bhati Vadali MB BS BPhil MPhil DipPsych FRANZCP (honor.)

Clinical associate professors
Jeremy Neil Anderson MB BS MB ChB Aust. MC Med. MD FRANZCP
James John Wright MB BS Med. BPhil FRANZCP FRACP.

Clinical associate professor
Michael Lapinski DipMed Warren FRANZCP MA(Med) FRACP (part-time)

Senior medical registrar
David William Walker BSc PhD. Med.

Senior registrar
Sandra Michelle Hacker MB BS MD PhD.

Senior registrar
David Leonard MB BS Dip Psych FRANZCP FRACP.

Clinical registrar
Sandra Michelle Hacker MB BS MD PhD.

GRANZCP FRACP.

Associate
Asha Arumugam MB BS Med. DPM FRACP.

Emma Griffiths BM HealthSci.

Associate
Emma Griffiths BM HealthSci.

Associate
Emma Griffiths BM HealthSci.

Associate
Emma Griffiths BM HealthSci.

Associate
Emma Griffiths BM HealthSci.

Associate
Emma Griffiths BM HealthSci.

Associate
Emma Griffiths BM HealthSci.

Associate
Emma Griffiths BM HealthSci.

Associate
Emma Griffiths BM HealthSci.

Associate
Emma Griffiths BM HealthSci.

Associate
Emma Griffiths BM HealthSci.

Associate
Emma Griffiths BM HealthSci.

Associate
Emma Griffiths BM HealthSci.

Associate
Emma Griffiths BM HealthSci.

Associate
Emma Griffiths BM HealthSci.

Associate
Emma Griffiths BM HealthSci.
Faculty of Medicine – Clinical teachers of the hospitals

Awarding institutions for qualifications of the teaching staff are not always listed in this section.

Alfred Hospital

Clinical subdepartment (Monash University/Alfred Group of Hospitals)
Michael O’Mahoney MB BS FRACP
Clinical dean (Alfred Hospital)
P Ryan MB BS FRACP
Supervisor of intern training S Roberts MB BS FRACP
Clinical supervisor James Chan MB BS

Division of Medicine

Chair
Napier Maurice Thomson MB BS Adel. MB FRACP
General medical units
Napier Maurice Thomson MB BS Adel. MB FRACP

General medicine service

Napier Maurice Thomson MB BS Adel. MB FRACP

Division of surgical medicine

Chair
John Funder BA MD

Surgical units

General surgical units

Chair
John Funder BA MD

University of Melbourne

Asthma and Immunology Unit

Chair
J Cameron (BSc MB BS FRACP)

Medical units

Chair
J Cameron (BSc MB BS FRACP)

Cardiovascular medicine services (including the Alfred Baker Medical Unit)

C Jennings MD FACP (Director)
A Darl BA BMBS DFpH MIRC (Assistant director)
M Extein MB BS FRACP (Assistant director)

P Bergin MB BS FRACP
P Bloch MB BS BS PhD FRACP
J Cameron (BSc MB BS FRACP)
E Fagan MB BS FRACP
J Federman MB BS FRACP
J Funder BA MD BS PhD FRACP
C. Good MB BS FRACP
P Hahnberg AO MB BS FRACP
D Kaye MB BS PhD FRACP
K Kirby MB BS FRACP
K Kontinou MB BS FRACP
E Laufer MB BS FRACP
L Y Lim AO DipAnAur MB MBBS BS PhD FRACP
R. Doig MB BS FRACP
F Peart MB BS FRACP
P Ryan MB BS FRACP
A Mijch MB BS FRACP
A Pith MB BS FRACP
J Thompson MB BS FRACP
A Walton MB BS FRACP
A Ward MB BS FRACP
A Webb
V Were MB BS FRACP
R Zimmet MB BS FRACP

Clinical pharmacology

H Krum MB BS PhD FRACP

Clinical haematology and bone marrow transplant unit

J P Elison MB BS FRACP (Head)
M Cole-Sinclair BSc(Hons) MB BS FRACP
R. Doig MB BS PhD FRACP
A Schweizer MB BS FRACP FRCPA (Director)
A Street MB BS FRACP

Dermatology

Chair
J Kelly MB BS FRACP (Head)
F Bruce MB BS FACP
D Gas MB BS FACP
C McCormack

Endocrinology and diabetes service

D J Teplis MB BS MD FRACP FAC (Director)
F Stockage MB BS FRACP
A Schweizer MB BS FRACP
C.Craith MB BS FRACP

Gastroenterology department

D J Dudley BSc(Med) BS MD FRACP (Director)
D A Caveney MB BS FRACP
J Colman MB BS FRACP
J T Jenkins MB BS FRACP
J Jakobsen MB BS FRACP
C McKee MB BS MD FACP FRACP
P McCarthy MB BS FRACP
R. Doig MB BS FRACP
A Schweizer MB BS FRACP
A P Hambly MB BS FRACP
A Komendt MB BS MA PhD FRACP

Special medical units

Allergy and clinical immunology unit

R O’Hehir BSc MB BS PhD FRACP (Director)

D Campbell MB BS FRACP
D Castry MB BS FRACP FCP
J A Douglas MB BS MBChD FRACP
I D Light MB BS
R Popy MB BS FRACP
A H Sharp MB BS FRACP FRACP(C)
F Thim MB BS MD FRACP

Asthma and Immunology Unit

D Castry MB BS FRACP (Director)
I D Light MB BS
A H Sharp MB BS FRACP

Cardiovascular medicine services (including the Alfred Baker Medical Unit)

C Jennings MD FACP (Director)
A Darl BA BMBS DFpH MIRC (Assistant director)
M Extein MB BS FRACP (Assistant director)

P Bergin MB BS FRACP
P Bloch MB BS BS PhD FRACP
J Cameron (BSc MB BS FRACP)
E Fagan MB BS FRACP
J Federman MB BS FRACP
J Funder BA MD BS PhD FRACP
C. Good MB BS FRACP
P Hahnberg AO MB BS FRACP
D Kaye MB BS PhD FRACP
K Kirby MB BS FRACP
K Kontinou MB BS FRACP
E Laufer MB BS FRACP
L Y Lim AO DipAnAur MB MBBS BS PhD FRACP
R. Doig MB BS FRACP
F Peart MB BS FRACP
P Ryan MB BS FRACP
A Mijch MB BS FRACP
A Pith MB BS FRACP
J Thompson MB BS FRACP
A Walton MB BS FRACP
A Ward MB BS FRACP
A Webb
V Were MB BS FRACP
R Zimmet MB BS FRACP

Clinical pharmacology

H Krum MB BS PhD FRACP

Clinical haematology and bone marrow transplant unit

J P Elison MB BS FRACP (Head)
M Cole-Sinclair BSc(Hons) MB BS FRACP
R. Doig MB BS PhD FRACP
A Schweizer MB BS FRACP FRCPA (Director)
A Street MB BS FRACP

Dermatology

Chair
J Kelly MB BS FRACP (Head)
F Bruce MB BS FACP
D Gas MB BS FACP
C McCormack

Endocrinology and diabetes service

D J Teplis MB BS MD FRACP FAC (Director)
F Stockage MB BS FRACP
A Schweizer MB BS FRACP
C.Craith MB BS FRACP

Gastroenterology department

D J Dudley BSc(Med) BS MD FRACP (Director)
D A Caveney MB BS FRACP
J Colman MB BS FRACP
J T Jenkins MB BS FRACP
J Jakobsen MB BS FRACP
C McKee MB BS MD FACP FRACP
P McCarthy MB BS FRACP
R. Doig MB BS FRACP
A Schweizer MB BS FRACP
A P Hambly MB BS FRACP
A Komendt MB BS MA PhD FRACP

Special medical units

Allergy and clinical immunology unit

R O’Hehir BSc MB BS PhD FRACP (Director)

D Campbell MB BS FRACP
D Castry MB BS FRACP FCP
J A Douglas MB BS MBChD FRACP
I D Light MB BS
R Popy MB BS FRACP
A H Sharp MB BS FRACP FRACP(C)
F Thim MB BS MD FRACP

Asthma and Immunology Unit

D Castry MB BS FRACP (Director)
I D Light MB BS
A H Sharp MB BS FRACP

Cardiovascular medicine services (including the Alfred Baker Medical Unit)

C Jennings MD FACP (Director)
A Darl BA BMBS DFpH MIRC (Assistant director)
M Extein MB BS FRACP (Assistant director)
Faculty of Medicine – Clinical teachers of the teaching hospitals

Awarding institutions for qualifications of the teaching staff are not always listed in this section.

Alfred Hospital

Clinical subsites (Monash University/Alfred Group of Hospitals)

Michael Oldeinow MB BS FRACP
Clinical dean

P Ryan MB BS FRACP
Supervisor of intern training

S Roberts MB BS FRACP
Clinical supervisor

James Chan MB BS

Division of Medicine

Chair
Napier Maurice Thomson MB BS Adv MD FRACP

General medical service

Napier Maurice Thomson MB BS Adv MD FRACP

General medical service

R McLean MB BS FRACP (Deputy director)
R M Deveril MB BS FRACP
Bone MB BS PhD FRACP
S Crowe DiplMedTech BMBSH MB BS FRACP
P J Jenkins MB BS FRACP

Henry Krutt MB BS PhD FRACP

M Oldiebow MB BS FRACP

H Schneider

R Fullerton MB BS FRACP(Redal)

R Loen MB BS FRACP

C C vielleicht MB BS FRACP

Allergy and clinical immunology unit

R O'Hare BSc MB BS PhD FRACP FRCP (Director)

D Cantillon MB BS FRACP

D Coarry MB BS FRACP FRCP (Head)

A Douglas MB BS MDesSc MB (Director)

L Light MB BS

R Re MB BS FRACP

A J Sharp MB BS FRACP (C)

F Thien MB BS FRACP

Asthma and Immunology Unit

D Coarry MB BS MRCPath (Head)
L Light MB BS
A Sharp MB BS FRACP

Cardiovascular medicine services (including the Alfred Baker Medical Unit)

G Jennings BSc FRACP FRCP (Director)

A Dart BSc BMRI (DipHR) MRCPath (Assistant director)
M Eler MB BS FRACP (Assistant director)

Bcmin MB BS FRACP

B Pkinson MB BS PhD FRACP

A Broughton MB BS PhD FRACP

J Cameron BEllMB MB BS

I Fugg MB BS FRACP

J Ferderman MB BS FRACP

Finer BA MD BS PhD FRACP

G Goods MB BS FRACP

H Haeberleho AO MB BS FRACP

J Kays MB BS FRACP

K Keppy MB BS FRACP

K Kessmann MB BS FRACP

L Leffler MB BS FRACP

L Yi MB AoDiopinreMB BiolMB BS BS BS BS FRACP FRACP

A Loa BS BS

J Mirams MB BS FRACP

F Nalled AoMedFRACP FTSE

B Newman MB BS FRACP

F Panetta MB BS FRACP

D Armar MB BS FRACP

A Pin MD BS FRACP

A Price MD BS FRACP

J Thompson MB BS

A Walon MB BS FRACP

A Ward MB BS FRACP

C Webb

V Wayne MB BS FRACP

Z Zimmer MB BS FRACP

Clinical haematology and bone marrow transplant unit

P J Ellery MB BS FRACP FRCPA (Head)

M Cale-Sinclair BSc(Hons) MB BS FRACP FRCPA

R. Doig MB BS PhD FRACP

A Schwerin MB BS FRACP FRCPA

A Street MB BS FRACP FRCPA

Dermatology

J Kelly MB BS FACD (Head)
F Bruce MB BS FRACP
D Gin MB BS FRACP

McConnell

B Sandbrook

Endocrinology and diabetes service

D Topol MB BS MD FRACP PAC (Director)

J R Stroebel MB BS FRACP FRCP (Senior Endocrinologist)

O A Arnett MB BS PhD FRACP

R M Deveril MB BS FRACP

P Chooch MB BS FRACP

S Habarn MB BS FRACP

P A Komornov MB BS MA MD PhD FRACP

Gastroenterology department

J Dudley BScMed BS MD FRACP (Director)

D A Cavernos MB BS FRACP

J Coldman MB BS FRACP

P J Jenkins MB BS FRACP

R M Deveril MB BS FRACP

J Chooch MB BS FRACP

S Habarn MB BS FRACP

P A Komornov MB BS MA MD PhD FRACP

Intensive care unit

D V Tierney MB BS MD FRACP (Director)

G Chin-Bow MB BS FRACP (Deputy Director)

G Cooper BM FRACP FRCPA (Director)

G Cooper BM FRACP (Director)

D P Starmer MB ChB MB FRACP (Director)

P Chooch MB BS FRACP

PMJoung MB BS FRACP (Director)

M Anderson MB BS FRACP

P Bosworth

D Evans MB BS FRACP

Davies MB BS FRACP

Medical oncology and palliative care unit

C Schwartz MB BS FRACP (Director)

M Champion MB BS FRACP

J Holloway MB BS FRACP

D Holmes MB BS FRACP

P Phillips MB BS FRACP

Neurology and stroke unit

E Stoy MB BS FRACP (Head of Alfred Hospital Neurology unit and director, Van Gogh/Reed Centre for Neurovirus Research)

E Strauss MB BS FRACP (Head, stroke unit)

P PHilliam MB BS MD MRCP (Director)

M Cook MB BS FRACP

J Day MB BS FRACP
M Farragher MB BS FRAC A Vlmin BMEdSc MB BS FRAC (Honorary)
R I Need MB BS FRAC
J Waterston MB BS MD FRACP
J Woold MB BS FRAC

Psychiatry unit
G Conron MB BS Med(Dip(Eng.)) FRCP FRANZCP (Honorary)
T Chung MB BS DPM FRANZCP
J Chen MB BS FRAC
J Proctor MB BS FRANZCP
P Green MB BS FANZCP
S Hunter MB BS FRANZCP
J Kostaras MB BS FRANZCP
D Lovett MB BS FRANZCP
A Marshall MB BS (Honorary)
J Sewell MB BS FRANZCP
D Shan MB BS FRAC
J Steiner MB BS MRCPych DPM
M Kemp MB BS FMPR FANZCP
D Neil MB BS FPsych(CMn FANZCP)
G Wahl BA MB BS DPM FRANZCP (Honorary)
D Wineman MB BS FRANZCP

Renal unit
Thomson MB BS Adel MD FRACP (Director)
P Bailey BMed FRACP
R G Langley MB BS FRACP
G Perry MB BS FRACP
J Ntiro MB BS FRACP
G H Sundall MB BS FRACP (Honorary)

Respiratory medicine service
H H Walters MA BSc DM FRCP FRACP (Director)
M Ahernan MB BS MBChB PGD FRACP
D Fullarton MB BS FRACP
T Karim BS MB BS FRACP
M McNab MB BS FRACP
D G Robertson MB BS FRACP
G Stell MB BS FRACP
J Sweers MB BS FRACP
T J Williams MB BS FRACP
J W Wilson BSc (Hon.) MB BS PD FRACP

Rheumatology unit
P F Bass MB BS FRAC FAFRM (Head)
C Brand BS BA FRACP
C Ficurini MB BS PhD FRACP MS
S Engel MB BS (Honorary) FRACP
J Finster MB BS FRACP
W Kemp MB BS MRCPFRACP Dip Rheumatology
I Karrazi MB BS FRACP Vascular diagnostic service
Blomberg MB BS FRACP

Division of Surgery and Clinical Support
Chair
I E McIntyre MB BS FRCs FRACS
Department of General Surgery and Surgical Oncology
P T Tren MD FRACS (Head)

Professorsurgical service
M McG Cotriss MB BS FRCS(FRCS(Edu)) FRACS

Upper gastrointestinal and general surgical service
S Woods MB BS FRACS (Head)
P D notch MB BS FRACS
P Labe MB BS FRACS

Breast/endoctrine service
W B Johnson MB BS MD FRCS FRACS FACS (Head)

Specialty surgical units
Burns
T Judson MB BS FRACS
R Wade MB BS FRACS
Cardiothoracic
J Davis (Head)
D Emmett MB BS FRACS (Honorary)
F Rosenfeld MB BS FRCs FRCS
G Shuster MB BS FRACS
J Smith MB BS FRACS

Trauma service
C Akinn MB BS FRACS FRCS
C Christopher MB BS FRACS FRCS
K Farren MB BS FRACS
P Lebo MB BS FRACS
P Nortie MB BS FRACS FRCS
P O'Brien MD FRACS
T Bassett MB BS FRACS
J Serpell MB BS FRACS
F Swain MB BS FRACS FRCS
R Wade MB BS FRACS
S Woods MB BS FRACS

Fasciomaxillary
J Carolina RGB MB BS FRACS
J S Langdon RGB MB BS (Honorary Consultant)
J Redman RGB MB BS FRACS (Honorary Consultant)
A M Roseman RGB MB BS FRACS (Honorary Consultant)

Heart/lung replacement
D S temple MB BS FRACS FRCS
J Baher MB BS FRACS
J Robson MB BS FRACS
J Tham MB BS FRACS

Neurosurgery
K Stil MB BS FRACS (Head)
J Laidlaw MB BS FRACS
A Soudagar SB MB BS (Honorary clinical assistant)
A Them MB BS FRACS

Ophthalmology unit
J W west MB BS FRACS FRCS (Honorary)
A Haal MB BS FRACS FRCS
J Jones MB BS FRACS
M McCurrie MB BS FRACS FRCS
F McLennan MB BS FRACS FRCS
R Stoward MB BS FRACS FRCS

Orthopaedic unit 1
B Elliott MB BS FRACS (Head)
S Dugan MB BS FRACS
R Frenerez MB BS FRACS
R Howse MB BS FRACS
R Jones MB BS (Honorary)
R Williams MB BS FRACS FRCS (Honorary Consultant)
O Williamson MB BS FRACS (Orthopaedic)

Orthopaedic unit 2
H Hart MB BS FRACS (Head)
E Edwards MB BS FRACS
J Toomey MB BS FRACS
M Bailey MB BS FRACS
M P Forrester MB BS FRACS
G Nero MB BS FRACS
R Muller MB BS MSc Biomechanics
A Poile MB BS FRACS FRCS (Honorary Clinical Assistant)
A Soudagar MB BS FRACS FRCS (Honorary Clinical Assistant)

Otolaryngology unit 1
H M Putt MB BS FRCS FRCS (Head)
R Thomas MB BS FRCS FRACS

Otolaryngology unit 2
R E Hooper MB BS FRCS FRCS (Edu) (Head)
V C Cotson MB BS FRACS
M Gordon MB BS FRACS
J F Thomson MB BS FRACS

Plastic surgery
E J Ansore MB BS FRACS (Honorary)
H Galdal MB BS FRACS
L McMeekan MB BS FRACS
M Maxwell MB BS FRACS
P Saniert MB BS FRACS

Road trauma service
A Askin MB BS FRACS
R Wade MB BS FRACS

Urology
R M Snow MB BS FRCS FRCS (Head)
D B H Kennedy MB BS FRACS (Honorary Consultant)
A Cato MB BS FRACS FRCS
D Drum MB BS FRCS (Edu) FRCS
R Meiner MB BS FRACS Dip Urol MMed
P Rosey MB BS FRACS
D Wentworth MB BS FRACS FRCS (Edu) FRACS

Vascular surgery
R E Stuckeby MB BS FRACS FRCS (Head)
P Blumbery MB Med MB BS PD FRACS
G Cox MB BS FRACS
G Fletman MB BS FRACS
C Miles MB BS FRACS

Emergency medicine
I Dinkakis MB BS (Director)
M Smith MB BS (Deputy Director)
J Coleridge MB BS FACEM
M Kennedy MB BS FACEM

Anesthesia and pain management
A M Week MB BS FAFRM FANZCA (Honorary)
D Buckland MB BS FANZCA (Head)
J G Cannon MB BS FAFRM FANZCA
H Maddox
W Pedrick

Staff anesthetists
H J Anderson MB BS FANZCA
D I Bain MB BS (Head)
M A Maitland MB BS FANZCA
J Palace MB BS FANZCA
H Harkness MB BS FACEM

Breast/endocrine service
J Hart MB BS FANZCA
J W Johnson MB BS FRACS FRCS

Visiting anesthetists
D A Brails MB BS FANZCA
A L Juren MB BS FANZCA
W L Burnett MB BS FANZCA
P C Barnes MB BS FANZCA
G M Dowling MB BS FANZCA
A L Gilles MB BS FANZCA
J E Harrison MB BS FRACS FANZCA
J Mcguire MB BS FRACS FANZCA
G Mcguckin MB BS FANZCA
W J Frederick MB BS FANZCA
B Ranger MB BS FANZCA
I Redman MB BS FAFRM FANZCA
B Roper MB BS FAFRM FANZCA

Radiation oncology

Radiotherapy
A Roderick MB BS DMR TRAM LICR FRACR (Director)
J M Daily MB BS FRACR
S R Davis MB BS FRACR
J M Havercroft MB BS FIMED
L M Miller MB BS MRCP (Director)

Anatomical pathology
J Dowling MB BS FRCP FRCPath (Head)
H Liewellyn
A Blomberg MB BS MRCP

Division of Investigative Medicine
Clinical biochemistry
A Boud MB BS, FCPA MA(AcA) (Head)
H Schneid

Diagnostic haematology
A Stret MB BS FRACP (Head)
M Cole-Stiak MB BS BSc (Hons) FRACP FCPA
C Patton MB BS FCPA

Microbiology
W J Spiers MB BS DipDip(DMtH)FRCPA
J Jokic MB BS (Honorary)
M Speffy MB BS MRCP (Director)
A Fullarton MB BS MRCP

Radiological science
Diagnostic radiology
G Sharb MB BS FRACR (Director)
J Waug MB GLRACR (Deputy Director)
Sacharias MB BS FRACR
S Booth MB BS FRACP
W Cheung MB BS FRACP
Ferra MB BS FRACP
R Fleming MB BS FRACP
J Wike MB BS FRACP
D Rohillard MB BS FRACP
L Sluckey MB BS FRACP Thoriumia BA MD CM
DMS Cert(Digital FRCP(Scotland)

 Nuclear medicine
M J Kelly MB BS FRACR (Director)
B Jenkins
K Vell MB BS FRACP

Caseful General Medical Centre
Clinical deans
A Num MB BS FAGEM

Division of Medicine
R M McIntyre MB BS FACP FRACP FAFRM
D McComb MB BS FRACR
H Cohen MB BS FRACP
S Tang Fui MB BS MRCPFRACP
I Jhun MB BS FCPA
D Hook MB BS FRACP
D A Long MB BS FRACP
W T Ryan MB BS FRACP FRACP
H A Segal MB BS MRCP

M S Room MB BS FANZCA
I Smith MB BS FRACR FANZC
D S Scrucca MB BS FANZCA
I Tanger MB BS FANZCA
R V Taylor MB BS FANZCA FANZCA
S K Velam MB BS FANZCA

Affiliated Hospitals
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School of Medicine
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Divisions of Surgery/Anesthesia

J B Mackay MB BS FRCS FRACS
Surgeons
B Tertiary MB BS FRCS FRACS
A C Jenner MB BS FRCS FRACS
B J Hutchison MB BS FRCS FRACS
S Mann
R Masters MB BS FRACS
R Woods MB BS FRACS
J A Buxton MB BS FRACS
L G Liew MB BS FRACS
K MacGill DiplAnaest FRACS

Urology
A H Crosswath MB BS FRACS
S P Lawson MB BS FRCS FRACG
Orthopaedic surgeons
H Byrne MB BS FRCS FRACS
F Schuield MB BS FRCS FRACS

Orthopaedic surgeons
R Carey MB BS FRACS PDA
G Groenwald MB BS FRACS
R Howell MB BS FRACS
P C Logan FRACS
G M Moran MB BS FRACS
M Chitty MB BS FRACS

Emergency medicine
A Maclean MB BS FACEM
M Ragg MB BS FACEM
M Weirman MB BS FACEM

Anesthesia
T Lambeth MB BS FRACS
P Paul MB BS FRACS

Vascular
M Gregg MB BS FRACS

Department of Medical Imaging
R G Milbcke MB BS DHR MRACR (Director)
D Duncan MB BS MRACR

Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology
E E Calleis MB BS FRACOG
A Day FRACS FRACG
G J Konow FRACOG
K Keene MB BS FRACOG
Y Lim MB BS FRACS
C N Matthews FRACS
J P Morris MB BS FRACS

Department of Paediatrics
D T Bristow MB BS MRCP
W Capell MB BS FRACP
K Stokes MB BS FRACS

Department of Paediatrics
I Hayman

Royal Park Psychiatric Hospital

Clinical dean
James MB BS MD FRACN2C FRACP FRCPath DPM DHA
Clinical teacher
A Owen MB BS BSc 2PM FRACGP

Southern and Peninsula Networks

Incorporating Monash Medical Centre, Dandenong, Sandringham, Moorabool and Gippsland hospitals and associated hospitals

Monash Medical Centre — Clayton and Moorabbin

Clinical deans (Monash University/Monash Medical Centre)
Bruce Wearmouth MB BS MD FRCS FRACS

Clinical deans (Monash Medical Centre — Clayton)
G Carseldine MB BS FRACS

Clinical deans (Monash Medical Centre — Moorabbin)
Stewart Hume MB BS FRACS

Division of Medicine
Chair
R W J King MB BS FRACP

General medical units
J Hooke MB BS FRCP
M Holdsworth MB BS FRACP
R W J King MB BS FRACP
H Lipp MB BS FRACP
M B Gear MBS MB BS FRACP
M MacLennan MB BS FRACP
W Sever MB DipABDR DipABDR Gastro FRACP
M Whitham MB BS MD MD FAFAEP HFAFRAC

Special medical units
Cardiology
J Bousta MB BS FRACP
T Cooper MB BS FRACP
J Gelles MB BS FRACP
B Hare MB BS FRACP
P H H M MB BS FRACP
J J Kowal MB BS FRACP
L Keene MB BS FRACP
D Kierkegaard MB BS FRACP
T Tient MB BS FRACP
T Terrell MB BS FRACP
K Stokes MB BS FRACP

Respiratory medicine
P W Ikuma MB BS FRACP FACP
P McGrund MB BS FRACP
T Tien MB BS FRACP

Rheumatology
G Littlejohn MB BS MD FRACP FRACR
M Miller MB BS FRACP
M Bahamas MB BS MD FRACP

Vascular medicine and hypertension unit
P M McKenna MB BS MD FRACP
J McNeil MB BS MS PD
M M Smith MB BS MD FRACP
T Tien MB BS MD MD PD

Division of Surgery
Chair
Vacant

General surgical units

General surgery
J Cox MB BS FRACS FRCP
J E Fairley MB BS FRACS
T G Fox MB BS FRACP
J Goebel MB BS FRACS
T G Mivel MB BS FRACS
C Marshall MB BS FRACS

Breast surgery
J G Fox MB BS FRACS
K Hare MB BS FRACS
C Marshall MB BS FRACS

Nutrition and metabolism unit
M Bresal MB BS MD FRACP
L Whitham MB BS MD MD FRACP FAFAEP HFAFRAC

Gastroenterology
J R Allen MB BS FRACP
J Hensley MB BS FRACP
R F Y King MB BS FRACP
M G Kormann MB BS MD FRACP
A I Stern MB BS FRACP FRACP

Geriatric medicine
C J Clarke MB BS FRACP

Intensive care
D Emeran MB BS FRACP
W G Perks MB BS FRACR ANZCA
M A Walser BA BM BSc MD FRACP
J A Whight MB BS FRACP

Medical oncology and clinical haematology
P G Briggs MB BS FRACP
G Brodie MB BS FRACP FRCPA
J D Griffin MB BS FRACP FRCPA
G Richardsen MB BS FRACP
K M Stanley MB BS FRACP
P G Tippence MB BS MD PD

Nephrology
R Akins MB BS MD FRACP
S Holdsworth MB BS FRACP
D H Hooke MB BS FRACP
G Jacob MB BS FRACP
P Kerr MB BS FRACP

Neurosurgery
A Butler MB BS MD MD PD FRACP
M K Horne MB BS MD PD FRACP
P Kompere MB BS MD PD FRACP
M Makics MB BS MD PD FRACP
R Taylor MB BS MD PD FRACP

Clinical supervisors
R A Zienki MB BS (Medicine/Surgery)
M J McInerney MB BS FRACG (Obstetrics and Gynaecology)
K Saunders MB BS FRACP (Nephrology)

Clinical supervisors
R A Zienki MB BS (Medicine/Surgery)
M J McInerney MB BS FRACG (Obstetrics and Gynaecology)
K Saunders MB BS FRACP (Nephrology)

Clinical supervisors
R A Zienki MB BS (Medicine/Surgery)
M J McInerney MB BS FRACG (Obstetrics and Gynaecology)
K Saunders MB BS FRACP (Nephrology)

Clinical supervisors
R A Zienki MB BS (Medicine/Surgery)
M J McInerney MB BS FRACG (Obstetrics and Gynaecology)
K Saunders MB BS FRACP (Nephrology)

Clinical supervisors
R A Zienki MB BS (Medicine/Surgery)
M J McInerney MB BS FRACG (Obstetrics and Gynaecology)
K Saunders MB BS FRACP (Nephrology)

Clinical supervisors
R A Zienki MB BS (Medicine/Surgery)
M J McInerney MB BS FRACG (Obstetrics and Gynaecology)
K Saunders MB BS FRACP (Nephrology)
Urology
R W Fletcher MB BS FRCS (Head)
C Lowe MB BS FRCS
Belgrave MB BS FRCS
J B Whitelaw FRCS FRCS

Vascular surgery
T Devine MB BS FRCS
C Faint FRCS FACS
K Myers MB MS FRCS FACS (Head)
A Seifter MB BS FRCS
D S Fount MB MS FRCS FACS

Transplantation surgery
T Devine MB BS FRCS
V C Marsh MB BS FRCS FACS
A Seifter MB BS FRCS
D S Fount MB MS FRCS FACS

Emergency medicine
G Thornton MB BS FRCS FACS (MHA, Director)
C Castle MB BS FACS (Deputy director)
T Gay MB BS FACS
S Printley MB BS FACS
J Taylor MB BS FACS

Anesthesia
J Ashmion MB BS DA Lond FRCS FACS
R Barnes MB BS FACS
H M Secher MB BS FRCS
J Carden MB BS FACS
J Cassa MB BS FRCS
P Das MB BS FACS
P Egerton MB BS FACS
G Ferguson MB BS FACS
C Goodchild MA MB BS BCh Phil FRCS
G J Haughton MB BS FRACS
M Hurley MB BS FACS
I Ingrain MB BS FACS
K Kast FRACS
K King MB BS FACS
L Kean MB BS FACS
K MacFARLANE FRCS (DPLG) DipRACOG
G McFaul MPMB FRCS
A Meade FRACS
J Mazzaglio MB BS FACS
N Noonan MB BS FACS
J O'Sullivan MB BS FRCS
T Phillips MB BS FACS
Richardson MB BS FACS
R Ross MB BS FACS
R S Taylor MB BS FACS
H Webster MB BS FACS

Division of Pathology
Chair
T Bone MB BS DPD MD MICROPsyCH FRANZCP
C Rivett-Carnac FRACOG

Adult psychiatry
J Anderson MB CHL MCLICENPt MD FRANZCP
D C Pillers MB BS MS FRCS FACS(FRANZCP)
K J Coleson MB BS CERTPSYCH (FRANZCP) AMPS FACS(FRANZCP)
A DIZA MB BS CH DPM FRANZCP
A Forino MB BS 12PM MICROPsyCH MRANZCP
R Goodswell MB BS FRCS
M Greenbaum MB BS DPM FRANZCP

Gastrointestinal surgery
A Redgrave MB BS FRACS
A McNaughton MB BS FRACOG
M Michael MB BS FRACOG
D Price MB BS FRACOG
J Regan MB BS FRACOG
K Shekleton MB BS FRACOG

Gynecology
A Day MB BS FRCS FACS FRACOG
J Robb MB BS MRCOG FRACOG
R Warton MB BS FICOG FICSSEQ FRACOG

Menstrual/menopause
E Farrell MB BS DipObst(GOG) MRCOG FRACOG
D H Lee MB BS BMedSc PhD FRACOG
D Palmer MB BS FRACOG
W Vollen Hoeren PhD FRACOG

Midwife unit screening
J McNaughton MB BS FRACOG
J Regan MB BS FRACOG

Obstetric (and gynaecological) ultrasound
G W Atchison MB BS MRCOG
J Todd MB BS FRACOG
J T Kilgour MB BS FRACOG
J T Kilgour MB BS FRACOG

Radiotherapy
J Campbell MB CHL MRCR FFRACFR

Reproductive biology
D de Kretser MB BS FRACS
M D Price MB BS FRACOG
M J Cox MB BS DDU FRACOG
M D Price MB BS FRACOG

Sexual counselling clinic
R Goodwath MB BS DPD Part 1
J J Thynne MB BS DPD
G Salter MB BS MPM

Trauma and Orthopaedic surgery
R Barnes MB BS FACS
M Kestenberg MD DDS FRACDS FDSRCS
L Etzine MB BCh FFRAD(D)(S.A.)
A Firestone MB BS DDU FRACR

Ultrasound
R L Hunter MB BS FRACOG
E L McKenzie MB BS DPD FRACOG
J A Leask MB BS FRACOG (Head)

Associate gastrointestinal surgery
S Barney BSc MB BS FRACS
J D Leask MB BS FRACS
B P Wannam BMedSc MB BS FRCS FACS

Gastrointestinal surgery
P J Hunt MB BS FRACS
R L McKenzie MB BS DPD FRACS
J A Leask MB BS FRACOG (Head)

Gynaecology
B Tonge MB BS FRACS
K O'Neill MRCS LDS FRACDS FDSRCS

H Webster MB BS FACS (Acting head)

Oral surgery
W Sheldon MB BS MSc(OralSurg) FRCS FDSRCS
R Story BMedSc LDS FACS FDSRCS (Head)
V R Vaidhia BDS MDS LDS FASCRS

Dental departement
J M Ketchem MDS MDS LDS FASCRS
G Qual MDS BDS MB BS FRCS FACS (Head)
J Wille BDS
P D Zimet BDS MSc(Oral Biology) LDS FASCRS
C Endodontics

Plastic and fascimassary surgery
C Bennett MB BS FRACS
H Harrier-Smith MB BS FRACS
S Lurie MB BS FRACS
M E Leuen MB BS FRACS
B Brennan MB BS FRACS FACS (Head)
R Ross MB BS FRACS
P O'Reilly MB BS FRACS
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### Obstetrics and gynaecology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Specialization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John Doe</td>
<td>Obstetrics and Gynecology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jane Smith</td>
<td>Obstetrics and Gynecology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Paediatrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Specialization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dr. Brown</td>
<td>Paediatrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dr. Green</td>
<td>Paediatrics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Pathology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Specialization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prof. Brown</td>
<td>Pathology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prof. Green</td>
<td>Pathology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Organ imaging

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Specialization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dr. Smith</td>
<td>Radiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dr. Johnson</td>
<td>Radiology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Obstetrics and gynaecology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Specialization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prof. Brown</td>
<td>Obstetrics and Gynecology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prof. Green</td>
<td>Obstetrics and Gynecology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Faculty of the faculty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Specialization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dr. Smith</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dr. Johnson</td>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<td></td>
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<td>Obstetrics and Gynecology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prof. Green</td>
<td>Obstetrics and Gynecology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Biological Sciences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Specialization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dr. Smith</td>
<td>Microbiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dr. Johnson</td>
<td>Microbiology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Faculty of the faculty
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<td></td>
<td>Dr. Smith</td>
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<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dr. Johnson</td>
<td>Microbiology</td>
</tr>
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### Faculty of the faculty
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<tr>
<th>Practice</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Specialization</th>
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<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dr. Smith</td>
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<td></td>
<td>Dr. Johnson</td>
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<th>Practice</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Specialization</th>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prof. Brown</td>
<td>Obstetrics and Gynecology</td>
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<td></td>
<td>Prof. Green</td>
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### Biological Sciences

<table>
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<tr>
<th>Practice</th>
<th>Name</th>
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<td></td>
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Executive summary

The Monash University Faculty of Medicine is divided into three main subsections: Obstetrics and gynaecology, the Morning Peninsula Clinical School, and Pathology. Each subsection has its own administrative officer and a variety of clinical and research staff. The Obstetrics and Gynaecology subsection includes several obstetricians and gynaecologists, such as P. BS FRACS, J. G. Stuckey, and J. J. Anastaslos. The Morning Peninsula Clinical School has a variety of clinical staff, including Fellows of the faculty, such as Dr. J. Wassertheil and Dr. J. Jeffares. The Pathology section includes several pathologists, such as C. J. Orchard and J. Lambert.

- Obstetrics and gynaecology
  - Administrative officer (Faculty registrar's office): L. Morgan MB ChB MRACR FFR
  - Obstetricians and gynaecologists: P. BS FRACS, J. Jeffares BA MB BCh Edin.

- Morning Peninsula Clinical School
  - Clinical dean: R. J. Redman MA MB BCh BSc FRCPGACRFRACOG
  - Medical/surgical: C. Russell MB ChB GEC M FACS (Director of Surgery)
  - Obstetricians and gynaecologists: P. BS FRACS, J. Jeffares BA MB BCh Edin.

- Pathology
  - Administrative officer (Information): J. J. Anastaslos MB DipRCOG
  - Fellows of the faculty: S. L. Butler MB FRACOG, D. J. Lundberg BS MRCOG FAGO FRACGP

- Departments
  - Obstetrics and gynaecology
  - Morning Peninsula Clinical School
  - Pathology
Gippsland section
Professor
Christopher Owen Fraser BSc Ph.D. Cant. MAIPS

Senior lecturers
Umberito Costa MSc Ph.D. Patena
Valerie Catherine Harvey B.A. N.Z. M.A. Ph.D. Melb. B.N.
Dian Dawson BSc N.Z. N.Z.N.D.
Barry Lund Richardson T.C. Mied. M.Sc. BA Ph.D. Qu.
Cynthia BPS MAIPS (Academic director. Gippsland section)

Lecturers
Tor Bunney BA Grad Diploma Computer Gippsland L.A.E.
MHS. L.A.E. MAIPS MEMA.
Susan Kilbourn BSc Hatfield Polytech. PhD. R.G.
Catherine Rodgers B.A(Hons) D.L. B.S. B.PS. R.G.
Matthew Philip Terry BSc(Hons) PhD.Let.
Gordon Arthur BSc DiplMed. Mied. MAIPS. AFBPD.

School of Applied Sciences
Head of school
Associate Professor M. A. Hooper

Gippsland campus

Associate professors
Raymond John Hodges BSc B.N.(N.S.W.) Ph.D. N.S.W.
FRACMA MAIPS.
Martin Allen Hooper BSc(Hons) Ph.D. Q.U. DipTox.
Ph.D. N.E. MAIC.ME.
Philip Robert Raymond MSc. Ph.D. MPh. (Deputy head)

Senior lecturers
Alain Robert Carr BSc(Hons) Ph.D. Melb.
Richard Egudo BSc(Hons) D.M. Melb. Let. M.A.M.P. MAIC.
Phillip John Higgins MSc DiplMed. MAIPA MCMM.
Brian Trence McIntyre BAppSc. Gippsland L.A.E. MAIPA.
HTC lille. B.M.T. DEEPA MAAS MAIP.
Harrry Sack M.A. PH.(U.) M.Sc. Qld. Ph.D. FSS.
Christopher Purse MSc(Env.) Alfred Bat (Hons) MAISM.
Anthony Frank Parr BSc(Hons) Ph.D. Melb. GradDiplEd.
A.C.U. MAIC FRAC.
Anthony Tony Towner BAppSc. Ph.D. MAIPA RE.

Lecturers
Peter Laurence Freeman BSc(Hons) MSc. Med.
Wayne Kist Sefton BSc(Hons) MSc. MSc. Tce.
Robert James Laidy CerConrad Baldwin T.A. E.A. MAIPA.
Gippsland L.A.E. F.E. FIPMI MAIC.
Raymond Eric Mayer BSc(Hons) DiplEd Ph.D. Qld MAIC.
Jenifer Ainslie MSc(Hons) BSc. DiplDi.
Melbourne C.A. B.S. M.B. MLevel.
Diana Katherine Richards MSc. Melb. MAISM.
David James Wilson MA(Hons) Ph.D. GradDiplHyp.

Centre for Applied Mathematical Modelling
Executive director
Donald Graeme Ross BSc B.A. PH.D. TSTC FRAC.

Researchers
Peter Alexander Grossman BSc B.A. Ph.D.
Charles Osborne BSc BS. B.A. Colingford.
GradDiplPsychol Chichester T.S. Ph.D FAIP MAIPS.
Research associates
Graeme Kowalski BSc B.A. Ph.D.
Andrew Lewis BSc.
Administrative officer
Kara Bond DiplEd(Primary)

Centre of Applied and Professional Psychology
Director
Graeme I. Hayman BA Colingford T.S. MSc Ph.D. MAIPS
Research fellows
Eric Green B.A. Med. Grad Diploma Coun. MAIPS.
Geoffrey John Proctor B.A. Med.

Centre for Chemical Synthesis
Director
Glen Berenger Dismatcha PhD. Adv. Adel. FRAC.
Deputy director
Cline Llewellyn Rationo B.A. DSc Griffith FRAC.
Gippsland section
Professor
Christopher Owen Fraser BSc, PhD, wind. M.A.S.
Senior lecturers
Umberto Casiraghi PhD
Vinci Catherine Harvey BA N.Z. MA well. PhD M.S.
BN
BN: N.Z. M.A.S.
Lecturers
Burr Lind Richardson T.C. Well. MSc Sa. BA PhD Qu.
C.Wells B.S. M.A.S. (Academic director, Gippsland section)

Lecturers
M.L.S. LAE M.A.S. M.E.A.
Susan Kolithris BSc. Hapfield Ph.D. Kig.
Catherine Bagend Bas(Hons) Dub. PhD Snack. B.PS.
Matthew Philip Taylor BSc(Hons) Ph.D Lat.
Gordon Jamie Walker BSc Dip Med MEd M.A.S. 
APRPS.
Evaine Beryl Willsman MSc. Adac. PhD F-N.G. BSc.

School of Applied Sciences
Head of school
Associate Professor M. A. Hooper

Gippsland campus
Associate professors
Raymond John Hooper BSc N.Z. N. E. PhD N.W.
FRACI M.A.S.
Martin Allan Hooper BSc(Hons) PhD Qld Grad Dip Ed E.N.
M.A.S. F.R.M.A.
Philip Robert Barnett MSc Med. PhD F.S. (Deputy head)
Senior lecturers
John Robert Arzascall BSc, PhD, Adel.
Alister Robert Carr BSc(Hons) PhD Med. Lons.
Richard Egubo BSc(Hons) Dur. MSc Lons. PhD Lat. M.M.Ps. 
M.S.O.N.
Philip John Higgins MSc Dip Med. M.A.S. MAS.
M.A.S. F.R.M.A.
Brian Trenzas McKenzie BAppSc. Gippsland S.A.E.
Ph.D. M.A.A.S. M.A.S.
Harminder Nihal Ma Pang (N.S.) PhD Qld F.S. 
M.R.C.A.
Christopher Poster MSc(Agr) Alberta BSc(Hons) M.A.S.
Anthony Peter Town BAppSc PhD Med. M.R.C.A.

Lecturers
Peter Lawrence Freeman BSc(Hons) MSc Med. 
Dipl. Med. B.Ed BSc(Hons) McM. HSC Tec.
Robert James Leslie Ceritfindi Yaburum T.A.E. F.M.R.C.A.
Gippsland S.A.E. F.R.M.A I. P. M.R.C.A.
Raymond Eric Maves BSc(Hons) Dip Med PhD Qld M.R.C.A.

Research assistants
David Graeme Ross BSc Med. PhD TSTC F.R.A.C.I.
Researchers
Peter Alexander Graham BSc Med.
Gordon Coburn BA BSc Med. BA Cagliari I.
Research assistants
Benjamin Koossepolin BEd Glasgow O.H. 
Andrew Lewa BAppSc.
Administrative officer
Karen Bond Dip(Primary)
Centre of Applied and Professional Psychology
Director
Graeme J. Hyman BA Cagliari I. T. MSc, PhD Med. M.A.S.
Research fellows
Emma Grace BA MEd Grad Dip Ed. Med. Dun. M.R.C.A
Shihomi Levy Dip Ed Dip Electron Ben-Gurion
Administrative officer
Lauren Michele Burns
Administrative support
Hilary Jean Allen

Jennifer Mary Casavan
Margaret Dixon

Peninsula campus
Senior lecturer
Cornelius Gysbertus Duysens BSc BEd Med. M.E.N.C.R.
Lecturers
Ralph Arowa BSc(Hons) Lat. and Med. PhD Lat.
Wayne John Starick BSc(Hons) Med. and Mannan Med. 
M.Sc.

Administrative support
Jennifer Lynne McGrath

Berwick campus
Senior lecturer
Antonino Frank Petti BSc(Hons) PhD Med. Grad Dip Ed
A.C.U. F.R.A.C.I.

Special purpose centres
Australian Crustal Research Centre
Director
Gordon Stuart Lister BSc Qld and James Cook PhD A.U.
Professorial fellow
Michael Walter Hall MSc Well. PhD Lons.
Research fellows
Laurence Aitkens D.R. PhD Lons.
Research assistant
Megan Louise M.P. BSc(Hons) Med.
Administrative officer
Eileen Kerin
Administrative secretary
Sarah Vaughan

Centre for Applied Mathematical Modelling
Executive director
Donald Graeme Ross BSc Med. PhD TSTC F.R.A.C.I.
Researchers
Peter Alexander Graham BSc Med.
Gordon Coburn BA BSc Med. BA Cagliari I.
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Cooperative research centres

Australian Geodynamics Cooperative Research Centre
Director
Graham Pope Price BSc(Hons) PhD Syd
Research coordinator
Gordon Stuart Lister BSc(Hons) James Cook PhD A.N.U.
Chairperson, Science Advisory Council
Michael Walter Hall MSc Wollongong PhD Lond.
Research fellows
Laurie Allens BSc PhD Lorraine

Researchers
Terence Beven BSc Geol. Tech. MA PhD Price
Cecil Dibos BSc MSc Nancy
Karin Eilert MSc Innefeld PhD RWTH-Aachen Fribourg
John Ross BSc PhD U.L. 3.5y PhD Marq
Mark Issell BSc. LSc. MSc. Med. PhD N. Y. Staar
David Dillon Lambert BSc Oklahoma PhD Colorado
Administrative officer
Eileen Krinn
Research assistant
Megan Dough BSc (Hons) Med.
Sylvia Zakow MSc

Cooperative Research Centre for Freshwater Ecology

Deputy director

Cooperative Research Centre for Southern Hemisphere Meteorology

Director
David John Kainly PhD Rlg Bsc (Hons)
Program leaders
Jorgen Segerlund Frederiksen Bsc DSc Adv Ph.D. a.n.u.
Keith Donald Reen Bsc PhD N.S.W.
Post-doctoral fellow
Georgia Storrock PhD Broah
Research fellows
Lilia Ziskind BSc Science PhD Melbourne
Timothy Hall PhD Cswd.
Stephen Jowen PhD Chem.
Radbel Mary Law BSc(Hons)PhD Melb.
Peter Julian Rayner (BSc) Ph.D. Ngla.
Gyorgy Lemas Rgj Pf.
Petra Uedelhoven PhD Colonial
David Willidann Bsc (Hons) Medl.
Darryn Warwick Wagh Msc. Woll PhD Constbl.
Moustagui Wali Msc. Couns PhD. Hom.
Jimichi Yench Bsc Bsc Damascus Gakion Msc PhD Jost.
Research assistants
Mark Andrew Collis Bsc(Hons) Medl.
Fiona Maria Guest Msc.
Mark Harvey Bsc(Hons) Cswd.
Frederik P. K. Ac.
Philip Shindorf MSc.
Janie Maria Stensen Bsc NH(N.S.W.).
Business manager
Gilda Polkin Bsc CPA.

Business systems administrator
Ron Krennygroop Gradl.Compl.
Administrative officer
Melk Msc-Wong Bsc(Hons) LEAD.

Victorian College of Pharmacy

Officers of the faculty
Dean and professor of the faculty
Celan Burns Chapman BPharm Vi. I.C. BVsc BSc PhD Med.
MPS Mac CCP
Registrar
Michael Douglas Waite MA. BSc Bsc(Hons)
Business manager
Neil James Shingold Cpa
Librarian
Assistant librarian
Hong Behrendt BSc. Lt. Ft. BSc Grad Dip Lib. Med. C.A.E.
Acting Computer centre manager
Nicholas Robert Love
Property manager
William James Readmond
Administrative officer
Margaret Lea Stubbins MATTEA
William assisitant
Fiona Margaret Coote BSc(Chem) Griff. (Medicinal Chemistry)
Sherne Haeuser Dip Lib. BSc (Finance)
Ian Alexander House BSc BSc Law (Taxation) R.M.I.T.
Maree Elizabeth Hooper (Office of registrar)
Angela Susan Hall (Pharmacy Practice)
Louise McEwen (Pharmaceutical Biology and Pharmacoegy)
Janet Marcel Leader (Pharmacy Practice)
Kaartina Szazz Luid (APhA Program coordinator)
Mnna-Lynne Byngholm Chedon Lt. (Computer Center)
Kellie Anne Mcconnell RA. (Office of dean)
Rosemary Miller (Library)
Magaret Morozer (Pharmacists)
Eileen Reid (Library)
Peta Reid (Library)
Wendy Karin Sierakis (Pharmacy Practice)
La Ruelle Marie Anne-Stone (Medical Chemistry)
Jawh Wyczanski Msc Wodcou.

Department of Pharmacy

Head of department
Professor F. J Stewart
Professor of Pharmaceutics
Peter James Stewart BPharm PhD GradDipPS MSHP (Associate dean, studies graduate)
Professor of Biopharmaceutics
Barry Leonard BPharm BSc I.C. PhD Kansas Ptc. FIPS Cbla Mtus. MASLI. MidPharm GradDipPS FAMIP MSHP MACP
Professor of Pharmacists
Lecturer
Devin Joseph Morgan MSc PhD Syd. Phc.
Senior lecturers
Sanne Charles Rousin BPharm Vi. I.C. PhD Phc
Ivan Peter Griffith MA. Oxon. PhD A.N.U. MASM
William James Theil BSc Woll. PhD Phc.
Lecturer
Christopher John Hamilton Porter BPharm PhD MIRAC
Assistant lecturers
Mary Ruby Adnar BPharm Vi. I.C. MPS
Susanne Calipf BPharm
John Anthony Galton BPharm (Hons) PhD G"d
Kathy Newman Mary BVM&S Joe Msc. PhD Cuna
Professor of Medicinal Chemistry
Mark van Erden Bsc PhD Gradg MRCAT. MACS MYNAC (Assistant dean, research)
Senior lecturer
Med. PhD Doctun MEMAC
Michael John Lechiel BSc PhD Lat. MIRAC
Lecturers
Ian Trevors Crosby BSc Phd Medl. MIRAC
Mgily Nagiul Isakder Msc. Alexandria PhD Lat. MIRAC
Assistant lecturers
Dmitar Arvirda Slev Bsc(Hons) Ltl. Medl
Resource manager
David Brian Camp BAppSc. Q.U.T. BSc(Hons) Grad.

Research fellows
Samia Alou Dsc Rondesants DPSM Chemist Maitreyi Bsc.
Damasios
Wendy Richard Msc. Berg
David Gerard Bourke Bsc PhD Medl
David Kenneth Charmen Bsc(Hons) PhD.
Neil Choi Bsc(Hons) PhD MIRAC
Oswells Ahmed Leit Li Rambarni Bsc Alexandria PhD Saek
Agatha Gaweska Bsc PhD
Eric Dale Jones Bsc(Hons)
Muhan John Kunt Bsc(Hons) PhD Medl. GRACI
Gaik Beng Bsc BSc PhD FHN. MIRAC
Gerard Peter Moloney Bsc. Medl. MIRAC
Martin John Steenmer Bsc PhD Syd.
Robin Jason Thom Bsc PhD
Jennifer Carol Wilson Bsc(Hons) PhD Medl.

Research assistants
Thuy Van Phan BSc. Megan Ms. LeT.
Milka Radosevich
Ninola Scott Robinson Bsc (Hons) BPharm
Faith Rose BAppSc R.M.I.T.
Technical officer
Stuart Allan Thormann BAppSc R.M.I.T. MPharm

Laboratory technicians
Lisa Breathy
Damian Joseph Bng
Brendan Liam Matthew Mackay BAppSc Vic. Cura. VCT.

Department of Pharmaceutical Biology and Pharmacology

Head of department
Professor F. J Stewart
Assistant professor
Peter James Stewart BPharm PhD GradDipPS MSHP (Associate dean, studies graduate)
Senior Lecturer
Joanne Elizabeth Barron BPharm Syd. BSc (Pharm) PharmD Mass.
Lecturers
Arthur Peppas BPharm Vic. Coll. Pharm. MPS Mac CCP Kay Stewart BPharm PDQ MPS MACP
Senior associate
Graham Melody Somman IP Phc. MPS Vic. Coll. Pharm. MPS MACP Mass. MPS MSMA
Associate
Anne Lovett BPharm Vic. Coll. Pharm. MPS MSHA ACPP
Assistant lecturer
Karen Thorne Kennedy BPharm Vic. Coll. Pharm. MPS MACP FACP
Research assistants
Gregory John Danase
Sharon Mikes DelWhite(Hons) LeT.
Thème Myra Riley Blouc R.M.I.T.
Special lecturers (Clinical)
Garth Ronald Bridger BPharm Bsc. S.Aust.T.
GradDiplPharm Vic. Coll. Pharm.
Michael Joseph Doyley BPharm GradDiplPharm Vic. Coll. Pharm.

Laboratory supervisor
David Andrew Ford BPharm Vic. Coll. Pharm.
Kieron Jeff Galdhov BPharm Vic. Coll. Pharm.
GradDiplPharm MPH MS MSHA
Dean Adner Inquirer BPharm GradDiplPharm Vic. Coll. Pharm.
Miranda Ip BPharm Vic. Coll. Pharm. MPS MSHA AsstPEN
Harriett Alice BPharm GradDiplPharm Vic. Coll. Pharm.

Special Lecturers (Forensic)
Drew Reford Newgreen BPharm Vi. I.C. MBA Docks Psc. FIPS

Department of Pharmaceutical Biology and Pharmacology

Acting head of department
Dr F. J. Mitchell
Professor of Pharmacology
Vacant
Reader
Ian Michael Cooper BPharm PhD Lond.
Honorary graduates

Honorary graduates list

- 1966
  - Lord Casey
  - Carl Ferdinand Cori
  - Frank John Fenner

- 1967
  - Dame Malde Belcombe Brookes
  - Sir Henry Edward Bolte
  - Willis Henry Connolly

- 1968
  - Lady (Flora Marjorie) Bassett
  - Sir Walter Osborn McCracken
  - Sir William Hudson
  - Sir George Whitecross Paton
  - David Plimley Derham
  - Sir Francis Macfarlane Burnet

- 1969
  - Sir Frederick William George White
  - Sir Michael Chamberlain
  - The Hon. Mr Justice Thomas Wentman Smith
  - Sir George Linder Brown
  - Sir Hugh Arnold Hughes Foster

- 1970
  - Ursula Heff
  - Albert Ernest Monk
  - Alan Watak
  - Sir Walter Eric Bassett
  - Rutherford Neas Robertson
  - Maurice Rosse Owen
  - James Leslie William

- 1971
  - Sir Rohan Delacombe
  - Charles Garrett Phillips
  - Alan Rowland Chisholm
  - Alfred Ernest Flood
  - Sir Robert Rutherford Blackwood

- 1972
  - Alice Hoy
  - Leonard William French
  - William Crepey Radford
  - Dame Ella Annie Noble MacKinnon

- 1973
  - John Thomson Gunther
  - The Hon. Samuel Menzies
  - Sir Edmund Francis Herrin

- 1974
  - John Neil Greenwood
  - Eric Ernest Worboys
  - Kenneth Nigel Graham Simpson

- 1975
  - Lawrence Percival Coombes
Honorary graduates

Honorary graduates list

■ 1966 Honorary degree
   Lord Casey LLD
   Carl Ferdinand Cori DSc
   Frank John Fenner MD

■ 1967
   Dame Mabel Balcombe Brookes LLD
   The Hon. Sir Henry Edward Bolte LLD
   Willis Henry Conolly DBE

■ 1968
   Lady (Flora Marjorie) Bassett DLitt
   Sir Walter Osborn McCaughan LLD
   Sir William Hudson DEng
   Sir George Whitley Pacon LLD
   David Plumley Derham LLD
   Sir Frank Macfarlane Burnet DSc

■ 1969
   Sir Frederick William George White DSc
   Sir Michael Chamberlin LLD
   The Hon. Mr Justice Thomas Weeraman Smith LLD
   Sir George Linde Brown DSc
   Sir Hugh Arnold Hughes Innes MD

■ 1970
   Ursula Hoff DLitt
   Albert Ernest Monk LLD
   Alan Walsh DSc
   Sir Walter Eric Bassett DEng
   Rutherford New Robertson DSc
   Maurice Rees Tegg MD
   James Leslie William MSc

■ 1971
   Sir Rohan Delacombe LLD
   Charles Garrett Philips DSc
   Alan Rowland Chisholm DLitt
   Alfred Ernest Floyd DLitt
   Sir Robert Rutherford Blackwood LLD

■ 1972
   Alice Hoy LLD
   Leonard William French LLD
   William Copley Radford LLD
   Dame Ella Annie Noble Macknight MD

■ 1973
   John Thomson Gunther DLitt
   The Hon. Samuel Merrifield DLitt
   Sir Edmund Francis Herring LLD

■ 1974
   John Neil Greenwood DEng
   Eric Ernest wulfsbrook LLD
   Kenneth Nigel Graham Smythens MSc

■ 1975
   Lawrence Percival Coombes DEng
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Sir Gordon Colvin Lindsey Clark
Francis Gordon Lennox
Clement Byrne Chriaisen
James Andrew Louis Matheson
- 1976
Alec Derwent Hope
Richard Roderick Andrew
- 1977
Joseph Terence Anthony Berke
Judith Arnould Wright McKinsey
Sir Sydney Sunderland
- 1978
Sir John Clifton Vaughan Holland
Sir Charles Gullan McGirth
Godfrey Alfred Rarige
- 1979
Sir Sydney Lance Townsend
Ruth rice Coulshill
Sir James Alexander Forrest
Sir Frank Woods
- 1980
Sir Henry Arthur Wairake
Archibald Kevald McIntyre
Ian Langlands
Frederick Ronald Williams
- 1981
Charles Henry Brian Priestley
Sir Henry Alexander, Prince of Wales
Sir Colin York Syme
Joseph Brown
Cola Elizabeth Rosser
William Alexander Goodie Scott
- 1982
Donald Cockbain
Arthur John Ritchie
Godfrey Seyer
- 1983
Bernhard Hermann Neumann
Colin Grant Clark
Sir Richard Mochon EgIonsen
- 1984
Robert Hawthorne Brown
Howard Arthur Wills
Sydney Stephen Dunn
Sir Bernard James Gallean
- 1985
Harrison Bryan
Sir Edmund Hillary
Roger Kemp
Hugh Stretton
- 1986
Hiroyuki Hwaki
Kenneth Henderson Hunt
Benjamin Alexander Baxter
His Royal Highness, The Prince Philip Duke of Edinburgh
Peter John Hollingsworth
Edward Stuart Reginald Hagues
Hugh Mitchell McKenzie
James Charles McNeil
John McIntosh Young
- 1987
James Douglas Rutchart
Margaret Elizabeth Hanner
David Woolley
Kyle Tennant
Nigel John Gray
- 1988
Bruce Alexander Fugh)
Arnold Patrick McCaughney
- 1989
Sir Arni Hilliar Parbo
David Damien Faer
Vernon Douglas Plachikha
Richard Selby Smith
Michael Varavuda
- 1990
Richard Prin
Leslie Bodi
David Keith Williamson
Sir Gustave Joseph Victor Nosal
- 1991
Robert Edwards
Willoughby James Bailey
Joseph Ezra Isaac
John David Legge
Henry Krenzeld
Codgeros Novenculal
- 1992
William George Matham
Sir Brian Scott Ingumas
Raymond Leslie Martin
Hillary Jane McPhee
Richard Sydney Dowall
Robert James Seals
- 1993
Bryan Hudson
Sir George Hermann Lush
Wang Goggeo
Brian Thelney Lomax
John Davis McCaughney
- 1994
John Barry Prescott
Winfred Gwam Nayer
Hinrich Fechter
John Melvin Swan
David Charles Keith Allen
Sajoaki
Dawdl Martin Hutchins
Neil Edwin Carves
- 1995
The Hon Sir Anthony Mason
The Hon Mr Justice Sir James Augustine Gogbo
Donald Robert Angus
Jersey Churchill Loop Ling
Stanley David Martin Walls
Haryono Suyono
- 1996
Helen Margaret Gillford OAM
The Hon. Mr Justice William Charles Crocket
Maureen Brunt AO
Jean Primrose Whyn AO
Anna Ocelowne Krueger
- 1997
John William Zimmam
Valentine John Seแบบ
Malcolm Ian Logan
Babali Rametal
Kim Byung Kwon
The Hon. Richard Elgin McGuive
Lee Mahl
Tan Sei Dan Aban Bakar Suleiman
- 1998
Accurate to 6/3/98
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Sir Sydney Sunderland  
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Sir Charles Gillian McGrath  
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Sir James Alexander Forrest  
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1980  
Sir Henry Arthur Wassoek  
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Donald Cochran  
Arthur John Ritch  
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Colin Grae Clark  
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1984  
Robert Harbury Brown  
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Sydney Stephen Dunn  
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Harrison Bryan  
Sir Edmund Hillary  
Roger Kemp  
Hugh Stretton  

1986  
Hirozaki Isaka  
Kenneth Henderson Hunt  

Benjamin Alexander Baner  
His Royal Highness, The Prince Philip Duke of Edinburgh  
Peter John Hollingworth  
Edward Stairs Reginald Hughes  
Hugh Mitchell McKenzie  
James Charles McNeil  
John Mcm:$ood Young  

1987  
James Douglas Burchart  
Margaret Elizabeth Harmer  
David Woolley  
Kyle Tennant  
Nigel John Gray  

1988  
Bruce Alexander Palmer  
Arnold Patrick McCaughey  

1989  
Sir Avo Hillier Parbo  
David Damien Fjer  
Veron Douglas Plackkahn  
Richard Selby-Smith  
Mechat Yussudya  

1990  
Richard Pratt  
Leslie Bodi  
David Keith Williamson  
Sir Gustav Joseph Victor Nolan  

1991  
Robert Edwards  
Wilkoughby James Bailey  
Joseph Ezra Isaac  
John David Legge  
Henry Krongold  
Codgero Nonuza  

1992  
William George Mitcham  
Sir Brian Scott Ingalls  
Raymond Leslie Martin  
Hilary Jane McPhee  
Richard Sydney Dowall  
Robert James Steel  

1993  
Bryan Hudson  
Sir George Hermann Lush  
Wang Gongwei  
Brian Thales Lyman  
John Davis McCaughey  

1994  
John Barry Prescott  
Winfred Gwen Naylor  
Heinrich Pfeiffer  
John Melvin Swan  
David Charles Keith Allen  

1995  
The Hon Sir Anthony Mason  
The Hon Mr Justice Sir James Augustine Gollbo  
Donald Robert Angus  
Jeremy Claythook Long  
Stanley David Martin Wallis  
Haryono Suyono  

1996  
Helen Margaret Gifford OAM  
The Hon. Mr Justice William Charles Crockett AO  
Maureen Brunt AO  
Jean Primrose Wills AA  
Anara Obosen-Kuzov  

1997  
John William Zillman  
Valentine John Stella  
Malcolm Ian Logan  
Ravandi Ramelan  
Kim Bryung Kwon  
The Hon. Richard Elgin McGarvie  
Ire Malake  
Tan Sri Dato' Abu Bakar Soleiman  

1998  
David Martin Hutchinson  
Neil Edwin Carson  

1999  
The Hon Sir Anthony Mason  
The Hon Mr Justice Sir James Augustine Gollbo  
Donald Robert Angus  
Jeremy Claythook Long  
Stanley David Martin Wallis  
Haryono Suyono  

2000  
Helen Margaret Gifford OAM  
The Hon. Mr Justice William Charles Crockett AO  
Maureen Brunt AO  
Jean Primrose Wills AA  
Anara Obosen-Kuzov  

2001  
John William Zillman  
Valentine John Stella  
Malcolm Ian Logan  
Ravandi Ramelan  
Kim Bryung Kwon  
The Hon. Richard Elgin McGarvie  
Ire Malake  
Tan Sri Dato' Abu Bakar Soleiman  

2002  
David Martin Hutchinson  
Neil Edwin Carson
Vice-Chancellor’s Awards

Award for Distinguished Teaching

- 1992 Awards
  Robert Hagan
  Faculty of Computing and Information Technology
  Anne McDougal
  Faculty of Education
  Joycey Tooher
  Faculty of Law

- 1993 Awards
  Susan Campbell
  Faculty of Law
  Margaret Gill
  Faculty of Education
  Roger Short
  Faculty of Medicine

- 1994 Awards
  Susan Elsom
  Faculty of Medicine
  Richard Fox
  Faculty of Law
  Suzanne McNicol
  Faculty of Law

- 1995 Awards
  Elaine Barry
  Faculty of Arts
  John Loughran
  Faculty of Education

- 1996 Awards
  Rolf Bergman
  Faculty of Business and Economics
  David Mills
  Faculty of Science

- 1997 Awards
  Angela Carbone
  Faculty of Computing and Information Technology
  Alison Dean
  Faculty of Business and Economics
  Adrian Evans
  Faculty of Law

Award for Exceptional Service by General Staff

- 1994 Awards
  Graeme Farrington
  Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
  Graham McGoffe
  Alexander Theatre
  Chris Powell
  Department of Civil Engineering

- 1995 Awards
  Audrey Fernandez
  Faculty of Science
  Bronwen Meredith
  Personnel Services
  Bob Wood
  Department of Psychology

- 1996 Awards
  Kaarina Lilind
  Department of Banking and Finance
  Lynne Newman
  Budget and Statistical Services
  Sue Simpson
  Department of Anatomy

- 1997 Awards
  Peter Garwood
  Department of Graphic Design
  Rosemary Johnston
  Department of History
  Lisa Smith
  Law Library
  Stuart Wagstaffe
  Publishing & Design

Award for Postgraduate Supervision

- 1995 Award
  Michael Clyne
  Faculty of Arts

- 1996 Awards
  Max King
  Faculty of Business and Economics
  Keith Murray
  Faculty of Science

- 1997 Award
  Terry Threadgold
  Faculty of Arts
Award for Distinguished Teaching

- 1992 Awards
  - Robert Hagan
    Faculty of Computing and Information Technology
  - Anne McDougal
    Faculty of Education
  - Joycey Tooher
    Faculty of Law

- 1993 Awards
  - Susan Campbell
    Faculty of Law
  - Margaret Gill
    Faculty of Education
  - Roger Short
    Faculty of Medicine

- 1994 Awards
  - Susan Elsom
    Faculty of Medicine
  - Richard Fox
    Faculty of Law
  - Suzanne McNicol
    Faculty of Law

- 1995 Awards
  - Elaine Barry
    Faculty of Arts
  - John Loughran
    Faculty of Education

- 1996 Awards
  - Rolf Bergman
    Faculty of Business and Economics
  - David Mills
    Faculty of Science

- 1997 Awards
  - Angela Carbone
    Faculty of Computing and Information Technology
  - Alison Dean
    Faculty of Business and Economics
  - Adrian Evans
    Faculty of Law

Award for Exceptional Service by General Staff

- 1994 Awards
  - Graeme Farrington
    Department of Zoology and Evolutionary Biology
  - Graham McGuire
    Alexander Theatre
  - Chris Powell
    Department of Civil Engineering

- 1995 Awards
  - Audrey Fernando
    Faculty of Science
  - Bronwen Meredith
    Personnel Services
  - Bob Wood
    Department of Psychology

- 1996 Awards
  - Karina Lilid
    Department of Banking and Finance
  - Lynne Newman
    Budget and Statistical Services
  - Sue Simpson
    Department of Anatomy

- 1997 Awards
  - Peter Garwood
    Department of Graphic Design
  - Rosemary Johnston
    Department of History
  - Lisa Smith
    Law Library
  - Stuart Wagstaffe
    Publishing & Design

Award for Postgraduate Supervision

- 1995 Award
  - Michael Clyne
    Faculty of Arts

- 1996 Awards
  - Max King
    Faculty of Business and Economics
  - Keith Murray
    Faculty of Science

- 1997 Award
  - Terry Threadgold
    Faculty of Arts
Committees of Council

Executive Committee
Terms of Reference: Under delegation from Council, to exercise all of the powers, authorities, duties, and functions of the Council (other than the power of delegation and the power to make statutes) during the periods between the ordinary meetings of Council or an extraordinary meeting if the chancellor or a deputy chancellor has certified in writing of such urgency that it ought not to await consideration by the Council at its next meeting.
Chair: Mr DW Rogers
Secretary: Mr P Siggins

Membership Committee
Terms of Reference: 1. To recommend criteria for the selection and performance assessment of members of Council. 2. To recommend procedures for identification and selection of members. 3. To recommend new members. 4. To oversee the development and maintenance of an induction program for new members. 5. To assess performance of members. 6. To recommend to Council a candidate for the position of Chancellor when that position is due to be filled. 7. To recommend appointments to committees and subcommittees of Council.
Chair: Mr DW Rogers
Secretary: Mr P Siggins

Audit Committee
Terms of Reference: The Audit Committee is responsible to the University Council for monitoring the adequacy of internal control systems and for providing a policy framework for delivery of an efficient and effective audit function at Monash University and its controlled entities. The Audit Committee is to provide advice on all matters pertaining to audit. Without limiting that intention, the committee's function shall be:

1. To set the overall policy direction for the Audit and Risk Management function; to approve the Audit and Risk Management Charter; to review and approve the Audit and Risk Management budget and plan; to receive and review the annual report of the Director - Audit & Risk Management on activities undertaken in the previous year; to provide a forum to resolve any disagreements arising between Audit & Risk Management and other areas of the university to advise the vice-chancellor on the appointment of the Director - Audit & Risk Management; to oversee internal audit arrangements in place at the controlled entities.
2. To recommend new members. 4. To assess performance of members. 6. To recommend to Council a candidate for the position of Chancellor when that position is due to be filled. 7. To recommend appointments to committees and subcommittees of Council.
Chair: Mr DW Rogers
Secretary: Mr P Siggins

Corporate Planning Committee
Terms of Reference: 1. To be kept regularly informed about the corporate planning process and the development of the Monash Plan. 2. To propose ideas for each successive iteration of the Monash Plan. 3. To invite submissions from members of Council, thereby giving all members the opportunity to have input into the committees. 4. To review the progress of the implementation of the Monash Plan, and to propose input into the various stages of the implementation.
Chair: Mr DW Rogers
Secretary: Mr P Summers

Resources and Finance Committee
Terms of Reference: 1. To seek to achieve the best possible disposal of physical, personal and financial resources for the university, within the constraints that apply. 2. To ensure that the university's various fiduciary responsibilities are met. 3. To take decisions on behalf of Council (other than on major financial matters) under appropriate authority for urgent, commercially confidential, or procedural matters. 4. To coordinate the role of the five subcommittees with regard to the interactions between their separate portfolios. (Note: the 5 subcommittees of Resources and Finance Committee are as follows. Finance Subcommittee, Physical Resources Subcommittee, Purchasing Subcommittee, Selection and Remuneration Subcommittee and the Special Professional Appointments Subcommittee).
Chair: Mr P Ramler AM
Secretary: Mr P Siggins

Equal Opportunity Opportunity Committee
Terms of Reference: 1. To advise Council on the adoption of policies, revision to policies and strategies which will enable the university to provide equality of opportunity in education and employment, including the provision of equity planning and the fulfilment of affirmative action objectives. 2. To monitor and advise on the effectiveness of policies and programs to promote equal opportunity for disadvantaged groups in education and employment. 3. To monitor and advise on the implementation of the University's equal opportunity policy in the university's employment procedures and practices. 4. To monitor and advise on the implementation of the university's equal opportunity policy in the students' educational procedures and practices, particularly as they relate to admission, assessment and the provision of student services.
Chair: An external member of Council
Secretary to be provided by the Equal Opportunity Unit

Standing Committees of the Academic Board

Admissions Committee
Terms of Reference: To advise Academic Board on all university admission matters except those relating to doctoral programs.
Chair: Professor R J Pargetter
Secretary: Ms M B Dianiska

Committee of Associate Deans (Research) (CADRES)
Terms of reference: Status 2.5, division IIA, section 2 provides –
1.1 Subject to the general supervision of the Academic Board, CADRES shall consider and make recommendations to the deputy vice-chancellor (research) on major research policy issues relating to, or of concern to the university. 2.1.2 matters relating to the conduct of research and the administration of research activities in the university; 2.1.3 the allocation of research funding, including the distribution of the Monash Research Fund, and any other research funds which may be appropriated for the purpose of research, as determined by the vice-chancellor from time to time; 2.1.4 effective coordination and communication of university research policy and administration for the purpose of their consistent implementation throughout the university; 2.1.5 the ownership of intellectual property; and 2.1.6 any matter referred to it by the Academic Board.
Chair: Professor Peter LeP Darvall
Secretary: Mr M J Gleeson

Discipline Appeals Committee
Terms of Reference: In accordance with Statutes 2.6 and 4.1, to exercise general supervision over the conduct of students of the university and to investigate any disciplinary matters brought to its attention.
Chair: Appointed for each investigation or meeting.
Secretary: Mr T Calder

Education Committee
Terms of Reference: 1. Advise the Academic Board about the establishment of new courses and alterations to existing courses (including the addition or deletion of existing subjects) with particular reference to titles, objectives, prerequisites, credit values, evaluation, student assessment, teaching arrangements and resource implications. 2. Advise the Academic Board on the rules for undergraduate and postgraduate courses. 3. Ensure that the entry requirements and academic demands made of students are comparable within award levels across disciplines. 4. Ensure reasonable consistency in regulations within award levels across disciplines and faculties, and between the university's doctoral regulations and faculty regulations for masters by research. 5. Monitor undergraduate and postgraduate teaching arrangements between faculties. 6. Promote rationalisation and opportunities for inter-faculty teaching where appropriate. 7. Comment on external reports and initiatives, where these concern undergraduate and postgraduate matters, from the Government and other sources. 8. Coordinate the submission of university proposals, where these concern undergraduate matters or, together with the R&I and Scholarship Committee, postgraduate matters, to the Government and other funding agencies. 9. Consider and report on any matter related to undergraduate or postgraduate education referred to it by the Academic Board, the Academic Board or the vice-chancellor. 10. Consider and make recommendations to the Academic Board on

Active interest in ethical and procedural issues associated with the university's activities.
Chair: Mr DW Rogers
Secretary: Mr G Connell
Standing Committees

Committees of Council

Executive Committee

Terms of Reference: Under delegation from Council, to exercise all of the powers, authorities, duties, and functions of the Council (other than the power of delegation and the power to make statutes) during the periods between the ordinary meeting of Council or at any time when the chancellor or a deputy chancellor has certified in writing of such urgency that it might not or should not await consideration by the Council at its next meeting.

Chair: Mr DW Rogers
Secretary: Mr P Siggins

Membership Committee

Terms of Reference: 1. To recommend criteria for the selection and the performance assessment of members of Council. 2. To recommend new members. 3. To oversee the development and maintenance of an induction program for new members. 4. To assess performance of members. 5. To recommend to Council a candidate for the position of Chancellor where that position is due to be filled. 6. To recommend appointments to committees and subcommittees of Council.

Chair: Mr DW Rogers
Secretary: Mr P Siggins

Audit Committee

Terms of Reference: The Audit Committee is responsible to the University Council for monitoring the adequacy of internal control systems and for providing a policy framework for delivery of an efficient and effective audit function at Monash University and its controlled entities. The Audit Committee is to provide advice on all matters pertaining to audit. Without limiting the generality of the committee’s function shall be: (i) For internal audit: to set the overall policy direction for the Audit and Risk Management function; to approve the Audit and Risk Management Charter; to review and approve the Audit and Risk Management Budget and Plan and for the financial year; (ii) For external audit: to receive a report from the Auditor-General’s Office on the planned scope of the external audit for the forthcoming year; to consider the selection of the external auditor; to consider and approve arrangements for the external audit; to review relationships between the Auditor-General and the university departments; to assist in timely completion of the annual audit; to review the Auditor-General’s Annual Report and Management Letter along with the university’s draft responses; to review any other reports of the Auditor-General along with the university’s draft responses; to oversee the external audit arrangements in place for the various controlled entities; to approve the commissioning, selection, appointment and charter for all external audits at Monash University; (iii) Other functions: to review from time to time the functioning of systems of internal control and compliance from an audit perspective; to review the final draft of the university’s annual accounts for review and recommends that they be signed by the university’s accountant and submitted to the Finance Subcommittee; to review all significant changes to accounting policies from an audit perspective; to take an active interest in ethical and procedural issues associated with the university’s activities.

Chair: Mr DW Rogers
Secretary: Mr C Cooll

Corporate Planning Committee

Terms of Reference: 1. To be kept regularly informed about the corporate planning process and the development of the Monash Plan. 2. To propose ideas for each successive iteration of the Monash Plan. 3. To invite submissions from members of Council, thereby giving all members the opportunity to have input into the committee. 4. To review the progress of the implementation of the Monash Plan, and to propose input into the various stages of the implementation.

Chair: Mr DW Rogers
Secretary: Mr P Sullivan

Resources and Finance Committee

Terms of Reference: 1. To seek to achieve the best possible disposal of physical, personnel and financial resources for the university, within the constraints that apply. 2. To ensure that the university’s various fiduciary responsibilities are met. 3. To make decisions on behalf of Council (other than on matters of a financial nature) under appropriate authority for urgent, commercially confidential, or procedural matters. 4. To coordinate the roles of the five subcommittees with regard to the interactions between their separate portfolios. (Note: the 5 subcommittees of Resources and Finance Committee are as follows: Finance Subcommittee; Physical Resources Subcommittee; Purchasing Subcommittee; Selection and Remuneration Subcommittee; and the Special Professors Appointments Subcommittee).

Chair: Mr PH Ramler AM
Secretary: Mr P Siggins

Equal Opportunity Committee

Proposed Terms of Reference: 1. To advise Council on the adoption of policies, revisions to policies and strategies which will enable the university to provide equality of opportunity in education and employment, including the provision of equity planning and the fulfilment of affirmative action objectives. 2. To monitor and advise on the effectiveness of policies and programs to promote equal opportunity for disadvantaged groups in education and employment. 3. To advise the university on the implementation of the university’s equal opportunity policy in all appointment and employment practices to be reviewed both internally and externally. 4. To monitor and advise on the implementation of the university’s equal opportunity policy in the university’s employment and promotion practices. 5. To promote equality of opportunity to the university’s educational procedures and practices, and in particular to advise on the development of policies to promote the participation of women, people with disabilities and people of Aboriginal descent; (ii) Other functions: to review from time to time the functioning of systems of internal control and compliance from an audit perspective; to review any other reports of the Auditor-General along with the university’s draft responses; to consider the selection of the external auditor; to consider and approve arrangements for the external audit; to review relationships between the Auditor-General and the university departments; to assist in timely completion of the annual audit; to review the Auditor-General’s Annual Report and Management Letter along with the university’s draft responses; to review any other reports of the Auditor-General along with the university’s draft responses; to oversee the external audit arrangements in place for the various controlled entities; to approve the commissioning, selection, appointment and charter for all external audits at Monash University; (iii) Other functions: to review from time to time the functioning of systems of internal control and compliance from an audit perspective; to review the final draft of the university’s annual accounts for review and recommends that they be signed by the university’s accountant and submitted to the Finance Subcommittee; to review all significant changes to accounting policies from an audit perspective; to take an active interest in ethical and procedural issues associated with the university’s activities.

Chair: Mr DW Rogers
Secretary: Mr C Cooll

Standing Committees of Academic Board

Admissions Committee

Terms of Reference: To advise Academic Board on all university admissions matters except those relating to doctoral programs.

Chair: Professor R J Ferguson
Secretary: Ms B Dianiska

Committee of Associate Deans (Research) (CARES)

Terms of Reference: Statute 2.5, division III, section 2 provides – 2.1 Subject to the general supervision of the Academic Board, CARES shall consider and make recommendations to the deputy vice-chancellor (research) on – 2.1.1 major research policy issues relating to, or of concern to the university; 2.1.2 matters relating to the conduct of research and the administration of research activities in the university; 2.1.3 the allocation of research funding, including the distribution of the Monash Research Fund, and any other research funds which may be appropriated for the purpose of research, as determined by the Vice-Chancellor; 2.1.4 the maintenance of the intellectual property; and 2.1.6 any matter referred to it by the Academic Board.

Chair: Professor Philip LeP Darvall
Secretary: Ms M J Gleeson

Discipline Appeals Committee

Terms of Reference: In accordance with Statutes 2.6 and 4.1, to exercise general supervision over the conduct of appeals by students of the university and to investigate any disciplinary matters brought to its attention.

Chair: Appointed for each investigation or meeting.
Secretary: Mr T Calder

Education Committee

Terms of Reference: 1. Advise the Academic Board about the establishment of new courses and alterations to existing courses (including the addition or deletion of existing subjects) with particular reference to titles, objectives, evaluative standards, assessment, teaching arrangements and resource implications. 2. Advise the Academic Board on the rules for undergraduate and postgraduate courses. 3. Review the grants and recommendations made to the Academic Board and the Faculty Board for undergraduate and postgraduate courses. 4. Review and recommend any changes to the grants and recommendations that the Academic Board and the Faculty Board may have made to the Academic Board. 5. Review the grants and recommendations made to the Academic Board and the Faculty Board for the renewal of existing courses. 6. Review and recommend any changes to the grants and recommendations that the Academic Board and the Faculty Board may have made to the Academic Board. 7. Consider any external and internal reports and initiatives, including the selection of courses and the renewal of existing courses. 8. Coordinate the submission of university proposals, where these concern the establishment of new courses and alterations to existing courses. 9. Review the grants and recommendations made to the Academic Board and the Faculty Board for the renewal of existing courses. 10. Review and recommend any changes to the grants and recommendations that the Academic Board and the Faculty Board may have made to the Academic Board. 11. Consider and make recommendations to the Academic Board on
Exclusion Appeals Committee

Terms of reference: In accordance with Statute 6.2 to bear, on behalf of the Academic Board, appeals against exclusion for unsatisfactory attendance/behaviour to the delegated authority to make decisions on the board's behalf.

Chair: Professor A W Lindsay
Secretary: Ms S Stafford

General Library Committee

Terms of reference: To assess the financial needs of the library, to advise the librarian on the desirable application of such moneys available to the library, and to make recommendations on long-term library policy for the university as a whole, in the light of wider developments in library affairs.

Chair: Professor T Thurgood
Secretary: Ms M Perrett (until May 1998)

Off-Staff Quality Assurance Committee of Council

Terms of Reference: To advise Council on the quality of courses offered through Monash International Pty Ltd, Monash Mt Eliza Graduate School of Business and Government, Ltd, and the Open Learning Agency of Australia Pty Ltd.

Chair: Professor A W Lindsay
Secretary: Ms S Stafford

PhD and Scholarships Committee

Terms of reference: To be responsible for - I. the conduct of all matters pertaining to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in accordance with and subject to the regulations concerning that degree which are from time to time in force. 2. the conduct of all matters pertaining to the degree of Doctor of Education (EdD) in accordance with and subject to the regulations concerning that degree which are from time to time in force. 3. dealing with any matters concerning research or higher degrees which are referred to it by the Academic Board or the vice-chancellor on the recommendation of the Standing Committee on Ethics in Research on Humans.

Chair: Professor P C Delville
Secretary: Mrs P Herman

Readership/Associate Professorship Standing Committee

Terms of reference: To consider proposals from faculties for the promotion of staff to the reader and associate professor and to transmit those approvals to the Academic Board and Council for noting.

Chair: Professor A W Lindsay
Secretary: Mr M Meredith

Steering Committee of Academic Board

Terms of reference: To consider items on the agenda of the Academic Board and to make recommendations to the board on the matters referred to it by the Academic Board.

Chair: Professor A W Lindsay
Secretary: Ms K Wilson Reid

The following committees report to the Academic Board on an annual or needs basis through a designated senior officer of the university.

Advisory Board of the Koorie Research Centre

Terms of reference: To advise on activities and initiatives for the purposes of the centre and its director, specifically on matters of concern to the university as a whole and in the area of community of the university.

Chair: Dr B Bowe
Secretary: To be appointed

Affiliation Committee

Terms of reference: To consider all applications received or affiliation, the continuation of any affiliation, and all other matters related to affiliation and to make recommendations thereon to Council (see Statute 16.1).

Chair: To be appointed
Secretary: To be appointed

Associate Deans (Teaching)

Terms of reference: To advise on the general supervision of the Academic Board, the Associate Deans (Teaching) shall meet to consider any matters relating to teaching and learning within the university and any matter referred to them by the Academic Board, the Education Committee or the Curriculum Committee.

Chair: Professor A W Lindsay
Secretary: Ms S Stafford

Distance Education and Open Learning Committee

Terms of reference: To advise Education Committee and, where appropriate, the vice-chancellor or deans, on all matters relating to distance education and open learning within Monash University, including but not restricted to: policy relating to the expansion and open learning development; courses and curricula; courses which are to be offered in distance education; open learning development; strategic planning for future development of distance education and open learning within the university and to facilitate the use of new technology and multimedia technologies in the delivery of subjects and courses; convergence developments where distance education and open learning materials and service are used for other modes of teaching within the university; any other matters referred to it by the vice-chancellor, the Academic Board, or vice-chancellor on the recommendation of the standing committee of the board. To foster research into distance education and open learning pedagogy and the dissemination of its results. To ensure that procedures are in place within teaching units, the Distance Education Centre and relevant administrative units for the monitoring and maintenance of the quality of all aspects of the university's distance education and open learning programs, the efficiency of support services in these programs, including but not limited to: planning, development, production, delivery and support services.

Chair: Professor P C Delville
Secretary: Ms S Stafford

Intellectual Property Committee

Terms of reference: The Intellectual Property Committee shall have the responsibility to decide whether an application for a patent should be made, discontinued or abandoned and in which countries this should occur, whether the university shall retain an equity in a patent-worthy discovery or invention; what action, if any, should be taken to negotiate development of a patent-worthy discovery or invention by industry, commerce or the university on the distribution of the financial return from a patent in accordance with the Council's Statement on Patent Royalties and Intellectual Property published in the university's Staff Handbook as amended from time to time; when, after consultation with the originator, a patent-worthy discovery or invention may be disclosed, published or patented, or on any other matter concerning a patent-worthy discovery or invention or patent thereof; whether the university should make application to the Design Office for the registration of a design; whether the university should make application to the Registrar of Plant Varieties for the registration of a plant variety. On appropriate recommendations to Council on university policy on intellectual property including ownership, revenue distribution, and confidential matters, and any other matter which the committee determines to be of sufficient importance to require its consideration.

Chair: Professor P C Delville
Secretary: Ms B Meredith

Monash University Animal Welfare Committee

Terms of reference: To ensure that the standards of NHMRC/CCOBAC Code of Practice for the Care and Use of Animals for Scientific Purposes are met and the Monash University Guidelines for Animal Experiments, if not in accordance with the standards, are met. To ensure the compliance of all relevant Commonwealth and State legislation are met. To provide a source of advice on matters relating to the isolation and ethics of animal experimentation within the university for the departments and institutes, and to assess the ethics of the Animal Ethics Committee of the Department/Hospital AECs. To ensure adequate and continuous training in relation to animal use and welfare. 6. To maintain a central register of approved experimental projects. 7. To ensure all AECs have adequate records of animal usage. 8. To gather information, evaluate and report to the Academic Board on all aspects of use of animals in research and teaching within Monash University.

Chair: Professor A W Lindsay
Secretary: Ms S Stafford

Standing Committee on Ethics in Research on Humans

Terms of reference: To consider all research proposals involving humans emanating from or involving Monash University staff and students and to determine whether or not they are acceptable on ethical grounds. To monitor approved projects until completion to ensure that they continue to comply with approved ethical standards. Legislation, codes of practice and policies. 5. To maintain records of all proposals which shall include the protocols of all proposals in the form in which they are approved. 6. To liaise and cooperate with research funding agencies and national bodies. 7. To formulate and review policies, guidelines and procedures relating to ethical matters and make recommendations to the Academic Board. To liaise with other relevant university committees, affiliated hospitals and the Research Services Division. 7. To act in a consultative and advisory capacity on ethical matters. In carrying out these functions, the committee shall: (i) conform with the NIH/ABRC Statement on Human Experimentation and supplementary notes on research in particular fields that may be published from time to time. (ii) take account of local cultural and social attitudes in making decisions. (iii) ensure that procedures relating to obtaining consent are observed. (iv) ensure that no members of the committee adjudicate on proposals in which they may be personally involved. (v) ensure that, while accepting that researchers have a duty in advance knowledge, the rights of individuals take precedence over the expected benefits to human knowledge or to the community.

Chair: Professor G Reuma
Secretary: Ms A Michael

Chair: Professor G Reuma
Secretary: Ms A Michael

Chair: Professor G Reuma
Secretary: Ms A Michael

University Publications Overview Committee

Terms of reference: The University Publications Overview Committee shall have overall responsibility for the coordination of all university publications, in print or electronic form, concerning courses available and current information, including, in addition to faculty handbooks, the Academic Calendar, the Graduate Monash booklets, the Distance Education Handbook, the Student Information Handbook, and other university publications of a similar type. It is assisted by students or prospective students, to ensure that all publications emanating from the university relating to the course and department arms contain consistent information and are observably Monash publications. To provide advice to the Academic Board on editorial policy in relation to all such publications that the Academic Board will provide on the comprehensive nature of the university's course and careers publications; (ii) to review publications each year and, in particular, to consider the production process, content, layout and form of presentation of publications, plan production schedules for the following year and model any level on which publications are based and review any difficulties which may have occurred; (iii) to provide advice to the Academic Board on editorial policy for online publications; and the oversight for their preparation; (v) to develop and to oversee the disposal of any dispute arising between faculty offices, publishing and other areas of the university involved in production of publications; (vi) to advise the academic board on questions relating to the publication of official university publications and documents on the World Wide Web; (vii) to advise the academic register on procedures to ensure due process of certification and authorization to publish official university publications and documents.

Chair: To be appointed
Secretary: To be appointed
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The following committees report to the Academic Board on an annual or needs basis through a designated senior officer of the university.

Advisory Board of the Koorie Research Centre

Terms of reference: To approve objectives and activity plans for the centre presented by the director; to modify and maintain them at appropriate intervals; to offer advice and assistance to the centre and its director, specifically on matters of concern to the university as a whole and also in the area of fundraising. To offer assistance to the centre and its director in the promotion of centre activities and in facilitating new initiatives, and to oversee these activities on behalf of the Academic Board. To provide the centre with access to university officers of government and to enable the centre to turn to the monitoring of this important university centre. To facilitate inter-faculty and inter-disciplinary contributions to the activities of the centre. To provide a forum for liaison and for the exchange of information between the university, the centre and Koorie and other members of the public. To advise the director on the use of money available from the Eliza Eglington Memorial Fund consistent with the fund regulations approved by Monash University Council in 1976.

Chair: Dr H Bore
Secretary: To be appointed

Affiliation Committee

Terms of reference: To consider all applications received for affiliation, the continuation of any affiliation, and all other matters related to affiliation and to make recommendations thereon to Council (see Statute 61.1). Chair: To be appointed
Secretary: To be appointed

Associate Deans (Teaching)

Terms of reference: To shall be responsible for the general supervision of the Academic Board, the Associate Deans (Teaching) shall meet to consider any matter relating to teaching and learning in the university and any matter referred to them for their consideration by the Academic Board, the Education Committee or the Committee of Deans.

Chair: Professor A W Lindsay
Secretary: Ms S Stafford

Distance Education and Open Learning Committee

Terms of reference: To advise Education Committee and, where appropriate, the vice-chancellor or deans, on all matters of policy relating to distance education and open learning within Monash University, including but not restricted to: policy relating to approval of subjects and courses where these are to be offered in distance education or open learning mode; funding policy for distance education delivery and for new distance education and open learning developments; strategic planning for future development of distance education and open learning within the university and to facilitate the use of new technology and multimedia developments. To consider any subjects and courses; convergence developments where distance education and open learning developments are used for other modes of teaching within the university. Any other matters referred to it by the vice-chancellor, the Academic Board, or any committee of the board. To facilitate research into distance education and open learning pedagogies and the development of new courses. To ensure that procedures are in place within teaching units, the Distance Education Centre and relevant administrative units for the monitoring and maintenance of the quality of all aspects of the university's distance education and open learning programs, the efficiency of support services for these programs, including, but not restricted to planning, development, production, delivery and support services. Chair: Professor A W Lindsay
Secretary: Ms S Stafford

Intellectual Property Committee

Terms of reference: The Intellectual Property Committee shall have the responsibility to decide whether an application for a patent should be made, discontinued or abandoned and in which countries this should occur; whether the university should retain an equity in a patent-worthy discovery or invention; what action, if any, should be taken to negotiate development of a patent-worthy discovery or invention by industry, commerce or the university; on the distribution of the financial returns from a patent in accordance with the Council's Statement on Patent Royalties. To advise the Academic Board and the University's Staff Handbook as amended from time to time; when, after consultation with the originator, a patent-worthy discovery or invention may be disclosed, published or patented; on any other matter concerning a patent-worthy discovery or invention or patents thereof; whether the university should make an application to the Design Office for the registration of a design; whether the university should make an application to the Registry of Plant Varieties for the registration of a plant variety; on appropriate recommendations to Council on university policy on intellectual property including ownership, revenue distribution, and confidential matters, and on any other matter which the committee determines is a relevant issue for its consideration (see Statute 11.2). Chair: To be appointed
Secretary: Ms R Bruce

Monash University Animal Welfare Committee

Terms of reference: To ensure that the standards of NH&MRC 'Guidelines for Animal Experimentation', insofar as they relate to the care and use of animals throughout the University, are complied with. To advise on any other matter concerning a patent-worthy discovery or invention or patents thereof; whether the university should make an application to the Design Office for the registration of a design; whether the university should make an application to the Registry of Plant Varieties for the registration of a plant variety; on appropriate recommendations to Council on university policy on intellectual property including ownership, revenue distribution, and confidential matters, and on any other matter which the committee determines is a relevant issue for its consideration (see Statute 11.2). Chair: Professor A W Lindsay
Secretary: To be appointed

Standing Committee on Ethics in Research on Humans

Terms of reference: To consider all research proposals involving human beings emanating from or involving Monash University staff and students and to determine whether or not they are acceptable on ethical grounds. To monitor approved projects until completion to ensure that they continue to comply with approved ethical standards. The committee shall: (i) conform with the NH&MRC Statement on Human Experimental and supplementary notes on research in particular fields that may be published from time to time; (ii) take account of local cultural and social attitudes in making decisions; (iii) ensure that procedures relating to obtaining consent are observed; (iv) ensure that no members of the committee adjudicate on proposals in which they may be personally involved. Chair: To be appointed.
Secretary: To be appointed.

Chair: Professor G Roum
Secretary: To be appointed

University Publications Overview Committee

Terms of reference: The University Publications Overview Committee shall have overall responsibility (i) for the coordination of all university publications, in print or electronic form, concerning courses available and current information, including, in addition to faculty handbooks, the Course and Careers booklets, the Graduate at Monash booklet, the Distance Education Handbook, the Student Information Handbook, and other university publications of a similar type directed to students or prospective students, to ensure that all publications emanating from the university relating to the course and careers area contain consistent information and are observable Monash publications in design; (ii) to provide advice to the Academic Board on editorial policy in relation to all such publications, and to advise on appropriate recommendations to Council on the comprehensiveness of the university's course and careers publications; (iii) to review publications each year and, in particular, to consider the production process, content, layout and form of presentation of publications, plan production schedules for the following year, opinions on which publications are based and review any difficulties which may arise concerning their use, to ensure that all university publications and documents are accurate, (vi) to publish official university publications and documents.

Chair: To be appointed
Secretary: To be appointed.
relating to community service matters and make recommendations to the Academic Board.
Chair: Ms S. Deo
Secretary: Ms C. van Gemen

**Gippsland Advisory Council**

Terms of reference: The Gippsland Campus Advisory Council is to have responsibilities encompassing the university's Gippsland area and the region. Without limiting this, the Gippsland Campus Advisory Council will have the following responsibilities:
- To be appointed
- To provide advice and input in particular to the processes regarding the areas of development of the campus and external liaison and support for the university. This would be conducted by having students from Monash University in respect of its specific links to the Gippsland region, rural and regional Australia and its international relationships. 2. To facilitate links between the university, the private sector, government and the community at large. This would include requested assistance in the development and delivery of significant proposals to key external bodies whether they be government, sponsors, community, education, employers etc, in order to ensure the development of the best possible relationships with these bodies.
- To provide a rural and regional perspective to proposed developments and directions of the university.

The Gippsland region:

1. To advise the vice-chancellor on the development and delivery of the campus based on the community's specific links to the Gippsland region, rural and regional Australia and its international relationships.
2. To support and assist the development of the campus based on the community's specific links to the Gippsland region, rural and regional Australia and its international relationships.
3. To make proposals to Monash University Council on any matter pertaining to or which may affect the Gippsland campus.

Chair: Mr J. Hammonds
Secretary: Ms C. Boly

**Halls of Residence Committee**

Terms of reference: As a committee of advice to the vice-chancellor to exercise general supervision over the policies under which the university's halls of residence are operated, and over their management. Subject to the jurisdiction of the Executive Committee, the committee will be responsible for the financial affairs of the halls.
- To be appointed
- To superintend the employment of the non-academic staff of the university's range of activities is presented to the community, and which it interacts so that the community is kept informed of the range and quality of services available; to act in a consultative and supportive role.
- To provide comments and review policies under which the university's halls of residence are operated, and over their management. Subject to the jurisdiction of the Executive Committee, the committee will be responsible for the financial affairs of the halls.
Other Standing Committees

Administrative Heads Group

Terms of reference: To meet on a quarterly basis to receive a briefing on matters of strategic importance for the university and go on to discuss how best to implement university decisions. It is anticipated that members of this group will be drawn from the operational areas over the matters discussed at meetings.

Chair: John Deere
Secretary: Ms T Golder

Advisory Committee for the Graduate School of Environmental Science

Terms of reference: Fully stated in Statute 2.3, division 2. Chair: To be appointed
Secretary: To be appointed

Affirmative Action Coordinating Committee

Terms of reference: To advise the vice-chancellor through the convenor of the Equal Opportunity Committee on the progress, as measured by quantitative and qualitative terms, affirmative action programs undertaken by faculties and chief administrative areas to promote equal opportunities for women. To provide a means of information dissemination and collaboration between convenors of affirmative action committees in the faculties and chief administrative areas and to establish in the equitable and effective delivery of such programs across the university. To identify issues of university wide importance and recommend action and to make recommendations on these to the vice-chancellor.

Chair: Professor S Connolly
Secretary: Ms B Bower

Biosecurity Committee

Terms of reference: To identify research being conducted or contemplated within Monash University which constitutes a potential biohazard as a consequence of any type of experiment or manipulation which may result in the creation of novel types of nucleic acid with the capacity to multiply or spread to influence man, animals, or plants, or which involves contact with hazardous microorganisms or potentially tumorigenic viruses. To assess the actual and potential risks involved in the light of the intrinsic nature of the experiments, the competence of the personnel and the adequacy and security of the laboratory facilities. To advise the Health and Safety and Security Committees on research workers and heads of departments of any pertinent dangers and to prescribe conditions under which the research may be permitted or recommended to the Occupational Health and Safety Policy Committee that Council forbid such research altogether until both be satisfied that the work should begin or continue.

Chair: Professor T Golder
Secretary: Ms M Wares

Committee of Deans

Terms of reference: Fully stated in Statute 2.9. Chair: Professor D A Robinson
Secretary: Ms T Golder

Committee of Management of Student Loans

Terms of reference: Fully stated in Statute 2.8. Chair: To be appointed
Secretary: To be appointed

Copyright Advisory Committee

Terms of reference: To develop and coordinate advice for dissemination about copyright issues. To provide comment and advice on copyright matters. To help formulate and disseminate policy about copyright issues. To provide comment and advice on copyright matters. Chair: Professor E Lim
Secretary: Ms P Ngeling

Environmental Advisory Committee to the Vice-Chancellor

Terms of reference: The university aims to be a leader in promoting awareness, understanding and responsibility in environmental issues in both new and innovative, nationally and internationally. The specific objectives are to: promote the principles of ecologically sustainable development - the wise integration of progress with conservation of finite natural resources - within the university's structure and programme; to encourage awareness of environmental legislation at state and federal levels; promote environmental awareness of students, staff and visitors throughout the university; encourage research and consultancy aimed at achieving these objectives; minimise or avoid pollution, and care and improvement of the environment.

Chair: Associate Professor G Gudzi
Secretary: Ms B Williamson

Equity Plan Consultative Committee

Terms of reference: 1. To advise the vice-chancellor who has responsibility for equal opportunity and affirmative action, on policy and objectives for equity. 2. To ensure effective communication and implementation of the principles of the Equity Plan both within the university and the wider community. 3. To recommend strategies for implementing equity objectives on a university wide basis. 4. To monitor the university's progress towards achieving its equity objectives and advise where additional educational strategies are required.

Chair: Mr S Bode
Secretary: Mr V Golder

Gippsland Campus Advisory Council

Terms of reference: The Gippsland Campus Advisory Council is to have responsibility encompassing the university in the Gippsland region and the campus. Without limiting this, the Gippsland Campus Advisory Council will have the following functions.

1. To advise the Vice-Chancellor on matters of strategic importance for the Gippsland region, rural and regional Australia and its international relationships. 2. To facilitate links between the university, the private sector, government and the community at large. 3. To advise on the development of new partnerships with the community related to the provision of child care services. 4. To advise on the development of new partnerships with the community related to the development of new partnerships with the community.

Chair: Professor W Kent
Secretary: Ms H Dinnis

External Relations and Community Service Committee

Terms of reference: Shall include, except where the matters to be dealt with fall specifically within the terms of reference of the Committee of Associate Deans (Research) or the Research Grants and Facilities Services. To advise concerning the broad educational aspects of the university, and to make recommendations to the Committee of Associate Deans (Research) for consideration and action. To advise concerning the broad educational aspects of the university, and to make recommendations to the Committee of Associate Deans (Research) for consideration and action. To advise concerning the broad educational aspects of the university, and to make recommendations to the Committee of Associate Deans (Research) for consideration and action.

Chair: Professor W Kent
Secretary: Ms H Dinnis

Halls of Residence Committee

Terms of reference: As a committee of advice to the vice-chancellor to exercise general superintendence over the policies under which the university's halls of residence are operated, and over their management. Subject to the Finance Committee and the Head of Housing, the committee will have the following functions:

1. To advise the Vice-Chancellor on the appointment of deputy hall heads and to make recommendations to the Academic Board.

Chair: Ms S. Dee
Secretary: Ms C Venn

Gippsland Campus Advisory Council

Terms of reference: The Gippsland Campus Advisory Council is to have responsibility encompassing the university in the Gippsland region and the campus. Without limiting this, the Gippsland Campus Advisory Council will have the following functions.

1. To provide advice and input in particular to the processes regarding the areas of: development and design; university in the Gippsland region and in particular, to the processes regarding the areas of; development and design; university in the Gippsland region and in particular, to the processes regarding the areas of; development and design; university in the Gippsland region and in particular, to the processes regarding the areas of; development and design; university in the Gippsland region and in particular, to the processes regarding the areas of; development and design;
from the Operations Committee and the Residents’ Committee and, where appropriate, make recommendations thereon to Council. To advise Council, when requested, on any matter concerning the affiliated college and special reference to cooperation between the affiliated college and the halls. To submit an annual report to Council including a financial statement and achievements of the past year.

Chair: Professor J E Maloney
Secretary: Ms G James

Monash Orientation Scheme for Aborigines (MOSA) Committee

Terms of reference: To administer the Monash Orientation Scheme for Aborigines (MOSA) program.

Chair: Associate Professor J Campbell
Secretary: Ms I Ferreira

Monash University Advisory Committee for People with Disabilities

Terms of reference: To encourage people with disabilities to make known their needs for facilities and equipment and to make recommendations to the vice-chancellor.

Chair: Mr H A Grason
Secretary: Ms L Lynch

Monash University Gallery Committee

Terms of reference: 1. To be responsible for all matters associated with the running of the University Gallery. 2. To raise and manage a fund entitled ‘The Monash University Art Fund’, from the net proceeds of sales of any works of art and any additional moneys donated to the fund together with any unspent income from time to time accumulated by the fund, the income from which shall be used for the acquisition of works of art. 3. To ensure that works of art are displayed in the gallery and elsewhere for the education, benefit, and enjoyment of members of the university and the general public. 4. To provide for the conservation, restoration, maintenance, security, and cataloguing of the university’s collection of works of art. 5. To advise Council on all matters relating to the university’s collection of works of art. 6. To formulate an annual budget for the operation of the University Gallery and to allocate the approved budget in accordance with the committee’s responsibilities. 7. To recommend to Council from time to time the names of persons to be appointed as members of the committee. 8. To submit an annual report to Council.

Chair: Professor J E Maloney
Secretary: Ms C Colber

Occupational Health and Safety Policy Committee

Terms of reference: 1. To ensure that a uniform approach is adopted by the university in all matters of occupational health and safety. 2. To formulate and review policies and procedures relating to occupational health and safety at the university. 3. To monitor university compliance with occupational health and safety legislation, standards, codes of practice, and policies. 4. To monitor occupational health and safety performance of faculties, departments, centres, units, and branches. 5. To facilitate cooperation between the university and its employees in investigating, developing, and carrying out measures designed to ensure the occupational health and safety of the employees.

Chair: Professor R Porter
Secretary: Dr C J Tillman

Open Day Committee

Terms of reference: There are no formal terms of reference.

The committee’s brief is to arrange and conduct the university’s open day.

Chair: To be appointed
Secretary: Ms Julie Ryan

Orientation Committee

(Joint committee of the Union Board and Academic Board)

Terms of reference: There are no formal terms of reference. The committee’s brief is to plan and implement the orientation program for the university.

Chair: Associate Professor D S Ward
Secretary: Ms D D’Achonciho

Oscar Mendelsohn Lectures Committee

Terms of reference: To select and invite a person to give the lecture from time to time.

Chair: Professor J Biglow
Secretary: To be appointed

Performing and Creative Arts Committee

Terms of reference: To coordinate activities and formulate policy in the performing and creative arts and contribute to the development of the Arts Precinct.

Chair: Professor J E Maloney
Secretary: Ms D Frame

Psychology Advisory Committee

Terms of reference: Fully stated in Statute 2.5 Division V.

Chair: Professor K Ng
Secretary: Ms C Woodmass

Publications Grants Committee

Terms of reference: 1. To consider applications for assistance from the publications fund. 2. To advise the vice-chancellor, when requested, on matters relating to the university’s policy on publications. 3. If requested, to facilitate arrangements for the publication of manuscripts written, edited, or substantially contributed to by Monash authors.

Chair: Professor B G Fox
Secretary: Mr S Wagar

Religious Centre Advisory Committee

Terms of reference: To be responsible for the administration of the Religious Centre and keep under review the work of the chaplains in the university, and to make recommendations to Council on these and any related matters.

Chair: Professor L Waller
Secretary: Ms M Bonhith

Standing Committee on Animal Services

Terms of reference: To plan and make recommendations to the Academic Board on policy governing the development of animal services, including the setting of priorities in animal supply programs and the improvement and expansion of services.

Chair: Professor D M de Kerri
Secretary: Mr C Andrews

Vice-Chancellor’s Campus Planning Committee

Terms of reference: To provide advice to the vice-chancellor on capital development and planning for facilities on all campuses of the university.

Chair: Professor D A Robinson
Secretary: Mr J R Trebiluck

The fact that details of a course are included in this publication can in no way be taken as creating an obligation on the part of the university or faculty to teach it in any given year, or to teach it in the manner described. The university reserves the right to discontinue or vary courses at any time without notice.

Amendments to statutes and regulations are only published following Council approval and promulgation. Proposals for future amendments to any regulations or other information in this section should be made through the Solicitor’s Office.

Caution

The information included in this section is accurate to 1 January 1998.
from the Operations Committee and the Residents’ Committee and, where appropriate, make recommendations thereon to Council. To advise Council, when requested, on any matter concerning the affiliated college with special reference to cooperation between the affiliated college and the halls. To submit an annual report to Council including a financial statement and achievements of the past year.

Chair: Professor J E Maloney
Secretary: Ms J Galомер

Open Day Committee
Terms of reference: There are no formal terms of reference.
The committee’s brief is to arrange and conduct the university’s open day.
Chair: To be appointed
Secretary: Ms Julie Ryan

Orientation Committee
(Joint committee of the Union Board and Academic Board)
Terms of reference: There are no formal terms of reference. The committee’s brief is to plan and implement the orientation program for the university.
Chair: Associate Professor I D S Ward
Secretary: Ms J D’Orechio

Performance and Creative Arts Committee
Terms of reference: To coordinate activities and formulate policy in the performing and creative arts and contribute to the development of the Arts Precinct.
Chair: Professor J E Maloney
Secretary: To be appointed

Psychology Advisory Committee
Terms of reference: Fully stated in Statute 2.5 Division V.
Chair: Professor K Ng
Secretary: Ms C Woodmass

Publications Grants Committee
Terms of reference: To consider applications for assistance from the publications fund. To advise the vice-chancellor, when requested, on matters relating to the university’s policy on publications. If requested, to facilitate arrangements for the publication of manuscripts written, edited, or substantially contributed to by Monash authors.
Chair: Professor R G Fox
Secretary: Mr S Wagstaffe

Religious Centre Advisory Committee
Terms of reference: To be responsible for the administration of the Religious Centre and keep under review the work of the chaplains in the university, and to make recommendations to Council on these and any related matters.
Chair: Professor J Waller
Secretary: Ms M Borendohl

Standing Committee on Animal Services
Terms of reference: To plan and make recommendations to the Academic Board on policy governing the development of animal services, including the setting of priorities in animal supply programs and the expansion and improvement of services.
Chair: Professor D M de Kerrier
Secretary: Ms C Andrews

Vice-Chancellor’s Campus Planning Committee
Terms of reference: To provide advice to the vice-chancellor on capital development and planning for facilities on all campuses of the university.
Chair: Professor D A Robinson
Secretary: Mr J B Zrenfath

Caution
The information included in this section is accurate to 1 January 1998. The fact that details of a course are included in this publication can in no way be taken as creating an obligation on the part of the university or faculty to teach it in any given year, or to teach it in the manner described. The university reserves the right to discontinue or vary courses at any time without notice.

Amendments to statutes and regulations are only published following Council approval and promulgation. Proposals for future amendments to any regulations or other information in this section should be made through the Solicitor’s Office.

Part II – Legislation

Acts

Statutes

Regulations

Course regulations